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Preface 

‘My mother was the daughter of an English …..? Her name was Eliza Thomson. I 

may add my father was a man of great ability and undaunted energy which made him 

a great authority on all matters. Such men as sir Henry Arthur, Sir Richard Darling the 

then governors of Van Diemen’s Land were his friends and frequent guests at his 

house. This dear James is a lovely story, but you can call what you like of it which 

will take up little space under your hands. I have written this fully only (for the most 

part) for you own edification but it is a topic which quite carries me away. Where the 

remembrance of those early days for my first recollection was of going over to that 

wild country with my mother, youngest sister and our English governess when I was 

about 4 or 5 years of age and to think of all we have suffered and lost since that time 

opens fresh memories that almost better lie dead’1 

- Adelaide Collyer (nee Batman) to James Bonwick, 1855.

1 Adelaide Collyer to James Bonwick, 1855, MS10244, SLV. 
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Abstract 

From the moment that Eliza Callaghan appeared at the Old Bailey, London, in 1821, 

to her life as mistress Eliza Batman of the property Kingston in Van Diemen’s Land 

and Port Phillip, through to her murder in colonial Geelong where she lived under the 

pseudonym Sarah Willoughby, her life was characterised by fractured and shifting 

identities, mobility, privilege as well as poverty, lived within the locus of colony and 

empire. Yet historians have either excluded her completely or dismissed her as a low 

class, drunken convict. This thesis critically examines colonial women, the law, and 

gender in south-eastern settler Australia in the early nineteenth century by examining 

the life of Eliza, a runaway convict, who became the wife of high-profile settler John 

Batman, and established the Port Phillip enterprise with him. Moving beyond a simple 

a retrieval history, this thesis utilises rich, previously unexamined archival records 

and extensive first-hand accounts to examine Eliza’s life, to examine the larger 

structural disadvantages experienced by married colonial women, under laws of 

coverture at this time. In major contrast to arguments provided by previous historians, 

I argue that properly contextualising Eliza’s predicament within the structural, legal 

and social realities of colonial women reveals the ways that women were systemically 

disadvantaged. The financial and legal implications of coverture and dower, for 

example, operated on several levels, compounding serious disadvantage with every 

application. I expose the operations of a colonial and patriarchal hierarchy, which 

worked to subvert women in south-eastern Australian colonies. Through the close 

examination of the complex legal framework of colonial women’s lives, in particular 

convictism, coverture and dower, I demonstrate the ways that the structural 

constraints of the time operated to greatly limit their agency and opportunities. 
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Introduction 

From the moment that Elizabeth (Eliza) Callaghan appeared at the Old Bailey through 

to her demise in colonial Geelong as a victim of a drunken attack, her life was 

characterised by fractured and shifting identities, mobility, privilege as well as 

poverty, and much of it lived within the locus of colony and empire. Eliza was 

witness to key moments of settlement in Van Diemen’s Land and Port Phillip; a 

mother of eight children and wife to the well-known currency lad John Batman. She 

was also a tenacious plaintiff in the battle for rights to her late husband’s estate 

following his death. Eliza was the victim of a fatal assault, yet the crime remained 

unsolved and unpunished. While Batman has received considerable attention from 

historians, as Melbourne’s ‘founding father’, Eliza has been overlooked. She has 

remained a marginal figure in the story of empire and colonialism, her life largely 

unexamined by historians, except to portray her as a colonial cypher and fallen 

convict woman. Yet a rich and multifaceted archival record exists around her life, 

which has barely been investigated. As this thesis argues, Eliza’s life course provides 

a portal through which key questions around colonial agency, gender, and the 

legislative proscriptions on British colonial women in early nineteenth-century 

southeastern Australia can be closely examined. The thesis demonstrates the 

substantial structural disadvantages that British colonial women faced as their legal 

status shifted over the course of their lives.  
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Background 

 

The story that we know from the official record is that Eliza Batman, nee Callaghan 

(born 1803 – died 1852), originally from Ireland, was transported from England to 

Van Diemen’s Land for the crime of passing a forged note in 1821.2 Once in Hobart 

she was made an assigned servant to the Hobart Gaoler and later absconded to live as 

‘Eliza Thompson’ with John Batman on his farm at Kingston in the Northern 

Midlands of Van Diemen’s Land. They eventually married and had eight children 

together before relocating to Port Phillip. After Batman’s death Eliza discovered that 

she had been written out of his will and spent years fighting in the Court of Equity in 

the Colony of New South Wales for access to his estate. The case was eventually 

settled in 1845 and Eliza then seemingly vanished from the record until her death in 

1852, when she was reported as being the victim of murder in Geelong where she had 

been living under an assumed identity. 

 

Literature Review 

 

A review of the literature regarding Eliza Batman indicates that material written 

explicitly about her life is sparse and rarely are her lived experiences the primary 

focus of the writer. While John Batman has received considerable attention from 

many historians, his late widow has been relatively overlooked.  

 

                                                
2 Trial of Eliza Callaghan, John Newnam, John Madden (t18200918-57), September 
1820, Old Bailey Proceedings Online, 2015, www.oldbaileyonline.org, accessed 28 
February 2018. 
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Beginning in the colonial period in 1845, while Eliza was still alive, writer Richard 

Howitt published Impressions of Australia Felix, a travelogue of his journey to 

Australia. His highly romanticised account of the meeting of Eliza and John Batman 

is sometimes quoted verbatim in subsequent histories, rendered as a Shakespearean 

tale of the meeting of this well-known colonial identity and his ‘fair Rosamond’ in the 

bush.3  

 

Some years later in 1867, school teacher James Bonwick published John Batman the 

Founder of Melbourne, in part a rebuttal to John Fawkner’s public attacks on 

Batman’s character ‘and to present his claims upon our gratitude’, the proceeds from 

the profits of the book intended to be for the ‘benefit of John Batman’s grandsons.4 

Bonwick wrote to many of the people who knew Batman and his family in order to 

gather information for the book, including John Helder Wedge and Adelaide Collyer, 

daughter of Eliza and John Batman.5 Of Eliza and John, Bonwick wrote: 

  

whatever the early and later stories of the pair, it is pleasing to record that their 

home under Ben Lomond, at the fine farm of Kingston, was a happy one. 

From three of the daughters I have learned that the children were well 

educated and taught the scriptures and even religiously cared for. 6 

 

                                                
3 Richard Howitt, Impressions of Australia Felix, (London: Longman, Brown, Green, 
and Longmans, 1845), 269. 
4 James Bonwick, John Batman the Founder of Melbourne, (Melbourne: Samuel 
Mullen, 1867), 5. 
5 Adelaide Collyer to James Bonwick, 1855, MS10244, State Library of Victoria. 
6 Bonwick, John Batman the Founder of Melbourne, 5. 
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In contrast, by 1957, Robert S. Close, former court reporter for the Melbourne Truth 

and subject of two obscenity trials concerning his novel ‘Love me Sailor’, published 

the bodice ripper Eliza Callaghan.7 His novel focused on the early part Eliza’s life, 

from her experiences in London and the Newgate Gaol to meeting Batman. The 

sensational bi-line on the cover read: ‘condemned to die …. she fought for life and 

love’.8  

 

Historian Phillip Brown’s 1966 entry in the Australian Dictionary of Biography for 

John Batman includes an account of Eliza drawn from convict archives, contemporary 

newspapers, diaries and notes by earlier historians such as Alfred Kenyon.9 Although 

for the most part Brown stays close to the archival sources, he does stray into some 

moral conjecture when describing the events of Eliza’s later life. Brown attributes the 

apparent break between Eliza and Batman in 1837, when Batman barred her dower in 

his will, to be the result of Eliza losing her affection for the ‘thwarted cripple’ Batman 

had become after his physical deterioration due to syphilis. Brown attributes Eliza’s 

death by murder in Geelong to the loss of her husband Batman, without whom she 

drifted until ‘she became Sarah Willoughby… of somewhat abandoned character’. 

Yet, acknowledging her agency momentarily, in the next sentence he describes her as 

an ‘able woman’ who managed to secure one of Batman’s Melbourne allotments.10 

 

                                                
7 Canberra Times, 27 May 1978, 12. 
8 Robert S. Close, Eliza Callaghan, (London: Pan, 1957). 
9 P. L. Brown, 'Batman, John (1801–1839)', Australian Dictionary of Biography, 
National Centre of Biography, Australian National University, 
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/batman-john-1752/text1947, published first in 
hardcopy 1966, accessed online 5 August 2015. 
10 P.L. Brown, 'Batman, John (1801–1839)', Australian Dictionary of Biography.  
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The publication in 1978 entitled Callaghan and Batman is a compendium of primary 

sources and a useful starting point for my project. It is the first serious 

historiographical account that seeks to take Eliza Batman as a historical agent. As I 

will show, my research, however, has built on this and located many more rich 

archives hitherto un-accessed or not yet studied through the lens of gender including, 

for example, the Supreme Court papers of Batman versus Lonsdale in the Public 

Record Office of Victoria.11 

 

Historian Max Cameron’s Eliza Batman was the first essay included in the book 

Double Time Women in Victoria 150 years.12 Cameron’s essay was the first published 

historical account that focused on Eliza Batman’s life independently from that of her 

husband. He drew on convict archival sources to narrate her life and while he 

remained resistant to drifting into the romantic imaginings of Howitt, it is an account 

firmly located in the tradition of reinserting women into the historical record rather 

than a methodological exploration of the ways in which her life was framed by 

convictism, gender, class or race. 13 At the end of the essay, Cameron argued that 

because a woman’s status depended on wealth and that wealth was usually derived 

from her husband, when the ‘money ran out, she drifted back into the habits of her 

earlier existence, to die a sordid death’, thus drawing heavily on the tired and standard 

presumptions regarding women and convictism. 

 

                                                
11	VPRS	42,	Batman	Versus	Lonsdale:	Supreme	Court	Papers,	PROV.	
12 Max Cameron, ‘The Rise and Fall of Eliza Batman,’ in Double Time: Women in 
Victoria 150 Years, eds Marilyn Lake and Farley Kelly, (Ringwood: Penguin, 1985), 
2-12. 
13 Cameron, ‘The Rise and Fall of Eliza Batman,’ 3-12. 
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Historian Alistair Campbell’s 1987 book John Batman and the Aborigines was 

primarily intended to provide insight into the history of the Port Phillip Aboriginal 

people through tracing the life of John Batman, with Eliza as a minor character in the 

story.14 Campbell drew on the archival record as well as previous authors such as 

Bonwick.15 He deals in some detail with the marriage between Eliza and John, 

specifically addressing the implications of their unmarried status for Batman’s 

ambitions to acquire more land, and importantly locates Eliza and her daughters at 

Kingston, Batman’s farm in 1830 during the Black Line, an extensive military and 

civilian operation against Tasmanian Aboriginal people.16 Campbell addresses the 

estrangement of Eliza and John, her unexplained journey to England and her apparent 

indifference to the care of their children while in Port Phillip. The final chapter 

articulates something of the injustice that she and her daughters suffered at the hands 

of the executors of Batman’s will, detailing the financial mismanagement of his 

business and estate after his death.17 However, although Campbell makes a detailed 

summary of the critical court case, he does not address the legislative proscriptions 

that Eliza was subject to and which structurally disadvantaged both her and her 

daughters. 

 

In A history of the Port Phillip District, historian Alan Shaw mentions Eliza, although 

not by name but as John Batman’s widow and quotes Philip Brown in the Australian 

Dictionary of Biography regarding the circumstances surrounding her death, thereby 

                                                
14 Alastair Campbell, John Batman and the Aborigines, (Malmesbury: Kibble Books, 
1987), 215-231. 
15 Campbell, John Batman, 48. 
16 Campbell, John Batman, 48. 
17 Campbell, John Batman, 224 – 6. 
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reiterating what appears to be the defining distinction of her life for recent historians, 

that of her murder ‘in rather disreputable circumstances’.18 

 

The sparse accounts of her life occupy very particular places in the historical 

imagination and historians have reinvented her repeatedly just as Eliza, in her own 

lifetime, reinvented herself. The early accounts in Howitt’s and Bonwick’s books are 

romantic in nature; however, it is in the late twentieth-century discourse on women, 

when her ignominious murder as a fallen woman with a convict past became the 

defining event of her life.  

 

Thematic Literature  

 

While the gap in the scholarship concerning Eliza herself is apparent, the literature 

concerning convict women has expanded exponentially in the last three decades. I 

draw on this literature to inform a fresh methodological analysis of the life of Eliza 

Batman including the way in which her life course intersects with key questions about 

agency, gender and legislative proscriptions on colonial women and imperial 

networks.  

 

I have also closely examined the previous work of historians and others to reveal the 

various colonial discourses which have constructed an enduring image of Eliza 

Batman. In particular, the suggestive work of Penny Russell on the life of Mathinna, 

an Aboriginal girl who was briefly cared for by Lady Jane Franklin, offers a 

                                                
18 A.G.L. Shaw, A History of Port Phillip District: Victoria Before Separation, 
(Melbourne: Miegunyah Press, 1996), 86. 
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productive methodological approach. Russell argues that the stories and images of 

Mathinna have ‘drawn sustenance from each other to entrench powerful sentimental 

tropes about her life’ and that we should be cautious about their ability to be 

reworked into acts of historical recovery.19 I have investigated the silences as well as 

the stories surrounding Eliza, bringing critical attention to the ‘sentimental’ and 

sometimes violent tropes that surround the story of Eliza, seeking to reveal the ways 

‘facts’ and ‘reclamation’ stories are marshalled by writers and historians to support 

the many tropes concerning convict women. In this way I have critically examined 

our ability to ‘know’ Eliza. 

 

Joan Wallach Scott published Gender and the Politics of History in 1988 nearly thirty 

years ago, but the questions that Scott asked, I argue, remain as pertinent to today’s 

historiography as they were at the end of the twentieth century. I have drawn heavily 

on the questions that she asked regarding ‘gender as a category of historical analysis’, 

and in particular the relationship between laws about women and the power of the 

state. Through examining Eliza Batman’s life using these questions, I have aimed to 

reveal the mechanics of the enactment of legislation concerning British women’s 

rights in the colonial period, through exploring in detail Eliza’s deliberate challenges 

both to the law and to powerful male colonial officials.  

  

‘New imperial history’ and feminist historical approaches have offered many exciting 

new pathways to inform a fresh methodological analysis of Eliza’s life, and there is a 

large body of scholarship within which this study is located. Historian Kirsty Reid’s 

                                                
19 Penny Russell, ‘Girl in a Red Dress: Inventions of Mathinna,’ Australian Historical 
Studies, 43 no. 3 (2012), 341. Italics mine. 
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Gender, Crime and Empire is the starting point for the ideas which I have examined.20 

Her detailed work on the men and women transported to Van Diemen’s Land and her 

exploration of discourses of class, criminality and gender to reveal the use of ideas 

over time to construct ‘or rather demonise’ convict women is a key text. While the 

work reveals the critical nature of gender, I also argue that Reid’s text still uses 

assumptions that normalise the male experience of convictism and legislation, and as 

a result there are important ideas that remain unexplored. Reid observes that Governor 

Lachlan Macquarie was opposed to the idea of women as landowners generally and 

supports this with a statement that Macquarie made to Bigge that single women were 

‘incapable of cultivating land’.21 I argue that this kind of slippage and conflation that 

occurs between the ‘categories’ of women, that is; single, widowed, abandoned and 

married does much to hide the day-to-day limiting effects of legislative proscription 

and its enactment on their lives. In this thesis I question whether Macquarie’s ideas 

were based on an imperial and hierarchised idea of ‘family’ and/or whether and to 

what extent they were based on a conception of women being incapable as agents in 

their own fate and lives. 

 

Continuing the theme of colonial society and gender, historian Philippa Levine’s 

introduction to Gender and Empire argues that examining gender and empire is more 

than populating a colonial stage with a more diverse cast of protagonists but a way to 

‘explore social processes and power using sexual difference as a key but by no means 

unique analytic’.22 Levine also draws on Scott to remind us that invoking gender as a 

                                                
20	Kirsty	Reid,	Gender, Crime and Empire: Convicts, settlers and the state in early 
colonial Australia,	(Manchester:	Manchester	University	Press,	2007).		
21 Reid,	Gender, Crime and Empire, 96. 
22 Philippa Levine, ‘Why Gender and Empire?’, Gender and Empire, ed. Philippa 
Levine, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), 1. 
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significant historical consideration should not presuppose that experiences of colonial 

practice were common to all women or all men or that gender does not stand separate 

from other factors such as class and race. Indeed it is exactly Eliza Batman’s shifting 

experiences and identity over her life as an Irish woman, assigned convict, mother, 

wife of an ambivalent male colonial figure amongst many that lends such rich 

territory within which to interrogate ideas about gender, race and class and their 

shifting praxis, both over the term of her life and later. 

 

Ann Stoler has written of intimate frontiers of empire in her article “Tense and Tender 

Ties” and draws on Michel Foucault to describe the ‘intimate’ and the ways that 

empire fashioned moral policies of exclusion by joining ‘the making of the imperial 

body politic to the making of sexualized and racialized selves’.23 She extends this idea 

of ‘tense and tender ties’ further, arguing that it was not only empires that shaped 

‘interior frontiers’ of nations but the people who moved within, between and outside 

of the these imperial boundaries. Therefore, colonies were sites where imperial 

projects’ vulnerabilities were placed in sharp relief. Stoler’s incisive work is therefore 

central to this project, and I have drawn on her ideas about exclusion and intimacy to 

examine the shifting nature of Eliza’s identity both during her life and in later 

discourses regarding convict women. 

 

Closer to home, Penelope Edmonds’ work on empire, violence and intimacy in 

colonial south eastern Australia argues that there is an absence of historical work on 

Aboriginal and settler contact in settler colonial towns and cities and that there was a 

                                                
23 Ann Laura Stoler, ‘Tense and Tender Ties: The Politics of Comparison in North 
American History and (Post) colonial Studies,’ The Journal of American History 88, 
no. 3 (2001): 831. 
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dynamic and interactive contact history in the colonial landscape.24 Likewise she 

argues that colonial white women need to be factored into frontier relationships that 

could be both violent and intimate. While Edmonds places these ideas within the 

context of a growing ‘urban frontier’ of early Melbourne, I have drawn on her ideas to 

explore Indigeneity and the ‘tense and tender ties’ that also existed within Eliza 

Batman’s colonial family and with Aboriginal people as they moved from the 

‘frontier’ of their farm at Kingston in the north of Van Diemen’s Land to the frontier 

of early Melbourne on the Lands of the Kulin nation.  

 

The work of historian Adele Perry has also proved productive for this study. Her 

discussion on the emergence of a discourse on the political utility of working class 

white women and their power to compel men to conform to normative standards of 

whiteness and masculinity in British Columbia can be usefully extended to the 

colonial situation of early nineteenth-century Van Diemen’s Land, and is also useful 

as an explanatory tool for is Eliza Batman’s lived experiences. 25  

 

Archival Sources 

 

The rich primary archival sources for this study include the few known examples of 

Eliza’s own hand - demonstrating, importantly, that she was literate - compared with 

an extensive archive of colonial legal documents from the court case concerning John 

                                                
24 Penelope Edmonds, ‘The Intimate, urbanizing Frontier: Native Camps and Settler 
Colonialism’s Violent Array of Spaces around Early Melbourne,’ in Making Settler 
Colonial Space. Perspectives on Race, Place and Identity, eds. Tracey Banivanua Mar 
and Penelope Edmonds, (Houndmills: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), 130. 
25 Adele Perry, ‘‘Fair Ones of a Purer Caste’: White women and colonialism in 
Nineteenth-Century British Columbia,’ Feminist Studies 23, no. 3 (1997): 501. 
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Batman’s will. Other sources include diaries of colonial contemporaries and friends of 

the Batman family, letters by John Batman, and official government records and 

correspondence. 

 

Archival sources of Eliza’s voice so far discovered are fragmentary; a single personal 

letter from Eliza to her daughter, a few formal petitions requesting assistance from the 

Colonial Government and the crown, and statements taken in evidence during the 

court case contesting Batman’s will. There are no diaries or collections of personal 

correspondence discovered to date in her own hand. However, a close reading of these 

sources reveals much about Eliza and her experiences during her life. 

 

It is a challenge to find records concerning Eliza’s life. Leaving only faint traces in 

the archive and without surviving diaries by which we might follow her own self-

assessment of her life, Eliza’s life is documented only fragmentarily. There are 

only the occasional reference in government census and shipping passenger lists, or a 

mention in her husband’s letters. It is also a challenge to see past the well-known 

evidence of her husband’s life where she is all too often a footnote. The Victoria 

Supreme Court case Batman v Lonsdale 1840, when she becomes the key player in 

long legal proceedings, finally reveals something more of her life. Rather than reading 

against the grain to rediscover Eliza in the colonial archives, it is more a matter of 

reading with the grain, as historian Ann Stoler has suggested, and in paying very close 

attention to those grainy margins that are often ignored.26 While some scholars have 

                                                
26 Anne Stoler, ‘Colonial Archives and the arts of Governance’, Archival Science, 2, 
(2002): 99.	
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previously examined the archival record, none have done so looking for an 

understanding of Eliza’s story.  

 

Approach and Methodology 

 

A relatively sparse historiography spanning the nineteenth and twentieth centuries has 

used the figure of Eliza Batman to invoke ideas regarding antipodean empire, gender, 

convictism and race. As I have outlined, in works by Shaw and Cameron, and in 

Brown’s entry for John Batman in the Australian Dictionary of Biography, Eliza has 

been framed as an adjunct to Batman, a disruptive, fallen woman, and a convenient 

cypher too often deployed as shorthand vignette for Irish convict women in the 

Australian colonies unable to escape their criminal past. Despite this, Eliza occupies a 

curious position as both ignoble woman and a complex founding ‘mother’, 

counterpart to Batman as ‘founding father’ of Port Phillip.  

 

There is, I argue, a major scholarly gap concerning the life of Eliza Batman. To date, 

historians have not explored the rich archives as they relate to Eliza’s life. This thesis 

is not intended as a traditional biography. Rather, I have examined newly located 

archival records concerning Eliza, and have utilised and developed new 

historiographical approaches to reveal the complexity of her identity, experiences and 

her life. Above all, in line with new postcolonial and feminist approaches I have used 

a gender analytic, to critically appraise Eliza’s life as an Irish, convicted colonial 

woman. In many ways, the study is closer to a social biography rather than an act of 

historical reclamation of her life; I do not seek to recover an essential Eliza. Drawing 

on the methodological approach adopted by Kristyn Harman in her work ‘Writing 
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Duall’s Life as Social Biography’ I use social biography to reveal and contextualise 

lives which are recorded only peripherally in the colonial archive.27 Importantly, I 

seek to reveal Eliza’s entanglements with key moments of empire in the antipodes - 

both convict and colonising - and her place within critical imperial networks in the 

Australian colonies and beyond to the metropole.  

 

I explore the silences that have surrounded Eliza, in particular her absence in the story 

of her husband, John Batman. I move beyond the small historical device she has 

become; a cypher for the fallen convict women, to be inserted where necessary and 

have characterised and critiqued the existing historiography on Eliza Batman to reveal 

the ways colonial convict women have been made visible or invisible, and delimited 

through colonial law.  

 

Significantly, a critical lens used in this thesis is new legal historical approaches. As I 

will show, close attention to the law and its gendered dynamics is paramount to 

understanding the social realities for women such as Eliza in the south-eastern 

Australian colonies in the 1830s. As historians Tim Stretton and Krista Kesselring 

argue, it has been in the legal arenas where the limits to women’s rights have been set, 

contested, and made public.28 This thesis demonstrates a close examination of this 

legal context, especially a deeper investigation of ‘coverture’ and ‘dower’ in the 

settler colony of New South Wales in the 1830s through the case study of Eliza and 

                                                
27 Kristyn Harman, ‘Multiple Subjectivities: Writing Duall’s Life as social 
Biography’, in Indigenous Biography and Autobiography, eds. Peter Read, Anna 
Haebich, Frances Peters-Little, (Canberra: ANU ePress, 2008), 47-56. 
28 Tim Streeton and Krista J Kesselring, ‘Introduction,’ in Married Women and the 
Law. Coverture in England and the common law world, eds. Tim Streeton and Krista 
J. Kesselring, (Montreal: McGill-Queens University Press, 2013), 4. 
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her property claims after becoming a widow. The complexities of Batman’s will, and 

the contest of the will before the Supreme Court of New South Wales in Sydney, 

would become a drawn-out colonial drama to rival Dickens’ novel Bleak House.29 

 

The gendered analysis of Eliza’s life and its legal and imperial entanglements is well 

overdue. I have drawn on recent scholarly work on gender and empire, and 

compelling comparative scholarship concerning colonial legislation and marriage 

laws, to examine how these laws were enacted and their negative effect on the lives of 

Eliza and her daughters, especially in a new settler colony. I have sought to unravel 

and appraise Eliza’s agency in making legal claims on Batman’s will as his wife, and 

also examined the patriarchal legal system and how her seven daughters’ interests 

were subverted. This is important critical colonial legal history on the south eastern 

colonies of Australia that to date has not been considered carefully.  

 

The themes of imperial networks and mobility are not just concerned with expressions 

of physical movement and travel, but may also be suggestive of transitions between 

categories, class, gender and race.30 These transitions are important, and as I show, 

they are amply manifest within the new Australian settler colonies in the early to mid-

nineteenth century. Eliza was present during two frontier moments in Australian 

colonial history, in the aggressive European rush for Aboriginal lands, and was 

entangled in important moments of empire. She was present and an active participant 

                                                
29	Charles	Dickens,	Bleak	House,	(London:	Chapman	and	Hall,	1853)	1-	440.	
30	See	for	example	Tony	Ballantyne	and	Antoinette	M	Burton,	‘Introduction:	The	
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at John Batman’s farm at Kingston in the Northern Midlands during the Black Line, 

in Van Diemen’s Land, and later in Port Phillip during the early days of settlement.  

 

The following is an over view of each chapter: 

 

Chapter One explores and analyses the terms of Eliza’s conviction in London for the 

crime of uttering and her status as a ‘bank convict’. I also consider her cohort on the 

convict ship the Providence II and the gendered aspects of her conviction, assignment 

and punishment within the context of the period of 1820 - 1823 in which she was 

convicted and transported to Van Diemen’s Land. Eliza’s experience of the 

developing convict system in Van Diemen’s land shows how the colony’s attempt to 

control convict women enabled some of them to evade penal control and create lives 

hidden from official scrutiny.  

 

Chapter Two examines the domestic world of Eliza within colonial history, and 

within the cross-cultural dynamics of a violent settler frontier. Eliza moved through a 

series of both domestic and frontier worlds; transitioning from being an assigned 

servant in Hobart to that of illicit mistress of a home; motherhood and marriage.  

 

Chapter Three examines the continuing cross-cultural and violent relations of the 

Batmans and the Aboriginal people of Ben Lomond. The chapter examines the 

transition from violent frontier to a time of peace for white settlers soon to be altered 

by the decision to move the family to Port Phillip. 
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Chapter Four reveals the gendered and intimate nature of settler and the legal frontiers 

that Eliza experienced, and I show how the law and colonial reworking of British 

legislation had specific consequences for Eliza and other women in her position. This 

chapter seeks to disrupt the tired gendered narrative of colonial advancement and 

seeks to place Eliza as centrally involved in the economic fortunes of Batman’s wool 

and other enterprises. This chapter also contextualises the complex and contested 

issue of dower in colonial Australia and examines the complexity of married women’s 

property law in the colony of New South Wales in the 1830s. Thus, by situating white 

women in the same frame as immigration, colonization and convictism we are able to 

reveal the delimited agency with which colonial white women operated.31 

 

Chapter Five discusses Eliza’s experience negotiating her rights to dower through the 

courts as both a widow and, later, as a remarried colonial woman. Eliza and her 

family would find themselves destitute and caught in a seemingly unending court case 

and Eliza would ultimately petition the Queen to plead for land to support her family. 

This chapter addresses key historical and legal questions about colonial dower. The 

question of women’s property rights was complex and uncertain and, as I reveal, her 

previous convict status prejudiced Eliza’s later claim for dower. 

 

Finally, in Chapter Six I explore the last years of Eliza’s life and reveal how her later 

experiences were profoundly shaped by the ongoing legacy of structural and legal 

constraints that limited the opportunities for colonial women. In the final years of her 

life, Eliza was deprived of what remained of her estate with Batman, even after she 

                                                
31 See for example Adele Perry, On the Edge of Empire: Gender, Race, and the 
Making of British Columbia 1849 – 1871, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
2002), 200. 
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was granted dower of £400. Eventually leaving her second husband William 

Willoughby she moved to Geelong where she died at the hand of strangers. After 

Eliza’s death Willoughby bequeathed his property to Eliza’s daughter Lucy but unlike 

Eliza, Willoughby’s will protected Lucy from the effects of the law of coverture so 

she was not to suffer financially, emotionally, and physically in the way that same 

way as her mother Eliza had suffered. 
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Chapter One: Down with the Bank 
 

Early on the morning of 5 December 1820 in the women’s yard of Newgate prison in 

London, a young Irish woman was listening to the shouts and cries of protest from the 

huge crowd gathered on the other side of the high stone wall. The noisy crowd had 

gathered in front of the scaffold outside the Debtors Door of the prison. Her name was 

Elizabeth (‘Eliza’) Callaghan, and she had been reprieved at the last minute from this 

scaffold on which her lover, John Madden, was about to be executed.32  

 

At around 7.30 am the condemned prisoners with their arms pinioned to their sides, 

their wrists tied in front of them, walked on to the scaffold platform, their heads 

covered in white caps. Of the six individuals condemned to die on the scaffold that 

day, Madden and Price were the only two who had been tried and convicted of the 

capital offence of uttering forged notes. Eliza, who had been arrested along with 

Madden, was spared this fate and instead was sentenced to transport for 14 years to 

Van Diemen’s Land.33 

 

In this chapter I explore and analyse the terms of Eliza’s conviction, the crime of 

uttering and her status as a ‘bank convict’. I also consider her cohort on the convict 

ship the Providence II and the gendered aspects of her conviction, assignment and 

punishment within the context of the period of 1820 - 1823 in which she was 

convicted and transported to Van Diemen’s Land. As I will argue, the phenomenon of 

                                                
32 Windsor and Eton Express, 1 October 1820 and Sussex Advertiser, 4 December 
1820. 
33 Worcester Journal, 7 December 1820; Phillip Tardiff, Notorious Strumpets and 
Dangerous Girls. Convict Women in Van Diemen’s Land 1803-1829, (Sydney: Angus 
and Robertson, 1990), 476. 
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the female ‘bank convict’ transported to Australia was far more prevalent than many 

historians have acknowledged, and Eliza’s experiences are the result of policy and 

legislative framework and the particular relationship between the Bank of England 

and the judiciary which existed in the first twenty years of the nineteenth century.  

I also explore Eliza’s experience of the developing convict system in Van Diemen’s 

land. The colony was unprepared for the sudden increase in female convicts, and I 

show how the colony’s attempt to control convict women enabled some of them to 

evade penal control and create lives hidden from official scrutiny.  

 

Uttering: Passing forged bank notes 

 

One summer afternoon in June 1820, a young Irish woman entered the Lord Hood 

public house on Rich Street, Limehouse, in London’s East end and bought a bottle of 

liquor with a forged one-pound note. Earlier that afternoon she had been seen in the 

street outside with three men, two of whom were later identified as John Newnam and 

John Madden. The publican of the Lord Hood, Sam Cordell, alerted by his brother-in-

law Samuel Bird to the possibility that the note was a forgery, identified the note by 

writing on it ‘Mrs Murphy’.34 Cordell had been the publican at the Lord Hood since 

1813 and must have seen his fair share of forged notes.35 Most of all he would have 

been anxious not to have a forgery passed onto him, yet inexplicably he did not 

directly confront Eliza that day. Perhaps it was this that encouraged the group to 

                                                
34 ‘Trial of Eliza Callaghan, John Newnam, John Madden’ (t18200918-57), 
September 1820, Old Bailey Proceedings Online, 2015, www.oldbaileyonline.org, 
accessed 28 February 2018. 
35 ‘Lord Hood, 14 Rich Street, Limehouse; Pub History in London, 
https://pubwiki.co.uk/LondonPubs/Limehouse/LordHood.shtml, accessed 24 August 
2019. 
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return to the Lord Hood a week later to try their luck again with forged notes. This 

time one of the men attempted to pass the forged note over the bar. As Bird later 

testified at the trial, he recognised Eliza, Newnam and Madden as three of the people 

who had passed forged notes the week before. This time Bird seized Newnam in the 

bar while Madden and Eliza escaped outside. They made the mistake of loitering in 

the alley behind the pub, perhaps to see what had happened to Newnam, allowing 

parish constables Bird and Penfold to apprehend them as they marched Newnam off 

to the watch-house. On route to the watch-house Madden must have understood what 

was at risk. A scuffle ensued as Madden managed to swallow one of the pound notes. 

During the altercation, Eliza attacked Penfold. The constable was holding Madden by 

the throat in an attempt to prevent him from swallowing evidence and the woman was 

presumably aiming to loosen the law’s grip on her erstwhile companion.  

 

Four days later, on 21 June, depositions against the three alleged offenders were read 

out at the Bank of England’s Committee for Law Suits and the following charges 

were recorded; 

 

John Madden, John Newnam and Elizabeth Callaghan, London for uttering 

two forged notes of one pound each and destroying three others.36 

 

Newnam and Eliza pleaded guilty to the lesser charge of possession, making use of 

the offer by the Committee for Law Suits that they be at liberty to plead guilty to the 

minor offense. However, Madden ‘relying on the want of evidence against him, 

                                                
36 Bank of England Committee for Law Suits - Minutes, 21 June 1820, 
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/archive/committee-for-law-suits-
minutes/1820-1821-book1.pdf, accessed 24 August 2019. 
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obstinately refused to do the like’. His stubbornness resulted in a worse outcome not 

only for himself but also for his co-offenders as all three were then indicted with the 

capital offence of uttering.37 They appeared before Justice William Best at the Old 

Bailey two months later on 18 September 1820 charged with the capital crime of 

disposing and putting away a forged and counterfeit Bank Note and the lesser charge 

of intent to defraud Samuel Cordell. All three were found guilty and sentenced to 

death while Sam Bird, Joseph Penfold, Stephen Vince and John Lines (parish 

constables) received rewards of ten pounds each from the Bank of England for 

assisting in the apprehension of the defendants.38  

 

Historian Deidre Palk has argued that historians as well as contemporary crime 

recorders and reporters have shown little interest in the crimes of forgery and uttering, 

regarding such activity: 

 

as a specialist occupation, barely touching the lives of the uneducated and 

unskilled and certainly not the lives of women.39 

 

Yet the Bank of England prosecutions had a direct and profound impact on the 

transportation of convict men and women to the Australian penal colonies. In 

particular, a significant number of women were caught in the process in the early part 

of the nineteenth century. For example, of the 103 women transported to Hobart on 

                                                
37 Worcester Journal, 7 December 1820. 
38 Bank of England Committee for Law Suits - Minutes, 27 September 1820,  
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/archive/committee-for-law-suits-
minutes/1820-1821-book2.pdf, accessed 24 August 2019. 
39 Deidre Palk, ‘Gender, Crime and Discretion in the English Criminal Justice System 
1780’s to 1830s’ (PhD dissertation, University of Leicester, 2001), 152. 
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the Morley and the Providence II, an overwhelming one-third of the total were ‘bank 

convicts’, that is, they had been prosecuted by the Bank of England for ‘uttering’.40 

 

Eliza and her companions had become part of the cohort of men and women 

embroiled in the Bank of England’s use of the courts to control the proliferation of 

forged bank notes. After 1797 low denomination bank notes of poor quality were 

issued that proved easy to forge.41 The Bank of England began to prosecute those 

involved in the practice. In the English courts, as in all cases at the time, the Bank of 

England acted as both victim and prosecutor, and over the years developed 

unrelentingly bureaucratic methods of ensuring that those cases brought to trial were 

successful.42 What they did not anticipate was that the number of cases to prosecute 

would rise from 66 cases between 1802 and 1804, to a peak of 918 in the years 1817 

to 1819.43 By the end of 1820 it was costing the Bank of England £66,000 a year in 

lawyers’ fees, payments to investigators and rewards to those who ‘assisted in the 

apprehension’ of the accused. This did not include the routine payments for the relief 

of those that they successfully prosecuted for the crime of uttering.44 The Bank of 

England regularly made payments of up to five pounds each to women convicted and 

                                                
40 Bank of England Committee for Law Suits - Minutes, 10 May 1820, 
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/archive/committee-for-law-suits-
minutes/1820-1821-book1.pdf, accessed 24 August 2019 and see also  
Tardiff, Notorious Strumpets and Dangerous Girls, 422 – 472. 
41 Deidre Palk, Gender, Crime and Judicial Discretion 1780-1830, (Woodbridge: The 
Royal Historical Society, 2006), 89. 
42 Palk, ‘Gender, Crime and Discretion’ (PhD dissertation, University of Leicester, 
2001), 65. 
43 Palk, ‘Gender, Crime and Discretion’ (PhD dissertation, University of Leicester, 
2001), 70. 
44 Bank of England Committee for Law Suits - Minutes, 21 March 1821, 
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/archive/committee-for-law-suits-
minutes/1821-1822-book1.pdf, accessed 24 August 2019.  
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sentenced to transportation who petitioned the Bank, for ‘relief and to procure 

necessary articles for their voyage’.45 

 

Eliza was one of 195 women who were considered for prosecution between 1820 and 

1822 compared with 768 men during the same period.46 Historian Peter King has 

suggested from his research on crime that women received more ‘lenient’ verdicts and 

that they benefitted from sentencing policies between 1780 and 1830. He argues that 

the reason for this lay not as a result of some vague notion of chivalry amongst the 

male judiciary, but rather within the complex contradictions of patriarchy and the 

interaction of various forces.47 The most of important of these being the common law 

concept of coverture which applied to married women.  In 1765 legal scholar William 

Blackstone defined coverture as:  

 

By marriage, the husband and wife are one person in law; that is the very 

being or legal existence of the woman is suspended during the marriage, or at 

least is incorporated and consolidated into that of the husband;  under whose 

wing, protection and cover, she performs everything; and is therefore call in 

our law-french a feme-covert.48 

 

                                                
45 Bank of England Committee for Law Suits - Minutes, 2 June 1821, 
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/archive/committee-for-law-suits-
minutes/1821-1822-book1.pdf, accessed 24 August 2019. 
46 Palk, ‘Gender, Crime and Discretion’ (PhD dissertation, University of Leicester, 
2001), 70.  
47 Peter King, Crime and Law in England, 1750 – 1840 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2006), 195. 
48 William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England, vol. 1, (Oxford, 
Clarendon Press, 1765), 430. 
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While Eliza was not married to Madden and therefore not a feme-covert, King 

suggests:  

 

Whatever its direct impact, feme covert almost certainly expressed and 

reinforced a broader set of discursive formations, that often portrayed women 

as weaker, as less culpable or as more easily led astray.49   

 

These factors meant that female offenders accused of crimes in major courts 

frequently succeeded in obtaining more lenient treatment than their male 

counterparts.50 Interestingly, however, Palk’s research shows that in the very specific 

case of bank prosecutions for forgery, trial outcomes were almost identical 

irrespective of gender; 16% of women and 17% of men were sentenced to death while 

of those sentenced to be transported, 76% were women and 77% men.51  

 

On 3 October 1820, capital sentences were published in the press for Eliza, Newnam 

and Madden. All three remained on the list of capital convicts until 4 December, the 

day before their scheduled execution, when Eliza and Newnam were granted an 

eleventh-hour reprieve.52 Madden, however, was hanged on 5 December 1820 with 

five others including Sarah Price who had been indicted at the same Bank of England 

Committee for Law meeting with Eliza, Newnam and Madden.53 Price, like Madden, 

had refused the Bank’s offer of a plea bargain, and had instead plead not guilty to the 

                                                
49	King, Crime and Law in England, 1750 – 1840, (2006), 192	
50 King, Crime and Law in England, 1750 – 1840, (2006), 195. 
51 Palk, Gender, Crime and Judicial Discretion, (2006), 107. 
52 Windsor and Eton Express, 1 October 1820 and Sussex Advertiser, 4 December 
1820. 
53 Palk, ‘Gender, Crime and Discretion’ (PhD dissertation, University of Leicester, 
2001), 208. 
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capital charge.54 The execution was carried out on the scaffold erected outside 

Newgate prison before a huge crowd. An account of the hanging published in the 

Sussex Advertiser and elsewhere, described the crowd’s riotous reaction to the 

appearance of Madden and Price on the scaffold: 

 

A great confusion appeared amongst the immense assemblage of persons 

outside, with loud shouts of disapprobation and cries of ‘No Bank’ but when 

Sarah Price was put up there was a burst of indignation and loud cries of 

‘Murder, murder’, ‘down with the bank’ resounded form all parts of the 

immense crowd.55 

 

The case was covered extensively in the British press with newspapers around the 

country printing accounts of the executions of Madden and the others including the 

details of the trials and the pleas for clemency. Several letters to editors were 

published in which the writers strongly criticised the Bank of England’s role in 

prosecuting bank note forgery and its consequent role in the handing down of the 

death penalty: 

 

Let them [the Bank of England Directors] say how far their consciences acquit 

them of all share or blame in the loss of the liberty and the lives; and in 

producing the misery and wretchedness which widows and children have had 

brought on them by the violent deaths of their husbands and fathers.56 
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As Palk has revealed, contemporary attitudes to the capital sentences that bank note 

forgery attracted varied according to the number of prosecutions for uttering 

instigated by the Bank of England.57 But it only was after 1818 that public opposition 

to capital punishment for these crimes became more vocal and the Bank of England a 

target of protest both on the streets and in the papers.58 From a high of 768 

prosecutions between the years 1820 and 1822, the prosecutions for forgery then 

collapsed to a low of 33 prosecutions between the years 1823 through to 1825.59 The 

two-year window between 1820 and 1822 effectively saw the creation of a cohort of 

women who experienced the British justice system and convict administration 

through the lens of a very specific set of circumstances. 

 

Femes Covert 

 

Eliza, Newnam and Madden were effectively sentenced to death as a result of 

Madden’s refusal to plead guilty to the lesser charge of possession to which Eliza and 

Newnam were happy to plead. As a result, they were tried together under the capital 

crime of uttering and jointly sentenced to death.60  

 

                                                
57 Palk, ‘Gender, Crime and Discretion’ (PhD dissertation, University of Leicester, 
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The events which led to the commuting of Eliza’s sentence and the reasons that she 

was spared the gallows were complex. Justice Best noted after sentencing the three to 

hanging that Newnam ‘shouldn’t receive the harsher penalty’, and yet he failed 

entirely to mention Eliza, who like Newnam, also pleaded guilty to the lesser charge 

of possession.61 

 

In his key work On the Punishment of Death in the Metropolis, Edward Gibbon 

Wakefield described the process by which a person could be convicted and sentenced 

to a capital crime in London through a series of courts where the penultimate arbiter 

of capital punishment was the ‘King in Council’, with the final arbiter being the 

Secretary of State. As he explained, the duty of the King in Council was to exercise 

the king’s prerogative of mercy over people who had incurred the death penalty. 

Wakefield describes the King in Council as being composed of cabinet ministers who 

met in secret, who were not bound by any known rules and finally heard no evidence 

concerning the convictions beyond that sometimes provided by the Recorder of 

London.62 As a result, the rationale for decisions on clemency for individual sentences 

of capital punishment at this level were not published. It was this ‘King in Council’ 

that made the decision to commute Eliza’s sentence from hanging to transportation. 

On 3 October the sentence of death was passed on Eliza, Newnam and Madden.63 On 

1 December, the week before the sentences were to be carried out, the King in 

Council pardoned Eliza but ordered the execution of Madden, Newnam [and others] 
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to be carried out four days later on 4 December.64 A newspaper correspondent from 

the Worcester Journal claimed that Eliza’s sentence was commuted because: 

 

The age of the girl, and the belief that she acted under the influence of the 

men, procured mercy for her.65 

 

A last-minute appeal by the Keeper of Newgate to Justice Best, who made a 

representation to the Secretary of State, Viscount Sidmouth, saved Newnam from 

following Madden to the Gallows.66 

 

King argues that the principle of ‘feme covert’, by which a woman could be acquitted 

of a crime on the basis that she was acting under her husband’s orders, may have 

reinforced a set of discursive formations that portrayed women as weaker, less 

capable or more easily led astray than men. This may then have resulted in more 

lenient trial outcomes for a range of female offenders.67 Certainly the author of the 

Worcester Journal account thought that this was the case, although it is unclear if this 

was an assumption or was based on plea documents yet to be found, the opaqueness 

of the King In Council process notwithstanding.  

 

Eliza’s sentence was therefore commuted from capital punishment to 14 years 

transportation to Van Diemen’s Land. She was transported on the Providence II in 
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June 1820 while Newnam was also transported for 14 years and was sent out on the 

Granada to Botany Bay in May 1821.68 

 

Voyage of the Providence to Van Diemen’s Land 

 

The convict transport (ship) Providence II, captained by James Herd with David Reid 

as surgeon-superintendent, departed England on 13 June 1821 carrying 104 women 

convicts. It sailed to Van Diemen’s Land via Port Praya (in the Cape de Verdes 

Islands) and Rio de Janerio arriving in Hobart six months later on 17 December 

1820.69 The Providence II was only the second all female convict transport to sail 

directly to Van Diemen’s Land rather than via Port Jackson, the Morley having 

arrived earlier that same year.70 From 1815 the practice of transporting both men and 

women on the same vessel was abandoned and the appointment of a naval surgeon to 

act as a ‘surgeon-superintendent’ on each vessel was introduced.71 The surgeon-

superintendent was not subordinate to the ship’s master and was responsible for the 

physical and moral care of the women.72 These administrative changes to the 

transportation of convict women were made as a result of the official concern over the 

sexual exploitation of women and high death rates on the earlier convict transports to 

the Colony of New South Wales.73 Fifty four of the 103 women convicts on the 

Providence II were landed in Hobart, a similar number to those that had arrived the 
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previous year on the Morley with a full complement of 121 convict women, of which 

50 were disembarked in Hobart.74 

 

Hobart Town: Gaol and Gaoler 

 

The arrival of the Providence II in Hobart on Monday 17 December 1821 was listed 

in the Hobart Town Gazette, which noted that the Lieutenant Governor Sorell, 

following the procedure in place at the time, inspected the prisoners on board the 

vessel the following Thursday: 

 

The female prisoners per the Providence were inspected early on Thursday 

morning on board of that vessel by His Honor the Lieutenant Governor; and 

one-half of them, destined for this Settlement, were the same day and 

yesterday landed and appropriated to the service of families.75 

 

In 1820 Commissioner John Thomas Bigge had arrived in Hobart to undertake a 

survey of the colony of New South Wales (which, at the time, included Van Diemen’s 

Land) on behalf of the British Government. During his time in Hobart he conducted 

interviews, largely with men, regarding the laws and regulations of the colony as well 

as the administration of the convict system. As part of his detailed investigation he 

recorded the process that Sorell had established for the assignment of convicts 

arriving in Hobart. The Bigge Reports, published in 1822 and 1823, included a 

description of the process used by Major Bell, Inspector of Public Works, in Hobart: 
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I go on board to muster them, and take down their trades and callings, and 

mark such as I consider fit for Government employ for the information of the 

Lieut. Governor. After that the Secy. of the Lt Govr. goes on board to muster 

them, and the Chief of the Police also goes and takes down a description of 

each man [or woman]. They are generally landed the following day. Public 

notice is always given to the Settlers of the disembarkation and if time will 

permit, Notice is sent to the distant Settlers by constables. They are marched 

up to the Jail Yard under the Chief Constable and a party of petty constables, 

where they are again mustered by me to ascertain that the correct number is 

landed. I then report to the Lt. Govr. that the men [or women] are ready for his 

inspection. Those intended for the public works are placed by themselves on 

the right and inspected by the Lt Govr. And if approved, they are then placed 

apart; and the settlers are allowed to choose from the rest. I attend and have 

their names entered on the books alphabetically, the names of the settlers to 

whom they are allotted and whether on or off the store.76 

 

The information implicit in Bell’s testimony requires some explanation to reveal the 

complexities of convict administration. Firstly, the intention of the muster was to 

make a record of information that would be important for the control of convicts as 

well as the use of convict labour. By recording the trade and other skills of convict 

workers, the Inspector of Public Works and other officials were able to assign 

convicts to Government works or positions that required skills that were often in short 
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supply, particularly in the case of women servants.77 Of the 54 women who arrived on 

the Providence II, 42 had no record of a trade, two were recorded as laundresses, one 

as a ‘chairwoman’ [sic], one as house servant, and six as servants, one of which was 

Eliza Callaghan.78  

 

The skill of literacy was very well regarded by the Inspector of Public works, and this 

was also recorded. The distinction between being able to read compared with being 

able to write was also carefully noted. Nine women from the Providence II could both 

read and write including Eliza, while 30 are recorded as being unable to write, the 

implication being that they could read only. The literacy of the remaining 15 women 

was not recorded.79 

 

The description of the convict in this period, before the advent of photography in 

1839, was to establish the identity of the convict and to enable such details to be 

circulated in the press should the convict later abscond. Tattoos, scars, height, eye 

colour and hair colour were all recorded. The women of the Providence II were 

described and identified mostly by their height, hair and eye colour, lacking the 

largely masculine tradition of tattoos and the presence of scars.80  

 

Bell’s description of settlers choosing convicts from the newly arrived convict 

transports reveals the workings of the assignment system under which the Lieutenant 

Governors had extensive and discretionary powers to assign convict labour to 
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settlers.81 Their names were recorded, to whom they were assigned, and whether they 

were supplied with food and clothing by the Government, on or off the store. 

 

In Bell’s testimony to Bigge it is clear that male prisoners were expected to find and 

pay for their own lodgings on arrival in Hobart, as there was no public building to 

house them. Bell believed they obtained the means to pay from their labour in their 

‘extra hours’, that is the hours outside of their government employment, which he 

calculated to be one third of each day.82  

 

Comparison of Bell’s account of the arrival of a convict transport with the accounts of 

the arrival of the Providence II and the Morley suggests that the process used to 

manage the arrival of convict men was modified for the unprecedented arrival of a 

convict transport made up entirely of women. The experience of the women of the 

Providence II likely mirrored that of the women who arrived on the Morley a year 

earlier which was recorded by the ship’s surgeon Thomas Reid.83 For instance, 

Lieutenant-Governor Sorell personally assigned 44 women and arranged 

accommodation for another six until they could be assigned, while they were still on 

board the Morley.84 Sorell was hampered in his control of the arriving female convicts 

by the lack of a building in which they could be confined beyond the facilities offered 

by the Hobart Gaol: 
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there is no female factory allowing the mass of the females who arrive to go at 

once at large and of the females who are in service quitting their places which 

at present it is found nearly impossible to prevent, the sentence of labor in the 

gaol not being sufficient without more permanent confinement to labor.85 

 

The arrival of the women on the Morley and the Providence II was the outcome of 

repeated requests by Sorell to his Sydney-based superior Governor Lachlan 

Macquarie for more female convicts to be sent to Van Diemen’s Land. As Sorell 

expressed to Macquarie in 1818, ‘it was difficult to keep assigned female servants in 

their places because they usually received offers of either marriage or better 

employment.’86 Macquarie’s instructions to Sorell for the assignment of the female 

convicts of the Elizabeth Henrietta which arrived in Hobart in 1818, was that they be 

employed ‘as servants to married people of good character’.87 As historian Kirsty 

Reid has argued, theoretically masters were to be moral guides for convict workers 

and ‘ladies’ were to be moral mistresses applying authority and influence over their 

assigned convict servants and thus ultimately leading to convict reformation although 

in reality numerous cases masters impregnated female convicts who were returned to 

the colony’s female houses of correction in disgrace.88 By 1820 the difficulty in 

finding enough female servants for Van Diemen’s Land households had not improved 
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and Sorell again requested a supply of female convicts, ‘the want of Servants being 

pressing’.89  

 

Newcomers to early Hobart were often shocked by the state of the harbour and its 

people. In 1822 when George Stokell and his wife arrived on Hunter Island, they 

found an ‘unpleasant foreshore’ near the ‘Hope and Anchor’ public house. In her 

initial impression Mrs Stokell wrote that the receding water deposited the carcasses of 

drowned cats and dogs, and she thought the settlement was ‘a dreadful place’, with 

slushy roads where carts would sometimes stick, axle deep in a muddy hole. This was 

not the only thing she disliked. She also disapproved of the ‘smoky whale oil lamps at 

street corners, the convicts, yelling drunkards, degraded blacks and the squalid 

looking gins with picanninies clinging to them like young animals who came begging 

to the door’.90  

 

Upon arrival to this unsavoury port town of Hobart, Eliza was assigned to John 

Petchey, the Keeper of the Hobart Gaol, himself an emancipated convict who had 

arrived on the Indefatigable in 1812. John had married Mary Skelhorne and lived with 

his family in central Hobart next to the gaol, on the corner of Davey and Murray 

Streets where he would later open the Waterloo Tavern in partnership with William 

Wood.91 As Gaol Keeper he received a wage as well as payments for confinement of 
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people charged with being disorderly and drunk and those confined for debt.92 Hobart 

Gaol was notorious for the number of successful escapes by inmates. The wall 

surrounding the prison had only been completed in 1819 and the construction of a 

cook-house against the wall did not help matters.93 

 

The entrepreneurial Petchey supplied wood to the Gaol, Government House, and 

Macquarie Street Watch House on contract as well as advertising clothing for sale in 

his own home.94 So how was Eliza ‘employed’ by this man who had a family and a 

number of side businesses, as well as the responsibility for running the Hobart Gaol? 

The work carried out by assigned convict women has been largely described as that of 

a domestic servant. Historian Katrina Alford has argued that in the early nineteenth 

century, the domination of colonial economic development by industries that 

employed single male labour created a low premium on the value of paid female 

labour, except as domestic servants.95 Certainly Sorell’s requests for female convicts 

were couched in terms that made it clear his intention was to fill a gap in the labour 

market.96 But it is likely that assigned convict women such as Eliza provided labour 

for their master’s commercial enterprises as much as the labour that supported their 

domestic life.  
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In 1818 the regulations which governed the wages paid by employers of assigned 

crown servants were published; ten pounds per annum for men and seven pounds per 

annum for women, including rations, or seven pounds and five pounds if slops 

[clothing] were supplied. In exchange for this the employer had the right to servants’ 

extra time, as servants were forbidden to work for themselves or any other person 

without permission.97 This was different from the regulations concerning those 

convicts working for the Government who could work in their ‘extra hours’.98  

 

As an assigned convict Eliza would have had limited access to extra money above the 

five to seven pounds per annum paid by her employer, but she would have been 

provided with food, clothing and shelter. Petchey had the right to her extra time and 

she would have had to seek his permission to work for anyone else if this time was 

made available to her and not entirely utilised by Petchey and his family. Even in the 

event that her time was her own and she was able to gain permission to work outside 

of the Petchey household, labour opportunities for women were limited and 

undervalued. This is in contrast the experience of many male convicts during the 

same period who had the opportunity to live away from their master’s premises, who 

had ‘extra’ time outside of the work for their master, during which  

they could supply labour which was in demand and earn additional income.99 

The Iron Collar and the Stocks 
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In March 1822, nearly four months after she arrived on the Providence II, Eliza was 

confined to the gaol for a week for being drunk and disorderly.100 As part of her 

sentence she was forced to wear an iron collar as well as sit in the stocks for two 

hours each day. The iron collar, used specifically in Van Diemen’s land as a 

punishment for women, consisted of a metal band with prongs which could weigh as 

much as three kilograms (six and a quarter pounds) and was worn around the neck 

after being riveted in place by a blacksmith.101  

 

In Charles Goodridge’s book ‘Narrative of a Voyage to the South Seas’ he describes 

the iron collar which he saw in Hobart in the early 1820s: 

 

A frequent punishment inflicted on females was the placing of an iron collar 

round their neck, on each side of which was a long prong, which gave them 

the appearance of horned cattle; and with this head-dress they were exposed in 

church during service.102 

  

Less than two years earlier, in May 1820, Petchey had stated in his examination by 

Bigge that the only punishment afforded by the Gaol for women was ‘confinement, 

the labour of cleaning the prison, washing the Prisoners Cloaths and Diminished 
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Food’.103 Petchey, perhaps prudently, made no mention of the use of the iron collar or 

the stocks to punish women. 

 

The first mention of the use of the iron collar to punish women in Van Diemen’s Land 

was in the Bigge Report. Several witnesses mentioned the iron collar including J.B. 

Boothman, Superintendent of Convicts at George Town, who described it as being 

used to punish ‘the worst characters.’104 J. Lenahan, Clerk to Lt Colonel Cimitiere in 

Launceston, also described it as being used in George Town on the ‘very incorrigible 

women’ as a badge of infamy.105 Thomas Massey, Chief Constable in Launceston, 

testified that while iron collars were no longer used in Launceston, he had seen them 

used in Hobart.106 Cimitiere stated in a public enquiry regarding the treatment of the 

convict woman Alice Blackstone that ‘this Collar … [is] the usual instrument 

throughout the Colonies, which is put around the neck of women of Infamous 

character as a Punishment’.107 Further material evidence of their use in Van Diemen’s 

Land during this period has survived in that three iron collars were included in a list 

of Government stores belonging to the Department of Public works at George Town 

in 1819.108  
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In June that year, Eliza was accused of ‘absconding from her masters premises on the 

night of the 24th instant and remained absent all night’.109 She was sentenced to sit in 

the stocks for three hours over one day. Her final infraction recorded in the convict 

records was noted six months later, in January 1823, when she again absconded from 

her master’s premises for a day and a night. This time her punishment was to have 

bread and water for one week and sit in the stocks for two hours each day over the 

same period.110 Eliza’s absence overnight suggests possible sexual liaisons or 

relationships being made outside of the Petchey household.  

 

Historian Kay Daniels has argued that punishment in the penal settlements, as in 

Britain, was applied differently to male and female convicts. Women were less likely 

to be flogged than men and from 1817 onwards this was discontinued entirely. 

Instead, there was a shift from flogging to other physical punishments such as hard 

labour, deprivation of food aside from bread, the wearing of iron collars and, less 

commonly, being placed in the stocks.111 Two weeks after her final punishment, Eliza 

absconded from Petchey’s employ and disappeared entirely from the official gaze 

and, therefore, from the convict record.  

 

In this chapter I have explored Eliza Callaghan’s life as a female convict in the early 

years of the 1820s and revealed a more nuanced view of the experiences of convict 
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women that were specific to that period. Eliza’s prosecution and experience within the 

convict system resulted from a particular set of circumstances arising through the 

Bank of England’s attempt to control the production of forged currency in the first 

two decades of the nineteenth century. It was these circumstances that led to the 

prosecution of a large cohort of women within a very specific time frame. Eliza was 

part of this cohort of women ‘bank convicts’ whose numbers were greater than has 

previously been appreciated or acknowledged, but whose numbers would soon 

decline in the face of public protests against the Bank of England. Further, I argue, 

arriving in December 1820, Eliza entered a convict system in Van Diemen’s Land 

which was struggling to meet the new demands placed upon it by the arrival of an 

increasing number of convict women in a largely male community. The difficulties 

and contradictions faced by the colonial administration in their attempts to control and 

punish women in this window of time, before the advent of a formal Female Factory, 

is revealed through my examination of her assignments and punishments. Ultimately, 

she was able to escape from her official assignment and form a liaison with the settler 

John Batman who, at the time, was based in the north of the island penal colony. 
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Chapter Two: Domesticity and violence on the colonial frontier 

 

We can imagine Eliza crouching out of sight against the cold wall of the bedroom 

below the windowsill, listening to the men arguing outside the house. As they 

demanded the key to the door, perhaps she gripped her knees to her chest and looked 

around the room. To her dismay she may have seen her gown and cap lying on the 

bed where she had cast them off, entirely visible through the window to the constables 

outside. She could have been quietly sewing, enjoying the warmth of the fire, when 

she heard the men demanding entry to John Batman’s house. Throwing her sewing 

aside she would have searched for a place where she could not be seen, finding it 

under the windowsill. Looking up from this vantage point she would see all the 

evidence of her presence scattered around the room: her dress, her slippers, her 

sewing and the printed cotton Batman had bought her last week. Although she knew 

the house was locked, its master was not at home and without his protection, the men 

could break in and arrest her for absconding. The thought of being separated from her 

daughter and the family home that she had made with Batman would have filled her 

with dread.112 

 

Historian Antoinette Burton has argued that although histories of house and home 

have been ‘consistently invoked as an emblem of colonial and nationalist modernities, 

domesticity and its spatial arrangements have long been considered outside of the 
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traditional archive and therefore outside of history.’113 In this chapter I seek to locate 

and examine the domestic world of Eliza within colonial history, and within the cross-

cultural dynamics of a violent settler frontier. I propose to open a window on the 

domestic world, the intimate and proximate relations of a settler colonial homestead, 

and the complexities that can be revealed by seeing this space through the lens of 

Eliza’s experiences. Eliza moved through a series of both domestic and frontier 

worlds; transitioning from being an assigned servant in Hobart to that of illicit 

mistress of a home; motherhood and marriage. But this place of domestic intimacy 

was located on a violent colonial frontier situated in the foothills of the Ben Lomond 

massif and was not the imagined safe place of ‘home and hearth’. 

 

I also draw on Ann Stoler’s ideas of the ‘tense and tender ties’ and Michel Foucault’s 

‘dense transfer points of power’ and explore the ways that the homestead at Kingston 

became one such site.114 As I will suggest the Kingston homestead can be seen as a 

complex site of incarceration and civilization, where it was a frontier depot for roving 

parties, a place of incarceration for Aboriginal people, as well as a domestic family 

home.  

 

A Native Son and Currency Lad 

 

In early December 1821, three weeks before the Providence II arrived in Hobart, two 
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young men arrived in Van Diemen’s Land from Sydney.115 John Batman and his 

younger brother Henry were ‘currency lads’, Sydney-born sons of emancipated 

convict William Batman and his free wife Mary. William had been convicted of 

stealing in 1796 and transported for 14 years to New South Wales but was fortunate 

enough to be accompanied by his wife and two of their children who travelled as 

passengers on the transport ship Ganges. The Batmans went on to successfully 

establish a home and business at Parramatta, and John was born in 1801, the third of 

six siblings.116 John grew up in the company of children of convict parents as well as 

Aboriginal children at St Johns School in Parramatta and by 1816 was apprenticed to 

a blacksmith.117 In 1821 he was accused of having an affair with a young woman, 

Elizabeth Richardson. Elizabeth had been under the care of the Female Orphan 

School and was apprenticed as a house servant by them. She had absconded from her 

master’s premises and when apprehended was found to be pregnant, naming Batman 

as the father. Batman denied Elizabeth’s accusation and refused a proposal by the 

Female Orphan School Committee that he marry her. The Committee nevertheless 

fined him the sum of twenty-five pounds.118 Two weeks after the final Committee 

meeting into the matter, John and his brother Henry left Sydney on the brig Haweis 

for Van Diemen’s Land and a fresh start.119  

 

This scandal would have been a strong influence on the young men’s decision to 

leave Sydney. As Kirsten McKenzie argues, scandal played a crucial part in battles 
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over status and hierarchy in these colonial societies ‘where respectability was a 

weapon to be wielded.’120 John Batman’s reputation would have been adversely 

affected by the scandal, as the son of an emancipated convict, his status as a native 

born or ‘currency lad’ marginalised him even further.  

 

Batman was among the first generation of children born to convicts (and free settlers) 

in the new colony, the generation of children who were to become known as currency 

lads and lasses, natives, or cornstalks.121 Historian Benjamin Jones has argued that the 

native born ‘were a separate class within New South Wales society from the 

beginning’ and that they were excluded from the land grants offered to British-born 

settlers and government favourites.122 Certainly Bigge in his report on New South 

Wales in 1822 stated that free settlers considered that the ‘rank as well as the rights of 

the emancipated convicts, should be always kept in subordination to their own’.123 As 

the free son of an emancipated convict, Batman would have been on the receiving end 

as the same societal attitudes displayed towards his emancipated father. His decision 

to go to Van Diemen’s Land would have been influenced by the lack of opportunities 

available to the emerging class of ‘native born Australians’; those increasing numbers 

of children of convicts in New South Wales who were coming of age. 
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Batman’s class, as well as the scandal attached to his name, would have thwarted the 

ambitions of a young currency lad in Sydney. In contrast, Van Diemen’s Land 

appears to have offered the promise of both opportunity as well as relative anonymity. 

As McKenzie argues, in colonial cities ‘with a large proportion of newcomers and 

itinerant visitors, residents had a certain degree of license to reinvent themselves.’124 

In the fluidity of the emerging society of Van Diemen’s Land, Batman was able leave 

behind a reputation affected by scandal and class and rehabilitate his somewhat 

tarnished reputation.  

 

In April 1823, a year and a half after arriving in Van Diemen’s Land, Batman, in a 

letter to Lieutenant Governor Sorell, laid claim to 1000 acres on the Buffalo Plains 

stating ‘I have taken possession of one thousand acres of land’.125 In the foothills of 

Ben Lomond, the land was located 40 miles to the southeast of Launceston, the main 

northern settlement in the island colony. On 30 June 1823, Batman was formally 

granted 600 acres of his initial claim.126 This was one of over 1000 land grants made 

in 1823 to Vandemonian settlers, representing the largest alienation of land in a single 

year in the colony’s history.127 The land grant was part of what historian Lyndall 

Ryan has described as the pastoral invasion of Aboriginal land, resulting in the 

dislocation of Tasmanian Aboriginal society and leading to a major war, known as the 

‘Black war’ or more recently as the ‘Vandemonian War.’128 The land Batman seized 
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belonged to the Plangermaireener or Ben Lomond Nation, which consisted of an 

estimated 150-200 people who occupied the country surrounding the Ben Lomond 

massif.129 Batman would later play a key part in the Vandemonian War, and his 

family would be both actors and witnesses in events at his farm. They would also later 

enjoy the largesse generated by those Aboriginal lands. He named the new farm near 

Ben Lomond ‘Kingston’, and by June 1823 was tendering to supply 3000 pounds of 

meat to the His Majesty’s Stores in George Town in the north of Van Diemen’s 

Land.130  

 

Absconder 

 

While Batman was establishing himself in the north of Van Diemen’s Land, Eliza was 

attempting to escape her assignment in Hobart. It appears from a deposition made by 

Michael Doogan recorded in March 1823 that Eliza, using her full name of Elizabeth 

Callaghan, and another woman named Mary Shirley, pretended to be soldiers’ wives 

and had joined a coach of people travelling north from Hobart in February of that 

year.131 A complaint had been made against Doogan, possibly by the Police 

Magistrate, accusing him of knowing that the women were runaway convicts and that 

he had arranged to meet them at Quinn’s farm near Launceston. Doogan denied the 

accusations and stated that the two women were pretending to be soldiers’ wives in 

the same party as his brother and himself. He went on to state that on 14 February at 
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Relief River the women had left the party with two soldiers from the 48th Regiment 

and that he had later seen them at Jubb’s farm on the 23 February, although he 

claimed not to have seen them since.132  

 

To understand the choices that were available to Eliza it is important to analyse the 

mechanisms by which the colonial government attempted to control the bodies and 

labour of convict women at the time. This deposition reveals at least one of the 

mechanisms by which the state sought to control the movement as well as the labour 

of convict men and women in Van Diemen’s Land. The use of travel passes was first 

mentioned in the Government and General Orders of 1795, in New South Wales. 

These early Government Orders from Sydney revealed the problems inherent in 

enforcing pass laws. Breaches were associated with threats of severe punishments 

including 100 lashes and a year’s imprisonment in a gaol gang.133 Over time, the 

orders were further refined so that by 1803 fines were imposed on settlers who ‘used 

convicts and their government labour’ or employed or harboured any person ‘without 

seeing the permission they possessed’.134 Only the earlier orders specifically 

mentioned female convicts, and it is unclear if they were applied to both male and 

female convicts equally. 
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The application of the colonial pass system in Van Diemen’s Land in 1820 as it 

related to the Country of Buckinghamshire was described in the Bigge report.135 

A.W.H. Humphrey, Police Magistrate in Hobart, stated to Bigge in 1820 that a 

register was kept of all convicts in the County of Buckinghamshire, which included 

information about the person to whom the convict was assigned, and if not assigned 

whether the convict had a ticket of leave or was on the public works.136 Humphrey 

issued passes for those convicts leaving Hobart. The pass stated the convict’s name, 

the home to which they were assigned, and on the back was a description of the 

person. These passes were addressed to the Constable of the District who had orders 

to return it to the Police office. If a convict was travelling from their master in an 

outlying district a pass was sought from the district constable or, if inconvenient, the 

master could provide a written pass stating how long they were to be absent and 

where they were going.137 No account survives of how the pass system was managed 

in the north of the state in the County of Cornwall to which Eliza was travelling, but 

the picture is clear that the colonial authorities closely controlled the movement of 

convicts through the system of passes and Doogan was caught up in its application. 

 

Doogan had risked punishment for knowing that the two women, Callaghan and 

Shirley, were travelling without passes, and for neglecting to alert the authorities. 
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Eliza and Mary on the other hand, had established their right to travel unaccompanied 

by a master/husband by falsely claiming that they were soldiers’ wives. 

 

What drove Eliza to abscond into the lawless world outside Hobart Town? It may 

have been the final humiliating punishment that she received at the hands of her 

master, John Petchey, for being absent overnight on 22 January 1823. For this crime 

she was sentenced to sit in the stocks for two hours each day and subsist on bread and 

water for one week.138 Only two weeks after finishing this punishment she was 

willing to risk her chances on the road with her travelling companion and fellow 

convict Mary daringly impersonating a soldier’s wife.  

 

This act was not without danger. At the same time that Eliza and Mary made off into 

the wilds, Van Diemen’s Land was beset by increasing Aboriginal resistance to the 

occupation by settlers on their lands, and the ever-present threat of bushrangers, 

originally convicts who were sent out to hunt but who later remained in the bush and 

survived by stealing from settlers.139 There was also the well-understood threat of 

violence towards women, but it was also a liminal space where, for white female 

convicts, a measure of freedom and independence could be grasped, where identities 

could be changed, and new relationships negotiated.  

 

                                                
138 Elizabeth Callaghan, Conduct Record, CON40/1/1, TAHO, 
https://librariestas.ent.sirsidynix.net.au/client/en_AU/names/search/results?qu=Callag
han&qf=NI_INDEX%09Record+type%09Convicts%09Convicts&st=PA#, accessed 
139 James Boyce, Van Diemen’s Land, (Melbourne, Black Inc, 2008), 74-76; Richard 
Minchin, ‘Bushranging’, in The Companion to Tasmanian History, ed, Alison 
Alexander, (Hobart: Centre for Tasmanian Historical Studies, 2005), 60-61. 
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The contrast between the repeated punishments at the hands of her master and the 

potential freedom offered by leaving Hobart must have been enticing. It is also 

possible that she had already met Batman, who would have been a regular visitor to 

Hobart in these early days. Perhaps he was even the cause of her occasional overnight 

absences from her master’s service. But if Eliza had imagined that she was free, it was 

not to last long. The records show that by October 1823 she had been reassigned to 

Peter Mulgrave, magistrate, coroner, and superintendent of police at Port Dalrymple, 

who was living in Launceston.140 

 

In February 1825 Eliza was listed in the Hobart Town Gazette Police Office Hobart 

list of runaways as ‘Elizabeth Callaghan’ and was described with others in similar 

situations as ‘having absented themselves from their usual Places of Residence’.141 

The notice stated that she had absconded from the service of P.A. Mulgrave, Esq and 

a two-pound reward was offered. The first instance of the notice in February 

coincided with the 1825 Convict Muster and Mulgrave may have been forced to 

reveal that Eliza had absconded from his employ some months before. As the 

baptismal records of St John’s Church Launceston reveal, Eliza’s and John’s first 

child Maria was born in September 1824, which would suggest that they were already 

living together at the farm at Kingston long before Mulgrave officially listed her as a 

                                                
140 1823 Muster HO 10; Piece: 45, New South Wales and Tasmania, Australia 
Convict Musters, 1806 -1849, Ancestry.com; L. L. Robson, 'Mulgrave, Peter Archer 
(1778–1847)', Australian Dictionary of Biography, National Centre of Biography, 
Australian National University, http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/mulgrave-peter-
archer-2489/text3349, published first in hardcopy 1967, accessed online 6 December 
2016; Andrew Bent, The Van Diemen’s Land pocket almanack for the year of our 
Lord 1824, (Hobart Town: Andrew Bent,1824), 36. 
https://linctas.ent.sirsidynix.net.au/client/en_AU/library/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$0
02f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2453/one accessed 2 July 2017. 
141 Hobart Town Gazette and Van Diemen’s Land Advertiser, 25 February 1825, 
Police Office Hobart Town, 2. 
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runaway.142 Her name featured regularly in the paper until November 1825, after 

which time it was no longer included in the lists of convict absconders.143 

 

It is difficult to unravel the complex sequence of events that allowed Eliza to escape 

from the assignment system into the relative sanctuary of life as mistress of Batman’s 

home. The gap in the archival record from 1823 until she was discovered at Batman’s 

farm at Kingston in October 1825 reveals that for some convict women and their 

offspring there was agency to be exercised within the silences and spaces of the 

colonial administration and record keeping.  

 

In Hiding 

 

On 22 October 1825, Hugh Gallacher, one of Batman’s assigned convict  

servants, complained to Justice of the Peace Thomas Simpson about the inadequacy 

of his clothing allowance, and of Batman harbouring a runaway convict Elizabeth 

Callaghan. In response to Gallacher’s accusation, two Constables, Burton and 

Abrahams, were dispatched with a warrant to search Batman’s house on the same 

day.144 

 

On finding Batman away from the property, the Constables demanded the key to the 

house from Edward Russell, Batman’s cook, who repeatedly went through the 

motions of looking for the key, only to come up empty-handed. In exasperation 

                                                
142 St Johns Baptism Records, 2 June 1830, NS748/1-5, Reel Z2360, TAHO. Maria’s 
baptism was held in June 1830 when this birth date was recorded. 
143 Fitzsymonds, Callaghan and Batman, 22. 
144 Fitzsymonds, Callaghan and Batman, 18. 
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Burton attempted to pry open the door with an axe but, thinking better of it, tried a 

window at the back of the house and, finding it unfastened, insisted that Russell climb 

in, after which he and Abraham followed. Inside they found women’s gowns, a cap 

lying on the bed and a pair of women’s slippers in the bedroom along with some 

printed cotton and sewing utensils lying upon a table. He also observed the large fire 

in the house and some wood that appeared to have been recently placed upon it. By 

then Batman had returned home and was promptly handed the missing key by 

Russell. When questioned about the women’s clothing he claimed it was his own’.145 

 

An investigation was carried out for some days and a number of Batman’s assigned 

convict servants were interviewed, all of whom testified to the presence of a woman 

at the farm. In contrast, Batman and Thomas Nelson, the overseer of a neighbouring 

farm, strongly denied the presence of any woman at the farm.146 Nelson also stated 

that he did not know of any woman named Elizabeth Callaghan or Elizabeth 

Thomson.147 In the end Eliza remained elusive and no charge was laid against Batman 

for harbouring an escaped convict. 

 

The end of the absconding notice in the papers and the end of the investigation seem 

unlikely to be a coincidence. Historian E. F. Fitzsymonds suggests that Eliza’s 

removal from the runaway list was a tacit acknowledgement by the colonial 

administration that she was no longer deemed ‘missing’. This is the first surviving 

record we have of Eliza’s whereabouts since the 1823 Muster, which placed her at 

                                                
145 Fitzsymonds, Callaghan and Batman, 16 – 17. 
146 Fitzsymonds, Callaghan and Batman, 20 – 21. 
147 Fitzsymonds, Callaghan and Batman, 20 – 21. 
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Mulgrave’s place at Launceston in October of that year.148 As Russell had testified 

during the investigation, Eliza had admitted to him that she had lived at Mulgrave’s 

but that ‘he did not know where she was’.149 It must have been difficult to hide from 

Batman’s assigned servants and friends, and I suggest that there must have been 

collusion to protect Batman from the charge of hiding a runaway convict by his 

friends and associates, the network of which included Mulgrave, presumably a friend 

of Batman’s, and her erstwhile master. 

 

How difficult was it for an absconding convict woman to ‘hide’ at Kingston? 

Assignment records are incomplete, however those that survive, do not record any 

female convicts assigned to Batman during this period up to their marriage. By 1818 

Macquarie was instructing Sorell to assign convict women only to married men of 

good character.150 Batman, as a single man living in the country, would have been 

ineligible to receive an assigned female servant.  

 

Other colonial men recorded their impressions of Eliza at Kingston farm, however 

fleeting. In 1833 Peregrine Massingberd, an artist and member of the English 

aristocracy, travelled through Van Diemen’s Land with his wife, daughter and son-in-

law. In February 1833 he spent several days at Kingston with John and Eliza. In his 

diary he noted that Eliza was:  

                                                
148 Peter Archer Mulgrave had moved to Launceston from Hobart with his wife in 
1822 and held a number of important posts in the colonial administration, including 
Superintendent of Police and Magistrate. L. L. Robson, 'Mulgrave, Peter Archer 
(1778–1847)', Australian Dictionary of Biography, National Centre of Biography, 
Australian National University, http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/mulgrave-peter-
archer-2489/text3349, published first in hardcopy 1967, accessed online 21 June 2017 
149 Fitzsymonds, Callaghan and Batman, 18. 
150 Governor Macquarie to Sorell 7 April 1818, HRA, Series 3, vol 2, 313; Governor 
Macquarie to Major Cimitiere, 24 September 1818, HRA, Series 3, vol 2, 315. 
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one of the greatest blessing to him [John Batman], that it is possible to 

imagine. She was a prisoner and he became attached to her, and secreted her, 

at the danger of being himself transported if detected. For three years he hid 

her in his home; and so carefully, that he would not even allow her the use of a 

fire for fear of her being detected. At last the Governor coming to sleep at his 

home, being aware of the services he had rendered the Island, in the capture of 

so many of the natives and the Bushrangers, asked for a sheet of paper and 

drew up a pardon for his wife.151 

 

It may have been later that the Batmans created this narrative to explain the history of 

Eliza’s secret hideaway and the reasons behind her ‘pardon’. The story that 

Massingberd recounts is romantic and hints at the legal implications that were clearly 

at stake which are in this narrative brushed aside by Arthur’s apparent benevolence. 

  

It is important to attempt to understand the emotional context of these relationships 

even in the apparent absence of written evidence. If we focus solely on the official 

records and contextual information, we are in danger of presuming that the 

relationships were devoid of emotion and were simply driven by a brutal pragmatism. 

Kirsty Reid argues against the belief that working-class relationships were governed 

solely by material concerns ‘and thus by ties of instrumentalism rather than love and 

                                                
151 Peregrine Massingberd, Diary, Feb 25, 1833, MM111/1/1, AJCP M719, Reel 
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affection’.152 Unfortunately, the only extant records we have of Eliza’s complex 

emotional life are contained in a letter that she wrote to her daughter in 1845, and 

Massingberd’s diary account of the Batman home in 1833. Perhaps we can speculate 

on whether there were strong emotional ties that drew Eliza and Batman together 

despite the possibility of serious adverse consequences for them both should their 

illicit liaison have been discovered.  

 

Pregnancy 

 

The baptismal records for St John’s Church, Launceston, record that Maria, the first-

born child to John and Eliza Batman, arrived on the 24 September 1824. This reveals 

that Eliza was already in a relationship with Batman the Christmas after she 

absconded from Mulgrave’s service in 1823.153 

 

Eliza went on to fall pregnant regularly from 1824 through to 1836 resulting in seven 

daughters born at Kingston, and later a son born in Port Phillip. Who would have 

helped her throughout these early pregnancies? It is unlikely that she would have 

given birth without women present to assist, even during the period when she was in 

hiding at Kingston. While professional midwives were present in Van Diemen’s Land 

in early 1820s, and advertisements were occasionally placed in the Hobart newspaper, 

it would have been risky and difficult to engage them to help with the birth. Kingston 

was isolated and three days travel from Hobart, although closer to Launceston.154 If 

                                                
152 Reid, Gender Crime and Empire, 3. 
153 St Johns Baptism Records, 2 June 1830, NS748/1-5, Reel Z2360, TAHO. 
154 Hobart Town Gazette and Van Diemen’s land Advertiser, 17 September 1824, 
Classified Advertising, Midwifery Mrs McTavish, 3.  
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she was unlikely to have engaged a professional midwife when she was in hiding, she 

would have relied on female friends and nearby women including Aboriginal women. 

As Glenda Strachan has revealed in her study on midwives in rural New South Wales 

in the 19th century, women who attended childbirth included relatives as well as 

neighbours as well as other women who had attended many births and had gained 

informal training.155 Importantly all of these women had to live close to the mother. 

Evidence of the relationships and friendships between women in these settler frontiers 

is difficult to find in the archive, but close examination of the homesteads that 

surrounded Kingston, the assigned servants and Aboriginal women that regularly 

visited Kingston provide glimpses of what may have been personal relationships.  

 

Class would have played a role in the types of friendships that were possible. Eliza 

was an Irish convict married to a currency lad and ostensibly several steps away from 

the likes of her neighbour Sarah Glover, wife of artist John Glover. John Glover, a 

successful artist and foundation member of the Society of British Artists, had arrived 

in Van Diemen’s Land with his family in 1831 with capital of £7000. The family 

appeared to be prosperous, middle-class free settlers.156 But closer examination 

reveals Sarah to have been a servant girl from Appleby in Leicestershire before her 

marriage to John Glover.157 Like Batman himself, her relocation to Van Diemen’s 

Land with her family enabled Sarah to reinvent herself as the mistress of a country 

                                                
155 Glenda Strachan, ‘Present at the Birth: Midwives, ‘Handywomen’ and neighbours 
in Rural New south Wales 1850 – 1900’, Labour History, 81 (2001), 14. 
156 Bernard Smith, 'Glover, John (1767–1849)', Australian Dictionary of Biography, 
National Centre of Biography, Australian National University, 
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Museum and Art Gallery, 2005), 25. 
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manor. Perhaps women such as Sarah assisted Eliza to deliver her babies. Or maybe 

at times she relied on assistance from some of the Aboriginal women known to have 

resided at the Batman property. 

 

Marriage 

 

In January 1828 Batman prepared a memorial to Arthur requesting permission to 

marry Eliza Thompson, also known by the name of Elizabeth Callaghan, writing ‘that 

your memorialist is possessed of upwards of Two thousand acres of land and a large 

flock of both sheep and cattle at Benlomond’.158 A supporting letter from G.W. 

Barnard, a fellow settler with land on the Tamar River, mentioned Batman’s ‘zealous 

efforts against the bushrangers and as being the fortunate capturer of Brady’.159 In the 

memorial, Batman cited Eliza’s record number in the Conduct Register for female 

convicts precisely – 44/14. This suggests he had previously seen the record and 

therefore knew that her record contained no information later than January 1823 and 

certainly did not mention that she had absconded from Mulgrave some years before. 

Arthur responded by requesting information from the Police and Principal 

Superintendent regarding ‘this woman’, and the transcript of Eliza’s record was 

forwarded to Arthur. On 20 February Arthur approved the marriage, so on 29 March 

1828 the Batmans were married.160  

 

At this time, the couple’s relationship appeared to be successful. They were managing 

a large pastoral enterprise, had three daughters together and were likely to have 
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regarded themselves as being in a committed relationship according to the customs of 

their class and times. James Boyce argues that Vandemonian society at this time 

‘reflected the values of an earlier era – the late eighteenth century’ where unmarried 

couples lived openly together in committed relationships.161 But this view does not 

recognise the differences in sexual behaviour and attitudes between the lower classes 

and that of the middle classes. As Francoise Barret-Ducrocq’s work has revealed, the 

English lower classes had a distinctive set of moral codes concerning sexual 

behaviour, compared to the middle classes. Convict historian Kay Daniels 

summarised her findings succinctly, observing how lower class ‘sexual relationships 

outside of marriage were an acceptable and common preliminary to marriage and 

women in such relationships were not ostracised from family or community’.162  

 

Further, in order for Eliza to marry, as a convict, she was required to seek permission 

from the Lieutenant Governor. The application to marry risked revealing Eliza’s 

runaway status. I suggest that the decision to apply was not simply a domestic one 

between Batman and Eliza but rather was the result of changes to colonial rule and the 

effect that these had on financial opportunities afforded to white male free settlers. 

The timing of the decision to apply for permission to marry was also strategically 

calculated to capitalise on Batman’s reputation as a successful leader of roving parties 

sent out under the authority of the Lieutenant Governor to apprehend, and sometimes 

to kill, Aboriginal people or bushrangers. 
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It is also significant that Arthur’s arrival in 1824, as Reid argues, ‘marked a turning 

point in the relationship of the state and the regulation of colonial gender relations and 

sexual morality’.163 In particular, the long-standing tradition amongst the settlers and 

convicts of ‘concubinage’, such as that of Eliza and Batman, was systematically 

discouraged.164 As Bettina Bradbury has argued ‘Colonial Australian politicians saw 

fostering formal legal heterosexual marriages among freed convicts as a critical 

element in cleaning up Australia’s tainted image as a convict colony’.165 Those who 

could not or chose not to legitimise their relationships through Christian marriages 

were ‘increasingly excluded from state office and official favour’ by various 

legislative and proscriptive means.166  

 

Following Colonel Arthur’s 1824 arrival in Van Diemen’s Land as its incoming 

Lieutenant Governor, he began to implement changes to the penal code recommended 

in the Bigge report on New South Wales as well as those begun by the outgoing 

Lieutenant Governor, William Sorell. As Boyce has argued ‘convicts were meant to 

be unfree labourers, not peasant small holders’ and Arthur’s changes resulted in a 

penal system that ‘could punish, reward and, and if necessary, brutalise, to ensure the 

subservience of the many thousands of prisoners exiled to the island’.167 One of the 

changes to the penal code that was to directly affect Eliza and Batman was the 
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enforcement of a requirement for convicts to seek official permission from the 

Governor to marry, permission that was not always forthcoming. 

 

According to Bradbury, ‘marriage in the colonies and in the politics and discourses of 

empire was a powerful signifier of stability, respectability and successful 

colonization’ and ‘was understood both as a civilizing force and as a measure of 

civilization’.168 Further, and in line with Stoler’s critical observations that intimate 

colonial relations were formative in the ‘making of racial categories and in the 

management of imperial rule’, I argue that Arthur used the intimate domain of 

marriage and heterosexual white relationships to enforce colonial rule over the 

dispersed population of free settlers and unfree convicts in Van Diemen’s Land.169 

Arthur began to use what Stoler has described as the ‘microsites of governance’, by 

withholding the distribution of land grants to settlers who were seen to be in 

relationships of concubinage.170 Reid, too, argues that the issuing of land grants by the 

colonial government to settlers was a central tool in the monitoring and regularisation 

of marriage. In 1828, Arthur established the Land Board, whose remit was to survey 

land already distributed and report on improvements with recommendations for 

additional grants. Importantly they were also to report to the Colonial Office ‘on the 

moral character of all who had received land grants’.171 In particular, native born 

youths would only be granted land once the board had made enquiries as to their ‘age, 

character and connections’.172 Batman, as a native born ‘youth’ with pastoral 

ambitions, was particularly vulnerable to the denial of land grants as a result of his 
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relationship with Eliza, both because of her status as a convict woman as well as the 

informality of the relationship. 

 

Land surveyors such as John Helder Wedge had been actively engaged in surveying 

around Ben Lomond from as early as 1824 and often stayed at the Batman farm. In 

1827 Roderick O’Connor, the Land Commissioner himself, had crossed the Nile and 

Esk Rivers near the Ben Lomond Rivulet and the Batman farm, and surveyed the 

grants of the Batman’s friends and neighbours, James Cox, Anthony Cottrell, and the 

brothers William and James Gray.173 Reports from these surveyors would have made 

it impossible to hide Eliza’s relationship with Batman and the presence of the 

couple’s daughters at Kingston.  

 

Arthur attempted both to control who married as well as to encourage the institution 

of marriage more generally. As Adele Perry has argued in her work on colonial 

British Columbia, white women were considered to have the ability to ‘shape and 

control white male behaviour’ and in particular their role at the time was seen as 

being to compel white men to reject the ‘rough homosocial culture of the back woods 

in favour of normative standards of masculinity and respectability.’174 I suggest that 

Arthur was similarly concerned about the homosocial culture of the Van Diemen’s 

Land bush. Additionally, Arthur’s decision to disregard Eliza’s convict status and to 

permit her to marry, effectively privileged the creation of particular types of intimate 
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domestic spaces and relationships such as commercially successful convict/free settler 

marriages over the regulation and enforcement of a penal colony as a place of 

punishment. 

 

Home and Domesticity 

 

When writing of domesticity, I am referring to ‘home’ and in Eliza’s context I take 

this to include both the private and the semi-public world of a farm homestead. This 

was a place of work; of cleaning, washing, preparing meals, laying away stores of 

food, of giving birth and caring for children, of accommodating visitors. It was also a 

place where a family came together in companionship and love, in aid and support. 

But as Penny Russell argues, home can also be a place of inherent tensions and 

‘unhomely moments’ where the intimate realm of home was also the site of terror.175 

What can we know of the domestic world of the homestead at Kingston? Such records 

of the domestic world of homesteads in Van Diemen’s Land are limited and those 

published tended to be written by middle class women such as Sarah Leake, Louisa 

Meredith, and Elizabeth Fenton.176 In the case of Sarah Leake and Louisa Meredith 

they were written in the 1850s and 1840s respectively rather than the earlier 1820s.177 
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I suggest that through careful reading of the ‘records’ we can recover something more 

of Eliza’s life in this domestic world.  

 

According to Batman’s May 1828 application for more land, his Kingston farm at the 

time consisted of 5300 acres of leased, granted and purchased land, 250 cattle, 2900 

sheep, three horses, a weatherboard house 36 feet by 24 feet, a kitchen, stable and out 

buildings (including a barn measuring 62 feet by 22) and five miles of fence along 

with five convict servants, ten free mechanics and labourers.178 Kingston was a 

significant pastoral holding and home to a large community of assigned convicts, free 

labourers, and children.179  

 

Despite her own problematic status as a yet to be emancipated convict, Eliza was also 

the mistress of this household, and had been since the earliest period of their 

relationship when Batman had instructed the assigned servant Edward Russell to treat 

her as his Mistress.180 Eliza was now mother to three daughters, Maria, Lucy, and her 

namesake Eliza, and lived at Kingston along with servants, labourers, and some 

Aboriginal men.  

 

This substantial homestead was also a place where local government officials such as 

Surveyor John Helder Wedge regularly stayed while working for the Colonial 

Government surveying land grants in the Ben Lomond area. Kingston was surrounded 
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by a network of other farms owned by men who were friends and business associates 

and who would later play important roles in the future of the Batman family.  

 

The Kingston enterprise was materially advantaged by the unpaid labour and 

management provided by Eliza in her role as Batman’s wife and mistress at Kingston. 

Eliza’s role in the pastoral enterprise can be partially followed in the records. In 

August 1829 she successfully applied for an assigned servant in her own name, a 19-

year-old male farm labourer from Nottingham. In the same month, Eliza was recorded 

as selling rum and alcohol for Batman.181 We can also speculate on the hours of 

domestic labour that she would have had to carry out. Elizabeth Leake, another 

mistress of a pastoral property in the midlands described her own work: 

 

This state of things with eight in the family keeps me fully occupied. I am not 

infrequently up at five in the summer. We have about ten men upon the farm 

who live separate from the house and have weekly rations weighed out to 

them.182 

 

Domestic labour is invariably mentioned under the rubric ‘chores’, dismissing the 

reality of the many hours of daily labour required to provide food, clothing, and 

shelter for families, workers, and visitors. But its importance can be seen in how 

highly valued domestic servants were at the time and the constant struggle to find and 

retain suitable female servants. The colonial records and the letters and diaries of 
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female and male settlers routinely discuss the problem of female servants. Elizabeth 

Leake writing to a friend in 1833 from the pastoral property Rosedale near Campbell 

Town expressed her frustrations: 

 

One of our greatest drawbacks is the want of respectable female servant – it is 

almost impossible for those families who study the quiet morality of their 

children to endure the female convicts and it makes many people only employ 

men about their household work. I have only had one woman four months 

with the exception of a free woman brought out with us who as is usual left us 

after a few months.183  

 

Her son, William Leake, writing to his father also observed ‘I was very sorry to learn 

that mother is plagued by her servants, which seems a very general complaint’.184 

 

While we have no evidence of Batman or Eliza using Aboriginal women for domestic 

labour as became the norm later in the nineteenth century, as I will show, Kingston 

was likely to have been a place familiar to Aboriginal people such as the 

Plangermaireener people on whose land Kingston had been established.  
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Domestic Frontiers 

 

One spring evening late in September 1830, Ben Lomond woman Luggernemena 

walked into the homestead at Kingston. Accompanying her were nine injured young 

Plangermaireener men. Batman was away at the time, leaving Eliza at Kingston with 

their four young daughters: Maria 6, Lucy 4, Eliza 3, Elizabeth Mary 1. Along with 

her daughters were three young Aboriginal boys; Luggenmena’s 3-year-old son 

Rolepana (recently baptised Ben Lomond), Jackie Allen, Mungo, and her assigned 

servants and farm workers. Eliza was sufficiently alarmed at the sight of 

Luggernemena and the men to send for her neighbour, Simeon Lord, who arrived to 

find the young men enjoying a feast of geese, chicken, and duck eggs from Eliza’s 

poultry yard. They also found some of Eliza’s clothing and dressed themselves up in 

her gowns and caps, all the while laughing at themselves in a mirror. Batman returned 

that evening to find the group settled around a fire in the back yard of the house. They 

stayed for several days until one morning they were gone, taking with them all the 

firearms, food, and other provisions that they could carry, as well as the young 

Aboriginal boy, Mungo.185 

 

This account from Lord was described to nineteenth century school teacher James 

Bonwick for inclusion in Bonwick’s book ‘The Lost Tasmanian Race’ published in 

1884. Lord’s recollection of the event more than forty years later rings with humour at 

the vision of the feasting and the dressing up by the Aboriginal visitors. But it is an 
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account that belies the very real violence and fear experienced by Aboriginal people, 

as well as the convicts and free settlers on the frontier. At this time Batman was 

already known to be responsible for the deaths of Plangermaireener people whose 

land surrounded Ben Lomond, and whose lands had been expropriated, and that 

Batman had since occupied. 

 

Frontier warfare had been playing out on the doorstep of Kingston for at least the 

previous three years and Batman had been an active participant. As Nick Brodie has 

argued, by 1829 Batman ‘had been fighting the war for some time before the 

government made his mission official.’186 A window into his relationship with the 

Plangermaireener was revealed in Batman’s communication with the Colonial 

Government stating his ‘personal experience during the many excursions I have made 

in pursuit of Aborigines’ and ‘my own knowledge of the Country and of the haunts 

and manners of these people’.187  

 

As historian Penelope Edmonds argued, frontiers have been portrayed as liminal 

zones without rules, characterised by violence and the forced removal and 

dispossession of indigenous peoples; conceptualised by historians as a site ‘where 

they can record “official”, martial-style engagements between males as a reflection of 

colonial relations.’188 Despite the presence of women who were servants, wives and 

children, these frontiers have been largely defined by male relations and masculinity. 
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However, just as these frontiers were violent, they were also mosaic-like, mercurial, 

transactional, and, importantly, intimate and gendered.189 

 

Kingston at this time was an isolated homestead situated on a settler colonial frontier, 

located on the banks of the Ben Lomond Rivulet. It was 40 miles from Launceston 

and in the southern foothills of the Ben Lomond massif. The farm’s only immediate 

neighbour in the early part of the 1820s was Thomas Massey, although by 1828 the 

number of settlers surrounding the Batmans had grown.190 The river valley where the 

house and farm was situated was part of the traditional hunting grounds of the 

Plangermaireener people and the country was also traversed regularly by bushrangers. 

William Leake, owner of a grant of land in the neighbouring North Esk region 

described the area in 1831 as a ‘wilderness place’: 

 

I certainly must sell my land as it never will be of any use to me where it is, I 

should be always open to inroads from Blacks and Banditti191 

 

As many writers have described, the intensity of the conflict between Aboriginal 

people and convict and free settlers had steadily increased from the early 1820s.192 By 

November 1828, Arthur formally declared Martial Law over the settled districts in 
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response to escalating attacks by Aboriginal groups on white settlers and convict 

shepherds.193 Batman participated in the early roving parties, before going on to lead 

his own roving party later in the year and was deeply immersed in the conflict. Eliza 

had emerged from hiding to enjoy the official sanction of marriage exactly at the 

moment that her husband became involved in the Roving Parties.194  

 

While there is no extant first-hand account of life at Kingston during these years it is 

possible to enter into an informed speculation on the impacts of the surrounding 

violence and threats of impending violence on a young woman and her children in 

this frontier world. Newspaper accounts of attacks on shepherds as well as the graphic 

description of the murder of Anne Geary and her daughter by a group of Aboriginal 

people in the Hobart Town Courier in 1828 would have been frightening to read and 

to contemplate.195 

 

By August 1830, Arthur and his Executive Council committed to a military operation 

to drive Aboriginal people from the settled districts through a military operation 

called at the time the General Movement but which has since become known 

colloquially as the Black Line.196 The operation was to consist of a line of settlers, 

convicts, and soldiers walking in formations across the island down to the Tasman 

Peninsula, ostensibly driving Aboriginal people before them where they would be 
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confined.197 Luggernmena had escaped to Kingston with the young men to avoid 

capture, claiming sanctuary in the homestead from which she had earlier in that year 

been coerced into hunting for her own clan members and family.  

 

Borrowing from Antoinette Burton’s work on memory and domesticity, I suggest we 

might be able to reconstruct something of the experience of the homestead at this 

time. As Burton asks, ‘what do we make of the histories that domestic interiors, once 

concrete and now perhaps crumbling or even disappeared have the capacity to 

yield?’198 In 1995, antiquarian Caressa Crouch described the ruins of a house at 

Kingston, which she argued was the original site of the weatherboard house and 

outbuildings described in Batman’s 1828 application for land. Crouch suggested that 

these original weatherboard buildings were later renovated and extended into a two 

storied red brick house, the ruins of which are still visible in the landscape today. 

Visiting the site, she completed a rough sketch of the ruins, revealing the main house 

with ‘U’ shaped courtyard formed at the back by two long narrow buildings forming 

wings connected to the back veranda of the house. The narrow building to the north 

contained a kitchen with ovens, followed by another room of similar size, and then a 

row of nine narrow rooms and another long, stone building with a cellar on the 

south.199  

 

From these drawings we can see that Kingston was not a fortified site; rather it was a 

fluid space open to the fluidity of movement of convict servants, Aboriginal people, 
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family, friends, and colonial officials, housing assigned convict servants, free 

mechanics, and the growing family of Batman daughters. From 1828 Batman was 

leading roving parties to locate and capture Aboriginal groups in the frontier war 

while at the same time other Aboriginal people routinely stayed at the farm including 

the Aboriginal men from the mainland that Batman advocated for, then utilised as, 

trackers, guides, and translators. Ironically, Kingston became both a place of 

temporary incarceration for Aboriginal people who were captured, and of shelter for 

those who voluntarily sought the safety of the homestead.  

 

 

Figure 1: Diagram of layout of ruins at Kingston.200 Caressa Crouch, 1995 

 

The earliest account of the two Aboriginal men, John Pigeon and Johnny Crook. 

living at Kingston was recorded in August 1829.201 Both men were from the 
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Australian mainland. Johnny Crook came from the New South Wales coast near Five 

Islands and Pigeon was from Shoalhaven.202 Pigeon had spent time in the Bass Straits 

with Tasmanian Aboriginal women from whom Batman claimed Pigeon learned a 

little of their language.203 While sealing in Western Australia in early 1827, Pigeon 

had joined Major Lockyer’s exploratory expedition to King Georges Sound. 

Foreshadowing Pigeon’s role in Van Diemen’s Land, Lockyer had him employed him 

in ‘communication and reconciliation with the Natives’ on the coast of Western 

Australia and it is likely he returned to Sydney with the expedition in April 1827.204 

In October 1831 Batman agreed that the so-called Sydney natives should operate from 

his house at Ben Lomond in ‘the communication with the aborigines of this island’.205 

Indeed the house was a base for other actors in the Vandemonian War such as 

Anthony Cottrell who confined three Aboriginal people at Kingston, captured while 

scouting around Ben Lomond in December of that year.206 

 

As part of Batman’s role in leading one of the roving parties he abducted Aboriginal 

children. The first recorded of these was Luggenermener’s son, Rolepana, who he 

captured in September 1829. As he wrote in his report to Police Magistrate Thomas 

Anstey ‘I forwarded the woman to Campbell Town Gaol and have kept the child, if 
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his Excellency has no objection, I intend to rear it’.207 Another boy, John Allen or 

Lurneminner was also abducted, and there was a third child baptised ‘John Batman’ 

whose Aboriginal identity and fate remains unknown.208 The homestead, rather than a 

safe haven, became a place of incarceration for Aboriginal children such as Ben 

Lomond and the other boys. 

 

As Anna Haebich writes, the abducting of Aboriginal children by colonists in Van 

Diemen’s Land had begun from the earliest period of contact.209 Haebich argues that 

the evidence for the motivations of the settlers for abducting these children suggests 

that ‘most were simply taking children for their own self-interest and needs.’210 As 

Massingberd noted in his diary: 

 

There are two boys taken from a tribe of this Island, by the six – Ben Lomond, 

the younger is called and the elder John. These two, Batman probably will 

keep on: their ages are about 12 and 5. They speak English very well and are 

useful on the farm; tho’ very idle if not strictly watched.211 

 

Regardless of the reasons why they were taken, their presence at Batman’s homestead 

at Kingston reveals the complex entanglements of intimacy and frontier violence. 

Eliza’s role in the upbringing of these children is fleetingly revealed in an entry in 
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Massingberd’s diary; ‘Mrs Batman is very kind to them and told me that she was 

having them instructed in reading’.212  

 

Conclusion 

 

Drawing on Burton’s call to analyse the domestic world within colonial history, I 

have revealed Eliza’s home and the intimate and proximate relations of a settler 

colonial homestead through the lens of Eliza’s experiences.213  

 

John Batman as a currency lad escaping from a scandal in Sydney was nonetheless 

able to successfully reinvent himself in Van Diemen’s Land, where he received grants 

of land despite his class and reputation. Convict women too could escape or evade 

their sentences and form relationships. Eliza had slipped through the margins of her 

convict status and secretly lived with her new born infant daughter at a farm owned 

by Batman, her lover and the father of her child. But these opportunities came with 

their own risks and restrictions. Eliza lived in hiding for at least three years on a 

violent frontier with the added risk of being discovered and returned to assignment.  

 

Eliza’s domestic world included pregnancy and motherhood. Examining how she 

would have managed to give birth in hiding reveals the likely networks of women 

who she would have called on to assist, that of close neighbours and possibly 

Aboriginal women. Eliza and Batman’s relationship eventually attracted the attention 

of the colonial government who used land grants as part of their strategy for fostering 
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marriage amongst settlers and freed convicts. As I have argued, Arthur used the 

intimate domain of marriage, linked to respectability and material gain in the form of 

land, to enforce colonial rule over the convict and free of Van Diemen’s land. 

 

The intimate domain of home too, has been analysed in this chapter. Eliza’s house 

was a place of labour, enterprise, family, as well as cross-cultural proximity. I have 

examined Eliza’s role as mistress of the house, supervising and working alongside 

convict servants at the daily domestic labour of providing home and shelter, thus 

managing and contributing to the success of the Kingston enterprise. As mistress of 

this home she also witnessed the violence of a frontier war within the grounds of her 

home, where Aboriginal people were both incarcerated and lived, such as Rolepana 

and Lurneminner.  

 

From 1824 until 1834, her life was inflected by settler colonial domesticity and 

frontier violence. The homestead at Kingston was a complex site of domestic frontiers 

and cross-cultural relationships of force and violence, mixed with familial affections. 

As a frontier depot for roving parties and a place of incarceration and civilization it 

was a dense transfer point of power. Indeed, Eliza’s experiences of colonial 

domesticity, cross-cultural intimacy, and violence began in this homestead, and would 

go on to be repeated years later in the Port Phillip District of New South Wales.  
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Chapter Three: Overstraiters  

 

At the end of 1834 the Batman family planned to watch the sun rise over the new year 

from the rocky heights of Ben Lomond from which could be seen in the distance the 

beautiful Maria Island lying off the east coast of Van Diemen’s Land, and St Paul’s 

Plains. By the end of the second day of their excursion, however, John Batman had 

failed to re-join the main party at the camp on the summit of the mountain. Earlier 

that day, he had complained of feeling unwell and had halted for a time. Batman 

urged the others to continue, reassuring them that he would join them when he 

recovered and that he would be fine with the Aboriginal men for company. His six-

month-old daughter Pelonemena and her nurse would remain with him. The rest of 

the group, including Henry Arthur, surveyor John Helder Wedge, Anthony Cottrell, 

William Sams, Eliza, and their daughters had reached the summit of the Ben Lomond 

earlier that day via an Aboriginal track. Camp was made while they waited for 

Batman and the others to reach them before nightfall. Only as dusk was falling did 

two Aboriginal men appear through the rocks bearing a note from Batman saying that 

he had been seized by an illness and asking Eliza to go to him. After some discussion 

about the difficulties of Eliza making her way down the mountainside in the dark with 

the Aboriginal men William Sams offered to accompany her. By the light of 

firesticks, Eliza, Sams and the Aboriginal men made their way back down the 

mountain to where Batman was camped with Pelonemena, her nurse, and the 

remaining Aboriginal men who formed part of the group. After a difficult journey 

along the rocky path in the darkness, Eliza was relieved to find that her husband had 

recovered from the stomach cramps that had so alarmed him and so she retired to 

sleep alongside her daughter Pelonemena. Sams and Batman stayed awake around the 
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fire and discussed the fine sheep country that had been discovered to the north across 

Bass Strait at Port Phillip. The two men began to discuss a plan to form a company 

that could underwrite the expenses of exploring the potential of this ‘new’ land. By 

the morning they had reached a tentative agreement. The journey to climb Ben 

Lomond may have challenged Batman and Eliza physically and emotionally, but 

these challenges were forgotten in the face of the potential of rich rewards that were 

to be had in Port Phillip.214 

 

In this chapter I explore and analyse Eliza’s life on the frontier as she and her family 

settled into a newly-established pastoral world of successful enterprise and 

accumulating wealth. For Eliza, the class divisions between convict and free were 

changing in the face of wealth and opportunities derived from the income of the farm 

at Kingston and the new networks of relationships that the Batmans forged amongst 

free and emancipated settlers. Despite her status as an emancipated Irish convict, 

Eliza employed free women as nurses and governesses, newly arrived in Van 

Diemen’s land, who were part of immigration schemes to encourage young women to 

settle in the colonies.  

 

Batman’s decision to move across Bass Strait to Port Phillip was fraught. The 

preparation and move of the family to Port Phillip in the hope of taking advantage of 

‘empty’ lands reveals yet another shift in the nature of Eliza’s colonial and domestic 

life, her class, and the continuing fraught relationships of race. In this chapter I 

explore the use of Aboriginal names by, and the continuing cross-cultural relations of, 
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the Batmans with the Aboriginal people of Ben Lomond. Finally, I examine the 

preparations and the move to Port Phillip.  

 

Pastoral Enterprise 

 

In a letter to Lieutenant-Governor Arthur in February 1835, the government-

appointed Conciliator of Aborigines George Augustus Robinson claimed to have 

removed all the Aboriginal people from Van Diemen’s Land and it was widely 

accepted that the Vandemonian War was over.215 Batman had been active in the 

conflict as a leader of one of the Roving Parties but was now working to bring the war 

to an end. The family’s financial security was closely tied to the end of the conflict 

with the Aboriginal people and the rewards for settlers that this entailed, and thus they 

stood to benefit substantially from the enforced peace that Batman had helped to 

engineer.  

 

The violent frontier that Eliza had lived on, and through, was entering a peaceful 

phase for the European settlers who now occupied expropriated Aboriginal land. Eliza 

had given birth to another daughter in July of 1834, and now all seven of her 

daughters were thriving at Kingston. The strengthening networks of family friends 

and business associates included Henry Arthur, nephew of the Lieutenant Governor, 

as well as established and respectable landholders and government officials such as 

John Helder Wedge.216 Yet even though Kingston prospered in the new ‘peace’, in 

fact a total suppression and killing of Plangermaireener peoples, there were plans to 
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sell it and the family’s interests ahead of a move across Bass Strait into what would 

become Port Phillip.  

 

Class and Reputation 

 

Despite the relationships tenuously forged with some of the Van Diemen’s Land elite, 

Eliza’s convict past still remained subject to debate and her place in colonial society 

uncertain. Two years earlier in January 1833, Robinson had noted in his diary that 

Batman’s wife was a ‘prison woman’ and recorded some salacious gossip about how 

Batman had taken her back after he had thrown her out of the house when the servants 

had accused her of being in the bedroom with the cook.217 Robinson was clearly no 

supporter of Batman. Van Diemen’s Land society was noted for its sharp class 

divisions between the convict, the emancipated, and the free. Many commentators at 

the time noted the unwillingness of free settlers to associate with convicts or those 

who had been emancipated, claiming that the two societies rarely intersected.218 

James Boyce has gone further and argued that the colony more closely resembled a 

caste-based society ‘with an untouchable majority barred from almost all contact with 

their ‘betters”’.219 Eliza’s convict past appears to have been common knowledge 

amongst Van Diemen’s Land settlers including critics of Batman, such as Robinson, 

and was used to undermine Batman and his family’s reputation.  
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Robinson also noted that Batman was infected by a ‘bad disease’. This is the first 

indicative mention of the syphilis that would eventually take his life. Batman had 

sought medical help from a Dr Walsh at Kingston ‘when he was first attacked with 

the erysipelas venereal, and that had he taken his advice he would have recovered 

whereas he has now lost his nose and will too his life.’220 

 

Under the alias of Eliza Thompson, Eliza had established a life in hiding with 

Batman, although she had created a family with a man who was neither emancipated 

nor ‘free settler’. Rather, he was a ‘currency lad’ born of convict parents, who had 

rejected the restrictions that this implied in New South Wales. As noted, he had 

moved to Van Diemen’s Land to escape a sexual scandal and to take advantage of a 

new locale where anonymity allowed greater opportunities to acquire land and capital. 

Boyce described Batman as ‘a select breed of local capitalist’ who ‘found some 

degree of acceptance in the upper echelons of Van Diemen’s Land Society’.221 Eliza’s 

class and upward mobility was tied to Batman, his land, and his new-found status. 

Yet, at the same time, as his wife she was subordinated to him through the common 

law doctrine of coverture.  

 

The opportunities afforded Batman in the early years of the 1820s were closely 

related to his race, gender, and the system of land grants and convict labour then 

operating. In 1833 traveller Peregrine Massingberd, wrote of Batman that: 
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I know not a more humiliating or painful situation than his must be, by 

extraordinary good fortune, in the possession he has acquired from the very 

lowest rank, he is placed over men who know him to be in a degree above 

themselves and so totally neglected has been his education that he is even 

unable to read to them, which is I really believe, the origin of those 

contemptible excuses he [uses?] against the performance of divine service.222  

 

For visiting elite men, Batman’s class was important as they were acutely aware that 

his property and commercial interests had placed in him and his convict wife above 

the men whom he employed despite his apparently being illiterate and irreligious.  

 

As Massingberd noted in his 1833 diary:  

 

Mrs Batman deeply laments his [Batman’s] total neglect of all religious duties 

and told me that nothing could be more fearful than was the manner in which 

the Sabbath was neglected almost throughout the Island. 223 

 

He goes on to record: 

 

I lengthened my stay at Kingston over the Sunday that I might be allowed to 

read divine service to the servants employed on his farm. Mrs Batman told me 
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that the men would very willingly attend if allowed – but that her husband 

could not be prevailed on to read the service himself to them.224 

 

As historian Kirsty Reid has argued, masters were to be moral guides for convict 

workers and ‘ladies’ were to be moral mistresses applying authority and influence 

over their assigned convict servants, ultimately leading to convict reformation.225 

Eliza’s role had shifted. As mistress at Kingston she was no longer the convict servant 

needful of reformation but was now the ‘moral mistress’ whose authority in religious 

matters was seen to be reforming her assigned convicts. Not only was she ‘reforming’ 

fellow convicts, but she was able to demonstrate her own class formation to a member 

of the English gentry by revealing her concern with religious observance. But the 

farm labourers were not her only concern. 

 

Around the time of Massingberd’s observations, Eliza had hired a nurse for her 

youngest daughter who may have been a young English immigrant, Caroline 

Newcomb. Newcomb arrived in Hobart on 25 August 1833 as a steerage passenger on 

the ship Sir John Rae Reid.226 Carolyn, along with other passengers, was a bounty 

immigrant and, as such, received a payment of twelve pounds on arrival in the 

colony.227 Although Carolyn’s whereabouts are unclear until 1836 when she is listed 
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as a passenger with the Batmans to Port Phillip, we can speculate that she may have 

been employed by the Batmans from the date of her arrival in 1833.  

 

In the early 1830s the British government established the bounty system to promote 

and organise the passage of free migrants to the colonies of New South Wales and 

Van Diemen’s Land (the latter had become a separate colony from New South Wales 

in 1825).228 The aim of the bounty immigration system was twofold. It sought to 

reduce the numbers of unemployed in Britain, and to fill the need for young women in 

the colonies as workers and as potential spouses. The women who were sought for 

immigration were mostly young domestic workers.229 At twenty-three Carolyn chose 

to leave family, friends and home to travel alone to the colony of New South Wales in 

exchange for the sum of twelve pounds. Her father, who had worked as a clerk in the 

Commissariat Department in Sierra Leone, had been lost at sea in 1823 when Carolyn 

was 11 years old.230 His death would have left her mother alone to support the family. 

P.L. Brown claims that she was brought up by her grandmother.231 Carolyn’s family 

may have been in financial difficulties by the early 1830s. Carolyn, who was 

originally bound for Sydney, appears to have changed her mind at the last minute, and 
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disembarked in Hobart and, I argue she found employment with the Batmans.232 The 

relationship Carolyn made with the Batman family as a nurse and governess during 

these years at Kingston was maintained later in Port Phillip.233  

 

By 1833 Batman’s wooden house had been replaced by something more substantial - 

a two-story brick house plastered and painted, ‘with the great convenience of having 

water so laid on as to be capable of being carried into every room’.234 This grand 

house supported a domestic household and a shelter for farm labourers and numerous 

visitors. Eliza bore responsibility for ensuring shelter, sustenance, cleanliness, and 

moral guidance for convicts, servants, and for her children and the Aboriginal boys. 

Eliza was now the mistress of a grand mansion with a large household, entertaining 

numerous visitors of the Van Diemen’s Land elite.  

 

Eliza, however, also experienced the contradictions of class in Van Diemen’s Land at 

this time. As part of the successful pastoral enterprise of Kingston, she regularly 

hosted the men of the Van Diemen’s Land elite who were her husband’s friends and 

business partners. Although Eliza’s convict status had officially changed in 1833, 

when her sentence expired and she was granted a Free Pardon, her past, as a former 

convict clearly remained common knowledge.235 

 

                                                
232 In the Muster Masters letter, she is listed as Catherine Elizabeth Newcomb, this 
along with the last-minute decision to stay in Hobart has made it difficult to 
researchers to find the source of P.L. Browns claim that she arrived in 1833.  
233 Anne Drysdale, Diaries of Anne Drysdale 1839-1854. MS Box 1138/1-4 
(Photocopy) SLV.  
234 Hobart Town Courier, 26 October 1841, 2. 
235 Hobart Town Chronicle, 19 April 1833, Government Notice, 2. 
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Aboriginal People 

 

Relationships with Tasmanian Aboriginal people remained ever-present at Kingston 

even as they were being removed to Flinders Island. For example, in January 1834 

Robinson’s eldest son George visited the farm at Kingston with the aim of removing 

two young Aboriginal boys to Flinders Island. Batman refused to give them up. 

Robinson noted in his diary: 

 

My son returned yesterday evening with the black woman and the two men. 

Said that he had been to Mr Batman’s, that McLachlan and Cottrell was there 

and that Batman refused to give up either of the lads and said they were as 

much his property as his farm and that he had as much right to keep them as 

the government, and positively refused to give them up.236 

 

Robinson’s son was trying to retrieve Ben Lomond and Jackie Allen. Batman used the 

boys as unpaid farm labourers and he was not prepared to give them up. Rather 

Batman regarded Ben Lomond and John Allen as his property in much the same way 

that he regarded the expropriated Aboriginal land on which he lived, as his own 

property.  

 

Pelonemena 

 

In November 1834 Eliza’s youngest daughters, Ellen, Adelaide, and Pelonemena, 

                                                
236 George Augustus Robinson, Diary, 5 January 1833, In N.J.B. Plomley, Friendly 
Mission, (Launceston, Queen Museum and Art Gallery, 2008), 868.  
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were baptised by Reverend William Bedford. Also baptised was one of the Sydney 

men, Pigeon, and the small Aboriginal boy named after his master, ‘John Batman’.237 

The boy is likely to have been another Aboriginal child abducted by Batman along 

with Ben Lomond and Jackie Allen. The event was attended by Wedge who noted in 

his diary that he was at Kingston on the 25 and 26 November for the christening of 

the children.238  

 

At the baptism ceremony Eliza’s youngest daughter was baptised Pelonemena Francis 

Darling. Her first name came from the Tasmanian Aboriginal woman Pelonemena, 

from the Ben Lomond or Plangermaireener nation, (also known as Bangum or 

Flora).239 

  

The naming of children is a symbolic and complex process yet, as Gisli Palsson 

argues, it has often escaped theoretical and analytical scrutiny due to the ubiquity of 

personal names. Naming practices are influenced by traditions, cultures, love and 

affection amongst family and friends, and the underlying processes of maintaining 

and recognising kinship and connections. Naming their youngest daughter after an 

Aboriginal woman was unprecedented in the Batman family, and probably 

unprecedented in the colony. An examination of the personal names used by 

Europeans in Tasmania at this time does not reveal any other instance of this 

occurring. It is likely that Batman and Eliza had previously used John’s family names 

for their daughters: Maria after Batman’s oldest sister, and Elizabeth Mary after 

                                                
237 Campbell Town Baptism Register, 25 November 1834, NS1190/1, TAHO. 
238 John Helder Wedge, The Diaries of John Helder Wedge 1824 - 1835, (Hobart: The 
Royal Society of Tasmania, 1962), 75. 
239 George Augustus Robinson, Diary, 18 December 1830, In N.J.B. Plomley, 
Friendly Mission, (Launceston, Queen Museum and Art Gallery, 2008), 331. 
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Elizabeth and Batman’s mother, Eliza after her mother again, but this time using 

Elizabeth’s diminutive Eliza.240 No information has survived to indicate what 

motivated them to deviate from this practice in naming their youngest daughter. 

 

Naming of children often situates people in genealogies and social networks.241 

Palsson goes further, arguing that by drawing on Michel Foucault’s idea of the 

‘technologies of the self’, personal names can be seen as serving as a means of 

‘domination and empowerment, facilitating collective action, surveillance, and 

subjugation - exclusion as well as belonging.242 Naming their youngest daughter after 

a Tasmanian Aboriginal woman from Ben Lomond was therefore freighted with 

meaning. It can be read as having complex connotations both of ownership and over-

lordship yet also of belonging.  

 

Whose decision was it to name a child? Convention would suggest that it was 

Batman, in his role as father, who chose the name. But, in the absence of evidence, if 

we give the power to Eliza or to them jointly, does it change our understanding of the 

act? We can imagine that either or both of the couple would likely have met 

Pelonemena while they were living at Kingston; she was, after all, a local Ben 

Lomond woman. According to Robinson, Pelonemena had been abducted by sealer 

Thomas Mason as a young girl, but she could have known the Batmans when they 

first settled on Plangermaireener land in the 1820s.243 Relationships could have been 

established at the time, which were remembered fondly many years later. Using 

                                                
240 St Johns Baptism Records, 2 June 1830, NS748/1-5, Reel Z2360, TAHO.  
241 Gisli Palsson, ‘Personal Names: Embodiment, Differentiation, Exclusion, and 
Belonging’, Science, Technology, & Human Values, 39, no. 4 (2014): 618.  
242 Palsson, ‘Personal Names’, 619.  
243 Plomley, Friendly Mission, 1062. 
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Pelonemena’s name reveals an uncomfortable and yet special relationship linking the 

settler family with the original people who inhabited the area in which the Batmans 

initially became established as a family. 

 

How do we interpret this act? According to conventions of the day, as mentioned 

above, the Batmans had already reused John’s family names for their other daughters 

and, as the years went on, other friends’ names were included. Their fifth daughter 

was named Ellen Gray Batman, her middle name the same as that of their neighbours 

and friends, the Gray brothers.244 Eliza’s family remains unknown, but it is possible 

that the other names such as Lucy and Ellen came from her side of the family. As 

Palsson has argued, the choice of names placed children within familial and 

genealogical networks.245 Consistent with the naming of their older children, naming 

the youngest after Pelonemena, included her in their familial network, placing the Ben 

Lomond woman within the extended family. Why they would choose to do that is not 

entirely clear and highlights the unsettling contradiction between public recognition 

of a relationship with an Aboriginal woman from the Plangermaireener nation and the 

leading role that Batman played in the destruction of Pelonemena’s people, the 

Plangermaireener. As Bain Attwood argued, there were careers to be made by 

assuming knowledge about indigenous culture, and men like Batman: 

 

                                                
244 Campbell Town Baptism Register, 25 November 1834, NS1190/1, TAHO.  
245	Palsson, ‘Personal Names’, 619. 	
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 sought to become humanitarian entrepreneurs on the basis of ethnographic 

knowledge they claimed to possess about Aboriginal people and the relations 

they purported to enjoy with them.246  

 

This interpretation could suggest that the choice of an Aboriginal name was intended 

to convey to other colonists something of Batman’s special relationship with 

Aboriginal people, an interplay between familial networks and claims of indigenous 

knowledge. 

 

Eliza’s and John’s daughter Pelonemena was also given a second middle name of 

Darling, another name I would suggest was given in recognition of relationships of 

important people in the family’s networks. There were two potential men who may 

have been the source of the name, Governor Ralph Darling or Lieutenant William 

James Darling. The latter was Superintendent of Aboriginal Station on Flinders Island 

with whom Batman had become friends while accompanying Lieutenant Darling and 

Lieutenant-Governor Arthur on a trip to the east coast in February 1834.247 William 

James Darling also supported Batman’s determination to keep the two Aboriginal 

boys Rolepana and Lurnerminner.248 Ralph Darling is less likely to be the source as 

                                                
246 Bain Attwood, Possession: Batman's treaty and the matter of history, (Melbourne: 
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he was the Governor who had rejected Batman’s application for Western Port land in 

1827.249  

 

The Batman children were not the only recipients of the familial naming tradition of 

the Batman family. At the same baptism ceremony, a young Tasmanian Aboriginal 

boy was baptised John Batman.250 This raises the possibility that there was an 

intended reciprocity in the naming of Batman’s daughter after an Aboriginal woman 

while an Aboriginal boy taken into the Batman household was named after Batman 

himself.  

 

Port Phillip Association 

 

William Sams romantic explanation of the genesis of the Port Phillip Association on 

the slopes of Ben Lomond in 1834 is only one of the narratives that surround the 

Association’s establishment. Batman and Van Diemen’s Land lawyer Joseph Tice 

Gellibrand were demonstrably interested in land in what was to become Port Phillip 

as early as 1827. Batman and Gellibrand had petitioned for a grant of land in Western 

Port (located across the Bass Strait to the north of Van Diemen’s Land) from 

Governor Darling. At this time, the Colonial Government of New South Wales was 

struggling to control of the uptake of land outside of the officially settled districts.251 

Darling had rejected the request on the basis that there had been no determination by 

                                                
249 Alastair Campbell, John Batman and the Aborigines, (Malmesbury: Kibble Books, 
1987), 23 
250 Campbell Town Baptism Register, 25 November 1834, NS1190/1, TAHO  
251	See	Penelope Edmonds, Urbanizing Frontiers: Indigenous Peoples and Settlers in 
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the Government with respect to the settlement of Western Port.252 Batman’s response 

to the rejection was to significantly increase his land holdings in Van Diemen’s Land 

by purchasing 1200 acres and leasing a further 4200 acres.253 However, the prospect 

of ‘unoccupied’ sheep grazing land across the strait in Port Phillip remained 

tantalisingly close and alluring for Batman as well as the other colonial elite and 

settlers of Van Diemen’s Land as much of the available land in the island colony 

became taken up by settlers. 

 

As James Boyce has argued, to settle Port Phillip without permission was to trespass 

on crown land and therefore to commit a crime. While Batman may have been willing 

to take the risk, he could not do it alone.254 Boyce has argued that ‘Batman needed a 

broad coalition of support if his land grab was not to be seen as the action of a 

socially suspect, disease ridden trespasser’. As a result, he formed a partnership with 

other landowners and government officials that came to be known as the Port Phillip 

Association.255 The members included Governor Arthur’s nephew Henry Arthur, 

Thomas Bannister, John Thomas Collicott, Michael Connolly, Anthony Cottrell, 

Joseph Tice Gellibrand, George Mercer, John and William Robertson, William Sams, 

James Simpson, John Sinclair, Charles Swanston and John Helder Wedge. As Bain 

Attwood argues, all were members of respectable Vandemonian society.256 Together 

they formed a financial partnership comprising equal shares.  

 

                                                
252 James Bonwick, John Batman the Founder of Melbourne, (Melbourne: Samuel 
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What was Batman’s role in the Association given his uneasy reputation and status as a 

‘currency lad’? While Batman has been routinely described as an experienced 

bushman, an idea wrapped in a veil of heroic masculinity, I would also argue that the 

members of the Association saw in him a larger set of discursive meanings. Eliza and 

their daughters provided a degree of social respectability and support in contrast to his 

brutal reputation during the Vandemonian War and his suspect health, while the 

success of Kingston as a pastoral property spoke to his entrepreneurial abilities. The 

Aboriginal men, Pigeon, Crook and the others who worked and lived at Kingston, 

added weight to his personal claim to Aboriginal knowledge and abilities to use these 

men to make contact with new groups of Aboriginal people. These, then, I argue were 

the broader influences that Batman brought to the Association. 

 

Batman’s optimism in the venture was such that before he had even crossed the Strait 

on behalf of the Port Phillip Association, he had begun preparations to move his 

family to Port Phillip. In February 1835 he began consolidating land titles that were in 

his own name as well as negotiating with Pigeon and Crook for the titles to the 100 

acres each had received for their role in the Van Demonian War.257 Crook’s land was 

located near to Batman’s own land at Kingston and next to the 100-acre grant of land 

given to Pigeon.258 Both men had been working intermittently with Batman and living 

at Kingston since 1828.259 

                                                
257 Hobart Town Gazette, 25 September 1830, 3. This is the erratum notice that the 
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258 Cornwall Chronicle, 21 February 1835, Survey Office, 4. 
259 Plomley, Friendly Mission, 506 n277 
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Figure 2:  Map of Land Grants to John Pigeon and J Crook. Map 5438 260  

 

Batman’s first visit to Port Phillip was made on behalf of the Port Phillip Association 

and he was joined by three of his assigned servants as well as seven of the Aboriginal 

men from New South Wales who had worked with him during the Vandemonian War. 

However, their initial attempt to sail was delayed by a week due to inclement weather 

and outstanding port fees. Batman wrote several letters to Eliza while waiting to 

depart the island, sending them to Kingston via Anthony Cottrell. Eliza surprised him 

by arriving unannounced at the dock. Batman’s diary read: 

 

                                                
260 Land District Chart, Stanhope 5438, 
https://maps.thelist.tas.gov.au/listmap/app/list/map?layout-
options=LAYER_LIST_OPEN&cpoint=146.54,-
42.03,500000&srs=EPSG:4283&bmlayer=3&layers=904,	
accessed 1 December 2019. 
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at half past 5 o’clock to my astonishment Mrs. Batman arrived with our 

Groom in the Gig – She had received my letters and thought I might remain 

here some days yet and therefore thought she might as well come down.261 

 

Eliza had travelled over the rough dirt roads to George Town, a distance of 60 miles, 

to spend a last few days with her husband. Together they visited the lighthouse at 

Low Head before dining at the Waterloo Inn in George Town with Port Phillip 

Association member and Post Master General, John Collicott, and Mr. Wright.262 

Finally, the wind changed enabling the Rebecca to set sail for Port Phillip. Eliza drove 

up to the lighthouse again where she waited until the ship was nearly out of sight.263 

On board, Batman wrote in his diary, ‘hope my dear Wife may return Home safe.’264 

 

Despite Robinson’s 1833 account of the gossip concerning Batman’s alleged conflict 

with Eliza, it was apparent if indeed an incident had occurred, they had reconciled and 

that there demonstrably existed love and care between them. Their fondness for each 

other can be seen in these moments at Low Head and indeed throughout the diary. 

Describing Eliza as his ‘dear wife’, Batman continued to send ‘large and long letters’ 

to Eliza until the very last minute he was able.265 His diary and letters clearly reveal 

                                                
261 John Batman, Journal, 10 May - 11 June 1835, MS13181, SLV, 16 May 1835, 
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the love and affection between them and he lamented leaving his ‘dear wife’ for Port 

Phillip.266  

 

While Batman and Eliza’s relationship is briefly revealed at this moment, her shifting 

class position can also be examined. Eliza was dining in public with members of the 

colonial elite including Collicott. The divide between the convict and the free has 

been extensively written about and Boyce describes the society as a caste system in 

which different classes were not able to mix.267 Yet, how can we understand the 

significance of this public dining of people of diverse classes, including a ‘prison 

woman’ as Robinson describes her?268 Her reputation was dependent upon Batman’s 

reputation, and Batman was greatly dependent upon the networks that he had 

established over the years and those of his family. 

 

Kulin Country of Port Phillip 

 

While Eliza made the journey home to Kingston, the Rebecca crossed Bass Strait and 

made landfall on the mainland at Indented Head. Batman disembarked along with the 

servants and Aboriginal men who had accompanied him. The land they were entering 

was that of the Kulin nation. For thousands of years the land around the Yarra had 

been heavily populated by Aboriginal people from the Kulin nation, a federation 

made up of several groups of peoples.269 The federation included the Watha wurrung 

and the Boon wurrung on the country that immediately bordered Port Phillip Bay, 
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while the Woi wurrung land was located in the catchment of the Yarra River. The 

land of the Daung wurrung and Djadja wurrung people was located to the north of 

Port Phillip. Together, through a system of shared language and culture, these groups 

are now known as the Kulin nation.270 Batman was entering a land long occupied by 

Kulin people. Yet as he travelled through Kulin country, he proceeded to 

symbolically lay claim by renaming its many valleys and streams. 

 

For two weeks, Batman and the men travelled through the waist-high native grasses 

of Port Phillip. He busily named landmarks after his family: ‘The last creek I have 

named Eliza’s Creek, after Mrs. B-’; a creek after his daughter Lucy (later to become 

Moonee Ponds Creek) and a valley after Maria her sister.271 Governor Arthur and 

members of the Port Phillip Association were also included, Batman naming various 

hills after these men. He named a well after his servant Gumm.272 In a satirical letter 

to the editor published in the Cornwall Chronicle in September 1835, the author made 

a pointed attack at Batman’s naming of Port Phillip landmarks after people including 

his wife and friends “from Cape Cotterel to Mount Solomon, taking in Port 

Callaghan’.273 The unidentified writer knew Eliza’s real maiden name and was 

perhaps deliberately revealing her ignoble convict past and, by implication, Batman’s 

and the Association’s contentious claims to the land in Port Phillip. 
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As Bain Attwood has argued, renaming is a way of claiming country and it had a long 

tradition in the Australian colonies.274 In 1821 while on a journey through Van 

Diemen’s Land, Governor Lachlan Macquarie named streets, towns and features in 

the landscape after himself and his wife.275 Indeed, colonial naming had in Van 

Diemen’s Land overwritten Aboriginal names and had been practiced by ordinary 

white people, official exploration parties as well as visiting Governors. Removing 

Aboriginal names and replacing them with British names entrenched what became a 

longstanding practice to ensure the erasure of contested pasts. Although many of the 

names Batman assigned did not survive the later settlement of Port Phillip, it is clear 

that Batman was deliberately recognising his wife and daughters while laying claim to 

country. 276  

 

On 6 June 1835 Batman met with senior men of the Kulin nation and together they 

signed a treaty document previously prepared in Van Diemen’s Land in anticipation 

of this moment. The use of a treaty was intended to avoid another war which would 

disrupt the enterprise. The terms of the deed were an exchange of land in return for an 

annual supply of blankets, tomahawks and other goods. There has been much written 

on the treaty, including its validity in British Law, the levels and types of 

understanding formed by the Aboriginal people who signed it, and even whether the 

meeting occurred at all.277 However, the effect on the future of Batman and Eliza was 
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significant. Batman was now committed to permanently settling in Port Phillip on 

land to which he presumed the Port Phillip Association had title. 

 

Return to Kingston 

 

Batman arrived back in George Town on 11 June 1835, nearly four weeks  

after he had left Van Diemen’s Land.278 His eagerness to return home to Kingston was 

described by Port Phillip Association member William Sams who had been waiting 

anxiously at George Town for Batman’s return and news of his endeavours: 

 

Batman would not satisfy my curiosity that night except on the condition that I 

accompanied him home, which I did. We arrived there about three o’clock in 

the morning, after a frightful ride of upwards of thirty miles through incessant 

rain and darkness much of the way by wild bush tracks.279 

 

Batman’s dash back to Kingston through the rain and darkness suggests his need to 

return to his family and home from which he had been separated from for over a 

month but by this time he was already very sick.  

 

His final months in Van Diemen’s Land were beset by illness. Throughout this period, 

Batman was being treated Dr Thomson and likely nursed by Eliza. In July 1835, 

Batman loaded cargo onto the Rebecca in Launceston before travelling south to 

Hobart for medical treatment for his worsening syphilis. After he returned to 
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Kingston, he described himself as being ‘physicked to death’.280 Rather than return to 

Port Phillip, he was forced to send his brother Henry Batman in his place, as a 

supervisor.281  

 

Port Phillip Association and Land 

 

While Batman was winding up his estate in Van Diemen’s Land, the colonial 

Government was challenging the Port Phillip Association’s ambitious claim to the 

land in Port Phillip through the treaty. In the face of the treaty claim by the 

Association, New South Wales Governor Richard Bourke had issued a proclamation 

in August 1835 instructing that any ‘treaty, bargain and contract with aboriginal 

natives as aforesaid, for the possession, title or claim to any lands lying and being 

within the limits of the Government of the Colony of New South Wales … is void and 

of no effect against the rights of the Crown.’282  

 

While the Government attempted to control the dash for Port Phillip, Batman’s own 

attempt to expand the enterprise was being increasingly undermined by his illness. 

While it may have been simpler and safer to remain at Kingston, Batman’s ambitions 

exposed his family to the risks of ‘settling’ yet another frontier.  

 

In a letter to Charles Swanston on 12 October 1835, Batman wrote from Kingston that 

he was returning to Port Phillip on the ship the Norval, ‘I shall go down I hope with 
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all my family the third trip.’283 Instead, he returned alone to Port Phillip on the Norval 

on 31 October with a cargo of cattle, sheep and horses as well as bricks and timber for 

their new home.284 After staying only a few days he returned home to Kingston very 

unwell.285  

 

By this time, Wedge had prepared a map of Port Phillip and had allocated ‘shares’ of 

land to its members. Batman chose Share 9 that was located immediately north of the 

settlement. He then began to strip Kingston of livestock, shipping them to Port Phillip 

into the care of his brother Henry.286 Towards the end of 1835, Batman’s 

weatherboard house was being erected in Port Phillip on the southern slope of a low 

hill near the banks of the Yarra River. The hill became known as Batman’s Hill 

regardless of any Aboriginal names that may have been in existence. 

 

Batman was also negotiating the sale of Kingston to neighbour Edward Bryant for 

£10,000.287 Yet throughout this time he remained very ill and in the care of Dr 

Alexander Thomson. Batman wrote to Swanston from Kingston in December 1835 

writing, ‘for the drs say it is absolutely necessary that I should have rest nothing, but 

rest will bring me about again.’ 288 Batman was so ill at this time that Thomson was 

writing letters on Batman’s behalf on 3 January 1836.289 By 19 January 1836, 
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Batman, and perhaps the entire family, had moved to a house outside of Launceston, 

indicating that the sale of Kingston to Bryant had been settled.290  

 

Conclusion 

 

The end of 1834 marked a turning point in Eliza’s life and that of her family. It was 

the year her 14-year sentence to transportation would expire. To Eliza, seeing in the 

new year of 1835 on Ben Lomond’s summit as a member of a party that included her 

husband, her seven daughters, Governor Arthur’s nephew and other members of the 

colonial elite, along with her own servants, was deeply symbolic. Cessation of the 

violence of the Vandemonian War and the wholesale removal of the Aboriginal 

people from their country and incarceration to Flinders Island allowed the party to 

walk through Plangermaireener country, along tracks made by many past generations 

of Plangermaireener people without the threat of conflict. Eliza carried in her arms 

her youngest child, Pelonemena, named after an Aboriginal woman, whom the 

Batman family knew. The woman Pelonemena had witnessed years of colonial 

violence, had lost her own family, and was now banished from this, her own land. The 

end of 1834 marked a turning point in Eliza’s life and that of her family.  

 

As I have argued in this chapter, Eliza’s shifting class and status is revealed in her 

employment of free women immigrants such as Carolyn Newcomb and hosting 

members of the English aristocracy such as Peregrine Massingberd. The newly built 
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large brick mansion with running water cemented her elevated wealth, and 

sophistication. The arc of her life was for a moment in an ascendance.  

Eliza’s relationships with Aboriginal people did not come to an end with the cessation 

of violence on the frontier. As I have argued, naming their youngest daughter after an 

Aboriginal woman was deeply symbolic and suggests both ownership as well as 

belonging. Importantly, it highlights the contradiction between a personal relationship 

with an Aboriginal woman from the Plangermaireener nation and Batman’s role in the 

destruction of her people. 

 

I have touched on the background to the Port Phillip Association to reveal the effect 

of Batman’s role in this project on Eliza. His ambitions for access to yet more land in 

Port Phillip set in train the circumstances by which she would lose the wealth and 

status that she had worked hard to establish.  
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Chapter Four:  Port Phillip - the politics of dower and gendered dispossession 

 

On the morning of 20 April 1836, Eliza and her family, along with the other 

passengers of the Caledonia, disembarked on the north bank of the Yarra river in 

Melbourne. The small settlement spread out before them - a scatter of tents, and, 

dotted here and there, was the odd turf hut. Their own new home, a weatherboard 

building, could be seen on the slope of the nearby hill.291 Eliza was pregnant again. 

Their eighth child, and only son, would be born in their new home. How different it 

was from their home at Kingston. Instead of their large brick house on the quiet banks 

of the Ben Lomond Rivulet, their new home was a small wooden house overlooking 

the Yarra river and closely surrounded by a growing community of settlers and 

Aboriginal people. From this vantage point they could see the people and ships 

arriving, and the Aboriginal camp on the other side, the south bank. 

 

As Penelope Edmonds has argued “frontiers were intimate and gendered’. I extend 

this argument to suggest that it also ought to be seen as applicable to the shifting legal 

frontier, which was also intimate and gendered. 292 Examining this frontier through 

the lens of gender we are able to see how the law and the settler colonial reworking of 

British legislation had specific consequences for Eliza and other women in her 

position. Importantly, as this chapter will illustrate, the story of Eliza also disrupts the 

tired gendered narrative of colonial advancement and masculine achievement. As I 

will show Eliza was centrally involved in the economic fortunes of Batman’s wool 
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and other enterprises. As this chapter will demonstrate, using Eliza as a study 

illustrates the extent to which colonial women have been wilfully ignored by 

historians of Australia more generally. If we place white women in the same frame as 

immigration, colonisation and convictism we are able to reveal the delimited agency 

with which colonial white women operated.293  

 

It is a challenge to write about Eliza during this period as she leaves only faint traces 

in the archive. Yet the beginning of the Victoria Supreme Court case Batman v 

Lonsdale 1840 when she becomes a central player in drawn-out legal proceedings 

reveals something of her life. There are no surviving diaries by which we might 

follow her own self-assessment of her life, only the occasional reference in 

government census and shipping passenger lists, or a mention in her husband’s letters. 

There is the challenge, too, of seeing past the well-known evidence of her husband’s 

life where she is all too often a footnote. Rather than reading against the grain to 

rediscover Eliza, it is more a matter of reading with the grain and paying very close 

attention to those grainy margins that are often ignored.294  

 

In this chapter I trace the establishment of the Batman household in Port Philip and 

the difficult circumstances faced by Eliza following her husband’s death after she was 

effectively written out of Batman’s will and barred from dower in 1837. Significantly, 

I discuss and contextualise the complex and contested issue of dower in colonial 

Australia. Importantly, I explore and examine the available scholarship on changing 
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laws around coverture and dower or the ‘widows thirds’ in the British colonies in 

order to contextualise and examine the complexity of married women’s property law 

in the colony of New South Wales in the 1830s. There has been little close scrutiny of 

the Batman will and how the gendered nature of property laws profoundly affected 

colonial women’s lives, their agency and the choices available to them. As this 

chapter will demonstrate, such experiences are writ large in the life of Eliza Batman. 

Not only does this chapter reveal the complicated relationship of coverture and dower 

for Eliza but also highlights her determination not to accept the bar of her own dower 

and to protect herself. 

 

Some historians have presumed that Batman barred Eliza’s dower due to spite, ill 

feelings, or because of his illness which made him erratic.295 Rather than speculating 

about Batman’s personal health as a motivation, it is important to examine the larger 

structural disadvantages experienced by married women such as Eliza at the time. In a 

major contrast to arguments by previous historians, who have not paid sufficient 

attention to gender and the law in this colonial period, I will argue instead that 

properly contextualizing Eliza’s predicament within the structural, legal, and social 

realities for colonial women and ‘dower’ at this time reveal the way that coverture 

operated to financially disadvantage women 
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In Kulin Country 

 

The land that Eliza and her family happily walked across to take possession of the 

house on Batman’s Hill was Kulin country. As historian James Boyce has described, 

the site of Melbourne at the falls of the Yarra river was a place of meetings and 

movement for the Kulin people, where the fresh water of the river and the bounty of 

seasonal food sustained large gatherings.296 John Pascoe Fawkner had described his 

arrival at Port Phillip in 1835, ‘sailing up the river, where the banks were lined with 

Aboriginal people gazing on’.297 At the time that the Batman family moved into the 

house, on what was known as Batman’s Hill in April 1836, there were at least 700 

Aboriginal men women and children living within a thirty mile radius of Melbourne, 

comprising of the groups Watha wurrung, the Boon wurrung and the Woi wurrung.298  

 

Aboriginal people clearly did not abandon their land in the face of this territorial 

invasion but continued to camp and live alongside the newcomers in Melbourne’s 

early years.299 Edmonds has explored the meaning of the camps of Aboriginal groups 

located around the early township where corroberees were a common occurrence.300 

This complex and disrupted frontier space, like Van Diemen’s Land through the 

1820s and early 1830s, became the site of violent conflict.301 Kulin people certainly 
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did not believe that their land had suddenly ceased to belong to them and they to their 

land.302 Batman and the Port Phillip Association claimed to have exchanged blankets, 

flour and other goods for land around Port Phillip Bay with the Kulin nation, covering 

what is now the areas occupied by Melbourne and Geelong 303 The understanding, 

however, of the Aboriginal men who participated in the event is likely to have been 

very different. Diane Barwick has argued that Aboriginal people’s conception of land 

tenure differed fundamentally from that of the European men of the Port Phillip 

Association.304 The Port Phillip Association prepared the Treaty Deed on the 

presumption that the Aboriginal people ‘were in possession of the land by whatever 

right’, which allowed the Association to purchase the ‘title to the land’.305 The 

Aboriginal peoples also understood their fundamental ownership of the land but 

instead ‘conceived that prerogative as a right to use the resources on particular parts 

of the landscape’ which they did not regard as permanent.306 This was enacted in a 

ceremony known as the tanderrum.307 
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Batman’s Hill 

 

 

Figure 3: John Batman’s House, W.F.E. Liardet, 1875. 308 

 

The watercolour sketch of the Batmans’ home drawn from memory in 1875, by artist 

W. Liardet, shows a house and fenced garden surrounded by large she-oaks. At the 

foot of the hill is the Yarra River along with two boats moored on its banks. Brick 

chimneys built by William Buckley bookend the house and a group of Aboriginal 

people is drawn, camped in front of a fire under a bark shelter. 309 As author Edmund 

Finn described, the river flats below Batman’s Hill, were ‘about the nicest spot in all 

Melbourne. Cut up by no water-courses, and flat as a pancake, spread out at the foot 

of Batman's Hill, it was covered with a verdure green as a leek, and soft as a Turkey 

carpet.’ 310 John Pascoe Fawkner had named it Pleasant Hill on his arrival but as 
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Edmonds notes it was ‘most often remembered as the place John Batman chose for 

his house when he arrived.’311 

 

By November 1836, the Census of Port Phillip recorded that the Batmans’ house and 

the buildings on Batman’s Hill were home to 13 men; one male child under 12; three 

women above the age of 12; and three under the age of 12.312 The male child under 

three would have been the newly born John Charles Batman, Eliza’s and John’s only 

son, while the three older women would have included Eliza and perhaps her oldest 

daughter Maria who was 12 years old at the time, as well as Caroline Newcomb, the 

governess or nurse.313 The men likely included the Aboriginal men from New South 

Wales who had earlier travelled over to Port Phillip from Van Diemen’s Land, as well 

as the European men who had been engaged to work on the property. Nearly a year 

later, on 15 November 1837, Quaker Missionaries James Backhouse and George 

Washington Walker called on the Batmans and observed that they had several 

‘blacks’ from the vicinity of Sydney and an Aboriginal woman and two boys from 

Tasmania whom they found to be ‘useful servants.’314 Information from a ‘gentleman’ 

regarding Port Phillip indicated that ‘The Sydney blacks, in the service of Mr Batman, 
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live in a hut, dress cleanly, row well, fish, take care of the pigs, work in the garden, 

and plough his land’.315 

 

On instructions from Governor Bourke, Police Magistrate William Lonsdale 

documented the dwellings, stock and cultivation on his arrival at Port Phillip in 

November 1836 and reported on the number of acres under cultivation and the types 

of produce grown and the presence of a ‘garden’.316 The Batman farm supported 12 

horses and 30 cattle, with 20 acres put into wheat, barley, oats, maize, potatoes as 

well as a garden.317 The fenced garden was one of many that were being planted by 

the settlers on the ground around their huts. Nearly all the properties listed included a 

garden and land under cultivation. Even Sam Smart, a settler who was living on a boat 

had managed to cultivate a ½ acre garden.318 In addition, the Batmans had 5300 sheep 

pastured on their share of the Port Phillip Association Land located to the north of 

Batman’s Hill between the upper reaches of the Yarra and the Maribyrnong (Salt 

Water) river.319  
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Figure 4: Plan of the Land in Occupation of John Batman, author and date 

unknown.320  

 

As seen in these drawings, the estate on Batman’s Hill was the centre of the Batman 

business enterprises. At this time, they were supplying rations to the increasing 

numbers of settlers as well as the Government commissariat. Undated plans of the 

property show a nine-roomed house, with a plastered floor and interiors along with 

four fireplaces. A separate bake house and kitchen along with stables, slaughterhouse, 

fencing and a two-roomed log hut are also depicted.321 While the commercial 

infrastructure of the business was revealed in the plan, their domestic world was 

documented in the archive. We know that the house was lavishly furnished complete 

with carpets, a library ‘with splendid bindings’, as well as furniture, a piano and other 
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symbol of wealth and status. In February 1838, Eliza accused a husband and wife in 

her employ of stealing from her house. Her deposition in Melbourne Court Registers 

shows that the articles included a silver pencil case, two gold earrings, silver clasps, 

neck chains, waist buckle, a piece of linen for table cloths, silk handkerchiefs, silver 

spoons, drinking horns, sheets, decanters, books, lace, six pairs of stockings.322 

Included in the list of items were books belonging ‘to the school’. We can see from 

this list that the Batman household was well established and prosperous. The 

advertisement for the auction of John Batman’s personal effects some years later 

offered for sale a ‘well selected library’ along with furniture, crockery, lamps and 

glass.323 These luxurious domestic objects revealed a well-off pastoral family with 

large land and agricultural holdings enjoying the privilege of wealth if not status.324 

 

Eliza and John Batman’s joint labours enabled the establishment of the Batman 

enterprise, and her contribution, while only fragmentarily recorded in the archives, 

would have been both within their shared domestic world as well as their commercial 

endeavours. As Edmonds and I have argued, the settler home was the ‘colonial 

economy in miniature, constructed upon the unstable and shifting foundations of 

convict and Aboriginal labour.’325  
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Lonsdale also carried out a census of Port Phillip a few weeks following his arrival in 

September 1836, recording the presence of 224 European residents.326 Unlike Eliza’s 

home at Kingston, Batman’s Hill was a public and increasingly urban site. The 

experience of the isolation of Kingston had been replaced with close neighbours, such 

as fellow Vandemonians, settlers from Sydney and England, and Aboriginal people of 

the Kulin nation. But like Kingston, Batman’s Hill was also a place where local elites 

met. On 1 June 1836, only two months after the family’s arrival, a public meeting was 

held in the house on Batman’s Hill to discuss the request for a police magistrate.327 

The use of the Batman house as a venue for meetings such as this demonstrates how 

the family were viewed as community leaders within the nascent colony. 

 

Eliza had given birth to her son John Charles Batman on 5 November 1836.328 This 

time she may have been attended by her sister-in-law Catherine Batman or perhaps Dr 

Thompson, who had treated Batman for syphilis in Van Diemen’s Land and who had 

now, at least temporarily, been appointed Government Surgeon by Lonsdale.329 

Unlike her experience at the Vandemonian frontier, Eliza had the benefit of a trained 

doctor to support her during the birth of her son. But Port Phillip’s place as another 

contested frontier was not far away. 

 

There were fears that the settlement had a growing sense of lawlessness due to the 

presence of convict settlers. Lonsdale, in a confidential report to the Colonial 
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Secretary, described the intimidation of the settlers by some of the ‘lower order of 

people’ and the settlers’ relief at the presence of the Police Magistrate.330  

 

Land  

 

In March 1837 Eliza stood alongside her daughters with her infant son cradled in her 

arms in the shade of large gum tree on the rise above the river. She watched her 

husband standing with Governor Richard Bourke and other officials as Melbourne 

was officially proclaimed a town. HMS Rattlesnake had dropped anchor in the Bay a 

few days before, bringing Bourke and his entourage to the settlement. They had set up 

camp on the rise of land above the river to the north of the house on Batman’s Hill 

and, after spending a few days inspecting the surrounding countryside, Bourke had 

settled on 4 March 1837 to proclaim the town of Melbourne. The assembled crowd of 

settlers was only slightly larger than the group of 200 Aboriginal men and women of 

the Kulin nation who stood at a slight distance to the crowd of Europeans.331 

Aboriginal people watched as these newly-arrived white people renamed their land, 

claimed it for themselves, and permanently alienated the original inhabitants from this 

place.  

 

While Bourke’s voice echoed faintly over the assembled crowd, perhaps Eliza’s mind 

wandered back over the past year. The family’s new home was a weather board 

cottage on what was originally called Pleasant Hill by the first European arrivals but 

had become known as Batman’s Hill. The hill was also home to the community of 
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people who made up the Batman enterprise, including the Aboriginal men and ticket 

of leave servants whom Batman had employed in Van Diemen’s Land and who had 

lately joined them. Eliza’s seven daughters were thriving and on 5 November the 

previous year she had given birth to a son named John Charles. Eliza thought of how 

well they all looked as each Sunday the family walked along the banks of the Yarra 

Yarra river together to the small Anglican church.332 Eliza perhaps looked over to her 

home on Batman’s Hill surrounded by groves of she-oaks, and the weatherboard 

house and buildings. Compared to the tents and wattle and daub huts scattered 

alongside the river, and Aboriginal camps on the opposite bank, the house was 

comfortable and warm, filled with furniture and belongings, including her piano, from 

the home in Kingston. From the house they could see the movements of the 

Aboriginal families who had set up camp across the river.333 But the ownership of 

their house and land was uncertain, and Batman had embarked on a protracted 

negotiation with the Colonial government over his right to Batman’s Hill.  

 

On 21 March 1837 Batman wrote a Memorial to Charles Grant, Baron Glenelg, 

Secretary of State for the Colonies, requesting that in return for the investments he 

had made in Port Phillip, he be granted the 20 acre block on Batman’s Hill.334 

Batman, in anticipation of the likely delay in a response from London, then wrote to 

William Lonsdale requesting that Governor Bourke ‘allow me to keep possession of 

the land I have improved upon (not within the limits of the town), until I receive an 

answer to the Memorial I have addressed to the Secretary of State for the Colonies’.335 
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Governor Bourke allowed Batman to occupy the land and buildings until further 

notice on the condition that no further enclosures were made.336 In a confidential 

letter to Lord Glenelg, Bourke advised Glenelg that he did not support Batman’s 

claim, nor those of other Port Phillip settlers.337 Lord Glenelg agreed and instructed 

Bourke to inform ‘Mr Batman that I regret my inability to comply with the prayer of 

his Memorial”.338 Batman did not give up in his attempt to hold on to Batman’s Hill. 

In March 1838 Batman addressed another Memorial to Lord Glenelg requesting that 

he be granted the land that he resided on with his family, adding, ‘I need not inform 

Your Lordship how ruinous the result would be to my large family’ were his request 

to do so denied. In the final paragraph he requested that he be allowed to ‘purchase 

the land in question at a moderate price and not subject it to public auction’.339 As 

Batman well knew, Governor Bourke’s Proclamation of 26 August 1835 had 

abolished all private claims to land in Port Phillip. The Port Phillip Association had 

lost its bid for land in the face of Government opposition receiving instead £7000 in 

compensation.340 Each of the shareholders was paid £411 per share.341 

 

While Batman negotiated with Bourke for title to Batman’s Hill on behalf of his 

family, he was busily purchasing town land in the sales of 1837. The first of the town 

allotment land sales was held on 1 June1837. Batman successfully bid for three of the 

207 allotments offered that day for a total sum of £268.342 A few months later in the 
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second land sale on 1 November 1837, Batman added a further five properties to his 

growing portfolio for a total sum of £292.343 

 

By the following September 1838, the census listed Eliza as still living on Batman’s 

Hill along with her daughters, as well as a number of servants, Aboriginal men, 

women and children.344 The women living on the hill were enumerated as Mrs Quin, 

Mrs Pigeon and Miss Pigeon. Mrs and Miss Pigeon appear to be John Pigeon’s wife 

and daughter while Fanny Quin (nee Lynch) was an Irish woman who had arrived in 

Hobart as a bounty immigrant on the Bussorah Merchant in January 1838.345 The 

Aboriginal men were Mr Pigeon, Mr Sam, Mr Steward, Mr Allan, Mr Bull, Mr Bulett, 

Mr Bunget, Mr Jackey, and Mr Benlomond. Mr Ben Lomond and Mr Allan were the 

teenage boys who Eliza had taught to read and write at Kingston.346  

 

The remaining men listed were the Europeans, Joseph Payton, Robert Pender, TJ 

Hurley, ET Newton, Geo Roach, J Griffin, Jas Stanton, Edward Rossivitt, William 

Newnham, Thos Jennings, Daniel Best, Robt Ferguson, Peter Hough, and Patrick 

Connolly.347 Some of these men were emancipated convicts from Van Diemen’s 

Land. Daniel Best had travelled to Port Phillip with Robert Pender in August 1838 

from Launceston.348 Peter Hough had been an assigned servant at Kingston and was 

then employed by Batman after receiving his ticket of leave. Batman earlier asked 

permission for Hough to join him on his first journey to Port Phillip in June 1835 only 
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to have the request denied by Colonial Secretary John Montagu.349 E.T. Newton was 

an insolvent Launceston merchant who had moved to Port Phillip after the collapse of 

his business and had been engaged by Batman as his clerk.350 Eliza was both a 

convict/settler and an employer of free immigrant women living in a community of 

Aboriginal women, children and convict men. She was economically participating in 

the production, employment and immigration. This was a mixed household of free 

and emancipated men, immigrant women and Aboriginal people, a group which was 

broadly representative of the wider Port Phillip society at the time. 

 

By 1838, Batman was subdividing the allotments he had purchased and was selling 

them at auction. For example, John McNall bought portions of allotments 10 and 11 

in section 5 from Batman at public auction in February 1838.351 George Watt bought a 

portions of allotment 11 of section 5 at public auction from Batman on 17 July 

1838.352 James Landell bought a portion of an unidentified allotment on the 23 July 

1838.353 The sale of these properties would have provided the cash-strapped Batman 

with money to develop the remaining allotments. His ambitious building program 

included the completion of several buildings: a fourteen-roomed house on the corner 

of Flinders and Swanston streets complete with additional servants’ quarters; a 

column-fronted hotel on the corner of Williams and Flinders streets, and a large brick 

house on the southwest corner of Collins and Williams Streets that would eventually 
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be used by superintendent Charles Latrobe as an office. A smaller weatherboard 

house was built on the other half of this block, which would later provide a home for 

Eliza and her family at 43 ½ Williams Street.354  

 

In the early part of 1838, the Batmans were also planning on moving out of the house 

on Batman’s Hill. A lease for Batmans Hill was arranged with Henry Howie for five 

years even though Batman had no legal right to sub-let what was officially still crown 

land.355 Howie never had the opportunity to take up the lease; he and his family were 

lost in the disappearance of the Sarah in June 1838. The property was then leased by a 

Mrs Sergeant and her daughters, one of whom was Nichola Ann Cooke, for another 

five-year period. Nichola Cooke arrived in Melbourne from Launceston in August 

1838, her mother and sisters were to travel later.356 In yet another oceanic tragedy, 

Nichola’s mother and sisters were later lost at sea in the disappearance of the Yarra 

Yarra.357  

 

Eliza and Batman continued the education of their daughters. Newcomb moved to 

Geelong sometime in 1837. It seems likely that Nichola Cooke took over from 

Caroline, teaching the children in the Batman’s Hill House before leasing the house 

Batman built on his property at the corner of Swanston and Flinders street from 1 
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November 1838 for five years.358 Like Caroline, Nichola along with Fanny Quin (nee 

Lynch) was a member of the assisted migration schemes for single women of the 

1830s.359  

 

Five Pounds: Drafting the Will  

 

By December 1837, with his health visibly failing due to the advancing effects of 

syphilis, Batman arranged with his long-standing solicitors, Launceston-based 

Gleadow & Henty, for the preparation of his will.360 The lengthy will was witnessed 

by his overseer George Hollins, his clerk William Willoughby, and John McNall, a 

butcher. William Lonsdale, Police Magistrate, and James Simpson, a member of the 

Port Phillip Association and a long-time associate of Batman’s in Van Diemen’s Land 

were named as executors of his estate.361 But as historian P.L Brown has described, 

the will was ‘complicated, rigid and out of date’.362 The will was largely concerned 

with setting up property trusts for his son and the eldest four of his daughters, but the 
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will began with a significant provision that would later prove life changing for his 

soon-to-be widow Eliza: 

 

In the first place I give and bequeath unto my wife Eliza Batman the sum of 

five pounds and I do hereby declare it to be my will and intention that my said 

wife shall not be entitled to dower in or out of any land or lands which I may 

be possessed of in fee simple at the time of my decease or otherwise entitled 

to.363 

 

A number of historians have speculated as to the reason for this seemingly punitive 

clause. Robert Frost suggested that by the end of 1837 Batman and Eliza had become 

estranged and even going so far as to suggest that Batman’s illness had repulsed her 

and that she had formed a relationship with William Willoughby, one of Batman’s 

clerks.364 There is little evidence to suggest that this was the case; however, Batman’s 

ill health seemed to have become common knowledge at this time. For instance, 

Quaker James Backhouse, visiting Port Phillip in November 1837, described Batman 

as being ‘much of an invalid since his arrival in Port Phillip’.365 Records show that the 

surgeon Barry Cotter was supplying large amounts of Laudanum to the Batman 

household along with Red Precipitate, a mercury-based treatment for syphilis.366  
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As I have argued at the outset, critical attention to the colonial law and its gendered 

dynamics is key to understanding the social realities for women such as Eliza in the 

Australian colonies in the 1830s. Historians Tim Stretton and Krista Kesselring have 

noted that it is in the legal arenas where the limits to women’s rights have been set, 

contested, and made public.367 What follows is a deeper investigation of ‘coverture’ 

and ‘dower’ in the 1830s in New South Wales, which reveals John Batman’s attempt 

to bar Eliza dower and to illuminate the possible meaning behind his bequest to her of 

five pounds, and moreover, prompts a critical examination of the deeply gendered 

nature of land acquisition and the law in settler colonial societies.  

 

Barring Eliza the ‘Widow’s third’: Coverture and Dower 

 

Coverture was the British common law doctrine dating from the feudal period that 

included the provision that on marriage a woman became a feme covert.   William 

Blackstone, as previously mentioned, defined feme-covert in common law, as that ‘by 

marriage the husband and wife are one person in law; that is the very being or legal 

existence of the woman is suspended during the marriage, or at least is incorporated 

and consolidated into that of the husband’368 

 

In practice, this meant that a woman had no rights to her husband’s property but a 

husband had rights to his wife’s movable and real property as well as any income she 
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might earn.369 In the event of his death, a husband had to make specific bequests in 

his will if he wished her to inherit any of ‘his’ real or personal estate.370  Thus the 

financial disadvantages of coverture for women operated on several levels, 

compounding serious disadvantage with every application. That is, a woman who 

owned property or money at the time of her marriage effectively surrendered the 

income from the property and possession of the money to her husband. While she 

remained married, a woman was barred from owning property in her own name or 

keeping any money she earned for herself. In the event of her husband’s death she 

could not inherit land and property that ‘he’ owned without a specific bequest in his 

will. In the event of her remarrying, any property owned by her as a widow, either as 

a bequest or acquired subsequently, would become controlled by her new husband. As 

historian John Ferry has argued, many men were reluctant to leave their widows in 

control of their estates for this very reason, for should their widow remarry, any 

property would become controlled by her new husband. Such attitudes greatly 

compounded the disadvantages experienced by colonial women.371 Although women 

from wealthier families were protected by their fathers through the establishment of 

equitable trusts for their daughters use alone.372  Thus class and wealth mattered in the 

application of the law.   

 

Susan Staves has shown that coverture was an exchange where a woman gave up her 

property rights in return for certain common law ‘protections’ including life-long 
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maintenance from her husband in the event of divorce; avoiding criminal conviction 

in the event she was apprehended committing a criminal offense in the company of 

her husband (by being assumed to be acting under her husband’s constraint), and her 

husband’s legal obligation to support.373 This was a form of protective governance 

dressed up as humanitarianism – a highly delimited subjecthood and 

disenfranchisement in which women were not citizens and did not possess rights as 

such.374 Women who had capital and property were severely disadvantaged 

financially as a result of marriage and then again as a result of widowhood, and thus a 

woman’s financial disadvantage was perpetuated. There was, however, some 

recognition of this problem at least in the form of the feudal law of dower. 

 

To historicise further, dower was another common law property right that during her 

life gave a widow use (rather than possession) of a third of her deceased husband’s 

freehold lands that potentially provided an income.375 Dower came into English law in 

the fifteenth century and was understood as a ‘legal and moral right that 

acknowledged the consequences of coverture upon a married woman’, write legal 

historians Nancy Wright and A.R. Buck.376 Of particular interest here is that Wright 

drew on the fictional novels of nineteenth-century colonial author Charles de Boos in 

her analysis of dower in colonial New South Wales. Uncannily, de Boos was a friend 

of Pelonemena Batman (Eliza’s and Batman’s youngest daughter) and Daniel Bunce, 
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and was a witness at their marriage in 24 March 1852.377 De Boos’ serialised works 

were likely to have been based on rather personal knowledge of the operation of 

dower and coverture on married women in the colony and was probably informed at 

least in part by Eliza’s unhappy story. 

 

Both these common law principles, coverture and dower, were applied in the colonies. 

As legal historian Bruce Kercher has revealed, British legislation was initially 

adopted by colonial legislatures but was later adapted to account for the 

circumstances particular to the colonies where issues such as convictism added layers 

of complexity not commonly dealt with in Britain.378 By explicitly stating in his will 

that he was barring (or denying) Eliza dower, Batman appeared to be taking 

advantage of the recently enacted British Dower Act of 1833. This Act (7 Will IV, 

No. 8) was adopted in New South Wales in 1836 and removed the previous 

‘protections’ offered to married women in the colony under the 1825 Act of Council 

(6 Geo IV, No 2). This earlier Act of Council ‘allowed’ women to bar their own 

dower by means of a deed duly executed and acknowledged, provided there was 

independent verification that the woman ‘was acting of her own free will.’379 The 

wording of the Act implied that the woman ‘chose’ to bar her own dower via this 

deed. It was likely, however, that her husband, in whose interests it lay to remove 

dower, prepared the deed for his wife to sign so as to be able to sell his property 

unencumbered by any future claims of dower. Property with a dower claim was, of 
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course, less attractive to a prospective buyer who was responsible for paying one-third 

of any income derived from the property for the life of the woman making the claim 

of dower. As Buck has argued regarding the provision to ensure that the woman was 

acting of her own free will, ‘the existence of this very provision alone would indicate 

that the wife may have had something to lose by the barring of the dower’.380 This 

counter-intuitive provision in the legislation was therefore attempting to take into 

account the likelihood that a wife might have denied herself the benefits of dower as a 

result of her husband’s coercion. 

 

The adoption of the 1836 Dower Act in New South Wales, however, removed even 

this slender provision. After the Act came into effect, any woman who married after 1 

January 1837 was no longer entitled to dower ‘from all the freehold lands owned by 

her husband during their marriage’ and a husband who wished to bar his wife’s dower 

could simply declare by will or deed that he barred dower to his wife.381 Although 

Batman and Eliza had married before 1 January 1837, Batman attempted to use this 

provision in the 1836 Dower Act when he stated ‘I do hereby declare it to be my will 

and intention that my said wife shall not be entitled to dower in or out of any land or 

lands which I may be possessed of in fee simple at the time of my decease or 

otherwise entitled to’.382 In the Australian colonies, the particular context of large 

amounts of land violently and rapidly expropriated from Aboriginal peoples, being 
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carved up and sold and then speculated upon quickly, indeed classic ‘land rush’ 

conditions assisted in giving rise to these new laws around property.383  

 

As Buck writes, ‘the logic of the Dower Act of 1833 was rooted in the “proprietors 

and purchasers” in an economic climate of increasing opportunity for capitalistic 

exploitation of land property.384 Given this context of rapid land accumulation in the 

new colonies, Batman was attempting to ensure that the property was not encumbered 

by dower and therefore could more easily be sold and the value of the property 

realised, and was also aiming to protect the property trusts from the liability of one-

third of any income from the trusts to be paid to Eliza for the duration of her life. That 

is, Batman chose to deny his wife so that the inheritance of his son and his daughters 

would not be compromised by any demands of dower on the estate. 

 

The pressing question of dower was being contested in other colonies during the same 

period. As historian Charlotte Macdonald writes, the path of dower law was one of 

curtailment ‘especially following the English 1833 Dower Act’. Indeed, a widow’s 

right to dower in England had been successively eroded through political and 

legislative changes in the centuries before the Dower Act of 1833.385 Macdonald notes 

in the colonies of New South Wales and New Zealand ‘dower was speedily 

dispatched as an encumbrance on easy transactions in land’.386 Therefore, the 

curtailment of dower in the colonies helped to keep the land, only so recently 
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expropriated from Aboriginal peoples, in the hands of white men and their sons and 

male heirs only. We see here that dispossession is raced and gendered in curious and 

powerful ways. 

 

John Ferry revealed that the common law concept of coverture in the Australian 

colonies prevented married women from controlling property free of their husband's 

influence until changes to the property laws in New South Wales in 1879 and, more 

significantly, in 1893.387 While the 1879 Married Women’s Property Act ruled that 

earnings of married women were deemed to be for her separate use only, a husband 

who left his widow in absolute control of his estate did so in the knowledge that, if 

she remarried, her new husband would gain control of the property she had inherited, 

perhaps to the disadvantage of the children from her first marriage.388 It wasn’t until 

the 1893 Act to amend the law relating to the Right and Liabilities of Married Women 

that married women were granted the right to acquire, hold or dispose of real or 

personal property as if she was a feme sole that is independent of her husband.389 
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The traces of the application of dower in land sales and conveyance can be seen in the 

newspapers of the time. For example, the sale of a parcel of land in the Swan River 

Colony (Western Australia) in 1835 was offered in exchange for the payment of a 

small annuity to a ‘Female aged sixty two”.390 Additionally court cases such as Sarah 

Williams v. Samuel Terry in the Supreme Court in Equity in 1836 reveal how dower 

was applied to questions of property conveyance. In this case it was established by the 

court that Sarah Terry was entitled to dower on property that her husband had sold 

before his death, amounting to a third of the arrears of rent on the properties for the 

previous five years with an additional one hundred pounds sterling payable for the 

remainder of her life.391   

 

It is feminist historian Susan Staves’ work that reveals the unrelenting struggle over 

women’s property rights over the longue durée. Rejecting the whiggish and 

celebratory legal histories commonly cited, Staves has productively explored and 

contested the common arguments for the changes to dower which included the freeing 

up of the conveyance system for property sales.392 In her final analysis, she describes 

the gendered contest of land ownership: 

 

First there are forced share rules, socially enforced rules which entitle wives to 

some fixed share of marital property, next husbands, usually with the help of 

lawyers figure out how to evade those rules; then the evasion reaches such 

proportions that too many women who are and have been married and their 

minor children become public charges; then the legislature intervenes with 
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new forced share rules that are supposed to protect women and keep them 

from becoming public charges; then husbands and their lawyers get to work 

perfecting new evasions.393  

 

Further, Staves persuasively argues that share rules were only tolerated by men where 

the wife’s forced share of the husband’s property ‘affords subsistence for a woman of 

the husband’s rank (or social status) but when individual husbands accumulate 

sufficient property to make a forced share significantly more than subsistence for a 

woman of that rank, then forced share schemes are evaded or repealed’.394 We could 

speculate that Batman was initially prepared to tolerate the provision of dower or, 

alternatively, a bequest for Eliza, but by November 1837, a third of the income from 

his estate was sufficient to elevate Eliza beyond Batman’s social status as well as 

make the claim of dower unattractive to any prospective buyer of the property, at 

which time he chose to evade the provision of dower. Therefore, Staves’ central point 

is that in patriarchal society married women’s property laws worked to ensure the 

transfer of property from male to male while in contrast women’s entitlements only 

provided a mere subsistence for themselves and their children.395    

 

Of course, recalling the will statement from Batman, he did make a bequest of five 

pounds to Eliza. This, I suggest, had a very particular meaning for them both. Eliza 

had received five pounds from the Bank of England on the eve of her transportation to 
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Van Diemen’s Land as a bank convict in 1821.396 As discussed in Chapter One, the 

Bank of England made payments of five pounds each to women prosecuted by the 

Bank and subsequently sentenced to transportation who then petitioned the Bank, for 

‘relief and to procure necessary articles for their voyage’.397 Perhaps the return of £5 

was the return of the property that Eliza first brought with her to the marriage, 

examples of which can be seen in early modern wills of the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries.398 Perhaps it was also a pointed reference by Batman to Eliza’s 

convict past and her apparent lower status than his own, a symbolic gratuity that was 

ultimately offensive. 

 

Following on from Staves, historian Bettina Bradbury has argued marriage law 

‘served as a powerful instrument of male accumulation’ and that Batman’s will 

proved to be no exception.399 In the second clause of the will, Batman made 

substantial provision for his only son, John Charles. He instructed that two of the 

allotments 8 (the corner of William and Flinders street), allotment 11 the corner of 

Collins and William Streets both in section 2, along with two thousand pounds and 

any grant of land greater than five acres, be established as a trust for his youngest 

child, his son John. Further, he instructed the executors to spend two thousand pounds 
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on ‘permanent’ buildings on the two allotments.400 The land and monies formed a 

large part of his estate at this time and, compared to the bequests made for his seven 

daughters, was significantly greater. 

 

Further examination of the archives has revealed the following clauses in Batman’s 

will that concerned his remaining seven daughters. For his four eldest daughters he 

established property trusts; to his daughter Maria he bequeathed Allotment 8 in 

Section 5 (on the corner of Flinders and Swanston Streets); to Lucy, Allotment 10 in 

Section 5 (on the corner of Swanston Street and what would become Flinders Lane); 

to his daughter Eliza he bequeathed Allotment 11 in Section 5 (on the corner of 

Swanston and Collins Streets); and to Elizabeth Mary, Allotment 5 in Section 21 (on 

Bourke Street, between Elizabeth and Swanston Streets).401 His three youngest 

daughters, Adelaide, Ellen, and Pelonemena did not inherit property but instead were 

to receive income from the property trusts set up for the older daughters from ‘time to 

time’ at the discretion of the trustees. This discretionary income was to be shared 

equally amongst Maria, Lucy, Eliza, Elizabeth Mary, Ellen, Adelaide, and 

Pelonemena during their lives.402  

 

The will went on to instruct that half of the rent and proceeds from the elder 

daughters’ allotments was to be bequeathed in trust for Maria, Lucy, Eliza, and 

Elizabeth Mary which they would receive upon reaching 25 years or marriage, 
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whichever occurred first. Confusingly, the will then instructed the executors to use the 

rents to pay for the maintenance and education of his ‘daughters’ until they reached 

25 or became married, without stipulating which daughters he was referring to – 

either the older daughters only, or the younger daughters as well.  

 

In February 1838, only two months after the will was signed, Batman was negotiating 

with Eliza over her right of dower on their remaining property in Van Diemen’s Land. 

When Batman had sold the property at Kingston, he had accepted part payment in 

cash and the balance as a mortgage but by early 1838, Batman needed to sell the 

remaining mortgage on his property in Van Diemen’s Land. However, he was unable 

to find a buyer unless Eliza would agree to a bar on her right of dower. Batman asked 

Dr Alexander Thomson to help him persuade Eliza to consent to bar her dower to the 

estate in Van Diemen’s Land in return for an annuity for her sole use during her 

life.403 To this end Thomson prepared a short memorandum, which Batman signed, 

binding Batman to execute a deed and convey the annuity.404 Thomson was adamant 

that Eliza chose not to bar her right of dower over any of the property Batman 

possessed in Port Phillip. As Thomson stated in his affidavit: 

 

there was nothing whatever proposed, expressed, or implied by the said John 

Batman with regard to his wife Barring her right of Dower, to any property 

which he the said John Batman possessed in Port Phillip. Nay on the contrary 

it was expressly intimated at the time to the said Eliza Batman by this 
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deponent that her acceptance of the said annuity, would in no way affect her 

right of Dower to any property her said husband had or might leave in Port 

Phillip, and further that this deponent made the above declaration in 

consequence of the direct refusal of the said Eliza Batman to accept the said 

annuity or sign any agreement whatever on any other terms.405 

 

Thomson’s statement reveals that while he had been asked to pressure Eliza to give 

up her right to dower to the Van Diemen’s Land property (consisting of the grants of 

land at Kingston) in return for a modest annuity, he was careful to state that it did not 

include the property Batman owned in Port Phillip. Despite his role in ‘convincing’ 

her to give up dower on the Van Diemen’s Land property, he was clearly supporting 

her claim to dower from the Port Phillip properties as well as clarifying the condition 

of the annuity. Thomson’s wording of Eliza’s ‘direct refusal’ to sign any agreement 

‘whatever or on any other terms’ reveals her personal determination and agency in 

negotiating the terms of her dower in the face of considerable pressure. She was 

prepared to bar her dower over the Van Diemen’s Land property of Kingston in return 

for an annuity, but not the Port Phillip properties that Batman had purchased. 

 

Eliza must have been talked into agreeing to Batman’s offer of an annuity in return 

for barring her dower over the Van Diemen’s land properties. In keeping with the 

earlier law of dower, Eliza was interviewed by William Lonsdale at the behest of 

Justice Walpole Willis and made the declaration of her bar to the right of dower to the 
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said estate in the colony in Van Diemen’s Land in return for the establishment of an 

annuity, which was not to be settled until the following year.406  

 

On 19 January 1839 Batman signed an indenture settling £60 per annum for life on 

Eliza as per the agreement he made in 1838.407 Anthony Cottrell, the family’s friend 

from Ben Lomond, was named as the trustee of the moiety (or half part) of the 

property Allotment 11 in Section 2, the property on the corner of Collins and 

Williams Streets. This was part of the same property he had named in his 1837 will to 

be held in trust for his son, John Charles Batman, in the event of Batman’s death. 

Thus, whatever had occurred to cause Batman to deny her dower as well as any 

bequest from his estate in this earlier will was resolved to some extent by the modest 

annuity. Batman took care to include the statement that the indenture was prepared ‘in 

consideration of the natural love and affection which the said John Batman bears the 

said Eliza.’408  

 

The effect of the legal restrictions placed over Eliza as a married woman in the form 

of coverture and dower unfolded in the execution of her husband’s will and the later 

indenture. By expressly barring Eliza dower, Batman was removing her ability to gain 

an income from the property that he owned at his death. Without other income he was 
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effectively condemning her to poverty or support at the discretion of the trustees of 

her children’s trusts, William Lonsdale and James Simpson. Although he bequeathed 

some property to his four eldest daughters, in line with legal conventions of male 

inheritance, Batman privileged his son in the dispersal of his assets in the will. Eliza, 

like most women of her day, was disadvantaged by structural subordination that 

women experienced in a patriarchal society where marriage laws accumulated wealth 

for the benefit of men at the disadvantage of women. The complexities of Batman’s 

will, the indenture and the effect of the Dower Act of 1836, however, would not be 

fully realised until years later when the will was contested before the Supreme Court 

of New South Wales in Sydney. After Batman’s death, the division of his 

considerable estate would become a dramatic and drawn out colonial drama to rival 

Dickens’ novel Bleak House. 

 

The Wool Clip 

 

We might picture the hot summer’s day in early Melbourne as Eliza stood wearily on 

the wharf, watching as the last of the 42 bales of Batman’s wool clip were loaded on 

the ship the Thomas Laurie and stowed below.409 Patricius Welsh, the Batmans’ wool 

agent, had already paid for her passage to accompany the wool, and she noticed that 

Welsh was still advertising for paying passengers in the Port Phillip Gazette.410 It was 

common knowledge that the ship was hardly sea worthy and Welsh was having 

trouble finding a crew to sail the Thomas Laurie, let alone attract paying 
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passengers.411 Eliza anticipated that their clip could make several thousand pounds in 

the wool markets in London. She was determined to make sure that the money for the 

wool was safely secured and returned with her to Port Phillip after the sales in 

London. Walking back along the Yarra river towards her home, she could not have 

imagined that she would not be returning to live in the house on Batman’s Hill that 

John had built for their family but would instead face drastically altered 

circumstances. 

 

Early in 1839, and with her husband’s consent, Eliza sailed on the Thomas Laurie as a 

well-appointed cabin (first class) passenger to England at a cost of £75.412 

Coincidentally Welsh was later one of the Batman estate administrators. The Thomas 

Laurie had been delayed leaving Port Phillip due to the difficulty of finding a crew 

who were prepared to sail her as she was reported as being hardly seaworthy and as 

taking on a ‘great deal of water’ while at anchor.413 The ship, however, finally sailed 

in the week of 9 March 1839 for London.414 It was carrying a cargo of 400 bales of 

Port Phillip wool, claimed to be worth £6500.415 This was first vessel to leave direct 

for London from Port Phillip with a cargo of wool. It took five months to reach 

England where it arrived on 22 July 1839.416 

 

One of the many questions concerning Eliza’s life is why did she return to England? 

Eliza’s status as a convict had changed to that of emancipation when she was issued 
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with a Free Pardon in 1833, which permitted her to return to England.417 Historian 

Alistair Campbell has suggested that Batman settled the sixty pounds annuity on Eliza 

as an incentive for her to leave the colony, however, this cannot be the case, as it is 

clear that Batman expected her to return by expressly giving her permission to draw 

on his account to pay for her passage home.418 I argue that another explanation for 

Eliza’s travel to England lies in the valuable cargo of wool that the Thomas Laurie 

was shipping to England. The wool was part of Batman’s wool clip and Eliza may 

well have been accompanying the cargo to keep a close eye on this precious asset. 

This vignette of Eliza leaving with the first Port Phillip wool clip direct to London 

places her centrally as a participant within the emerging settler colonial economy. In 

the production of wool, she and Batman mixed Indigenous and convict labour to 

produce it and other products to be shipped direct to the metropole.419  

 

Economic historian R.M. Hartwell has documented the marketing of Van Diemen’s 

Land wool and we can presume that there was a similar process in the marketing of 

this valuable commodity for the same period in Port Phillip. Small woolgrowers sold 

their wool to a merchant for cash or alternatively received an advance from an 

exporting merchant. Larger growers could afford to wait six months (actually closer 

to a year) until the payment came from England so avoiding the costs of the merchant 
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middlemen by shipping direct to the London wool auctions.420 Eliza may have tried to 

avoid the costs of the merchant middlemen as well as the delay in receiving the cash 

for the clip through deciding to accompany the wool clip back to London. The 

corruption around her and the deteriorating condition of her husband may have been a 

strong incentive to keep a close eye on the sale of the wool. Eliza might well have 

been making a brave attempt to keep their enterprise afloat. She was one of the few 

people who had her husband’s business interests, and therefore her own interests, at 

heart in the frontier economy of Port Phillip while her husband’s health declined.421  

 

John Batman’s Death 

 

The cortege wound slowly up Queen Street to the new cemetery. The blustery autumn 

wind pulled at the black coats and hats of the numerous people who had gathered at 

Batman’s Hill. Maria had ordered mourning clothes and all the girls were splendidly 

attired in black crepe dresses and fashionable beribboned black bonnets. Their black 

kid gloves, silks stockings and gauze scarves helped keep out the cold while Maria’s 

black gauze veil floated in the wind, revealing her tears. The three-year-old John 

Charles was absent, being looked after by Fanny Griffith in Geelong. Joining them 

were George Augustus Robinson, along with Lonsdale, Simpson, Welsh, Newton and 

the doctors who had treated Batman during his long illness: Cussen, Thompson and 

Cotter. The Aboriginal boy that John had abducted from his family in Van Diemen’s’ 

Land, Jackey Allen, as well as Robert Bullet, John Allen, Peter and John who had 

remained by his side till the end joined the procession. Notably Batman’s long-time 
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companions Johnny Crook and Pigeon were absent, having left Melbourne earlier that 

year. 422  

 

Eliza had been at sea for two months when her husband died in Melbourne on 6 May 

1839. The months leading up to his death were agonizing for him. Towards the end he 

was so debilitated by his illness that he was infamously reduced to being wheeled 

about town in a wicker chair by his Aboriginal male attendants with a cloth covering 

his ulcerated nose.423 His funeral cost £60 and was described as being:  

 

numerously, and most respectably attended; upwards of fifty of the principal 

inhabitants, including the Gentlemen of the Clerical, the Legal, and the 

Medical Profession, accompanied his corpse to the grave and thus testified 

their respect for the deceased, while they sympathised with a deeply afflicted 

family of young children.424 

 

Almost immediately Thomas Walker, a Sydney merchant with extensive interests in 

Port Phillip, informed the registrar of the Supreme Court of New South Wales, John 

Edye Manning in Sydney, of Batman’s death. Walker also took the opportunity to 

dismiss any potential claims on the large estate by Eliza, informing Manning that 

Batman died without a will and without a legitimate wife. Manning, in his return 
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letter to Lonsdale, wrote that Batman had died ‘without a wife or any legitimate 

offspring, though he had some female living with him and issue by her’.425 Manning 

then attempted to assign one of Walker’s agents, a Mr. R.H Browne, to act on behalf 

of the registrar and take charge of Batman’s property.426 By denying that Eliza and 

Batman were legally married, Walker was attempting to seize control of Batman’s 

estate from Eliza. The letter addressed to Lonsdale on 25 May only reached him a 

month later and in a reply to Manning, Lonsdale took pains to correct the information 

supplied by Walker and supported Eliza’s interest in Batman’s estate: 

 

I hasten to answer your letter of the 25 May which I received yesterday as I 

think you have been misinformed respecting Mr Batman’s property. I have no 

doubt whatever of his having been legally united to Mrs Batman in fact I 

believe there is no question about it. He left a will and appointed Mr Simpson 

and myself executors but we both declined to act and taking advantage of the 

power given us by the will we named others whose names I believe together 

with the will have been sent to Sydney by Mr Carrington whom I appointed to 

have these matters carried through in the usual manner.427 
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Regardless of the fact that Eliza was absent from the colony, executors Lonsdale and 

Simpson took no time in disposing of Batman’s personal estate. On 15 May, and with 

unseemly haste, Anthony Cottrell advertised the forthcoming auction of Batman’s 

estate. The advertisement included household furniture, carpeting, furniture, crockery 

and ‘a large and well selected library’ – indeed all of Eliza’s and her family’s 

household goods.428 Traveller and author Andrew Russell was witness to the sale: 

 

At the sale of the effects of a deceased settler, (one of the original founders of 

the colony), some were here enjoying the good things of life to an extent most 

farcical, while bidding for the most luxurious pieces of furniture; others 

quaintly putting the question where they were going to put them when they did 

purchase. 429 

 

The sale of the Batmans’ luxurious personal effects realised £1,095, although as 

Campbell has suggested, it is likely that many items were sold well below their 

value.430 It was a ‘fire sale’ of Eliza’s and her late husband’s personal and household 

possessions made without her knowledge; indeed Eliza was not to know of Batman’s 

death until the following year on her return from London.431 Yet the circumstances 

may have taken a dramatically different turn if Eliza had been present in Melbourne at 

the time of her husband’s death. As J E Manning wrote to RH Browne in August 
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1839, ‘there is little doubt that the widow would have administration granted her upon 

production of the necessary securities.’432 If she had been present and could have 

raised the securities required, Eliza may well have rescued the estate from the hands 

of the executors and the lawyers. 

 

Lonsdale and Simpson signed over their responsibilities as executors of the will to 

Patricius Welsh and Edward Newton on 19 June 1839.433 Lonsdale and Simpson 

probably understood the difficulties of trying to manage the estate and chose to 

relinquish their responsibilities under a provision of the will. Batman’s Hill was 

leased to a Mr Baxter before eventually being released back to the crown for £200.434 

Administrators Welsh and Newton struggled to wind up the estate, which was widely 

known to be in a chaotic state.435 Batman had made private contra agreements (where 

parties exchange goods with no money changing hands), with the lessees of his 

various properties in return for services; Dr Cussen provided medical services to 

Batman, the family and the Aboriginal men in his employ, in part return for the lease 

on Batman’s property in Collins street.436 Nichola Cooke had leased the house on the 

corner of Swanston and Flinders Street, with part of the rent waived in return for the 

board and education of the Batman children.437 William Willoughby, Batman’s clerk 
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at the time, described Batman’s methods of arranging contracts, ‘he was in the habit 

of taking parties into his private room and settling with them and did not either enter 

such settlement in his books or tell his clerks to do so.’438 

 

In the months after Batman’s death, and before Eliza returned from England, Newton 

was sending letters demanding payment from Batman’s creditors and these included 

men such as Lieutenant Governor Arthur’s nephews, Henry and James, who flatly 

denied that they were able to pay the amounts owing.439 At the time, a financial 

depression was starting to impact even the well-established members of the Port 

Phillip elite. To complicate matters, as Newton later explained to the court, there was 

no Court of Requests or Supreme Court in Port Phillip at the time through which to 

sue these creditors.440 Further, he had no power to demand that people pay the debts 

owing but was, none-the-less, trying to collect money due to the estate. Newton 

certainly implied that the executors, Lonsdale and Simpson, had failed to sue any of 

the debtors to the Batman estate.441  

 

The Bill of Complaint 

 

On 17 March 1840 Eliza arrived back in Port Phillip from England on the 

Brackenmoor having already learned of her husband’s death when the ship called in at 
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Adelaide.442 She may well have returned from London with the money from the 

successful sale of the wool, but she also returned to find her house occupied by 

strangers, her household chattels and personal belongings sold, and her children 

boarded with Nichola Cooke. Only a month later, on 25 April 1840, Anthony Cottrell 

registered a Bill of Complaint in the Supreme Court of New South Wales on behalf of 

Ellen, Adelaide, and Pelonemena Batman against their father’s will, thereby igniting 

the protracted and ultimately financially disastrous court case Batman v Lonsdale and 

Simpson.443 

 

Conclusion  

 

This chapter has explored and challenged the historical presumptions regarding 

Eliza’s delimited agency within the settler colonial economy of Port Phillip. Her role 

in the export of the wool clip, and the Batman enterprise generally, has shown how 

she and Batman used both Aboriginal and convict labour to produce commodities that 

were shipped to directly to London. In this chapter, I have also revealed the complex 

effects of the structural, legal and social realities for colonial women. Importantly, I 

have sought to historicise dower in this time and period to explicate how coverture 

and dower in the colonies affected Eliza’s fortunes and that of her family during the 

last years of her marriage to Batman. Analysis of Batman’s decision to prepare a 

complex will and bar Eliza’s dower out of the properties he owned has shown how 

women were disadvantaged by marriage. As Bettina Bradbury has shown, ‘marriage 
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transferred the material fruits of wives’ labour and the wealth of all but a canny elite 

few, to husbands.’444 Finally the circumstances of Batman’s death while Eliza was 

overseas led directly to the collapse of their business interests and ultimately to the 

loss of the family home and business and the later impoverishment of the family. 
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Chapter Five: Petitioning for the ‘widows third’  

 

In Melbourne early one morning in March 1840, Maria and the other Batman children 

stood on the bank above the turning circle below the falls, dressed in their mourning 

clothes. They were waiting for Eliza to disembark from the Brackenmoore after an 

absence of a year.445 Coming up the river in the distance they could see the small 

tender which carried their mother towards them. Eliza gazed at the north bank of the 

river and Batman’s Hill came into view, as the tender passed. She turned to face the 

approaching wharf and saw her children on the bank clustered in their dark clothes. 

Eliza stepped onto the muddy banks of the Yarra River into her family’s arms and, 

embracing them closely, she was relieved to find them safe and well. While she 

already knew of her husband’s death, as already mentioned, Maria was forced to 

break the news to her bereaved mother of the loss of their home and all that the family 

had once owned. 

 

In this chapter I explore and analyse Eliza’s difficult and drawn out experience of 

negotiating her rights to dower through the courts as both a widow and, later, as a 

remarried woman. Not only would Eliza and her family find themselves destitute and 

caught in a seemingly unending court case, she would ultimately petition the Queen to 

plead for land to support her family. As I reveal in this chapter, Eliza drew on as 

much influence as she could, and showed political acumen, petitioning the colonial 

Governor Gipps, and then Queen Victoria for support for her family based on the land 

claims made by Batman. The question of women’s property rights was complex and 
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uncertain and, as I reveal, her previous convict status would also have prejudiced 

Eliza’s claim for dower. 

 

Melbourne 

 

Eliza arrived in Port Phillip from London on the barque Brankenmoore on 14 March 

1840.446 She had booked a berth in the chief cabin, and was joined there by Alexander 

Tolmer and his wife, along with several other respectable passengers.447 Tolmer, who 

was later to become a figure of Adelaide society, was pleased to claim in his 

autobiography, that he had shared the chief cabin with ‘Mrs. Batman, wife of the 

founder of Melbourne’.448 Twenty years earlier, Eliza had made the same voyage 

locked in a hold with one hundred other convict women. The comparison was stark, 

she had transformed from a young Irish convict surrounded by other convict women, 

to respectable wife of John Batman, one of the founders of Melbourne. On this second 

voyage she had enjoyed a berth in the chief cabin surrounded by other reputable 

members of society. 

 

Melbourne, too, had changed. By Eliza’s return in March 1840, the town had grown. 

Trees had been cut down and roads marked out. Brick buildings, like the hotel that 

Batman had built on Flinders Street complete with frontage of extravagant columns 
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had begun to appear.449 Increasingly, the wattle and daub houses of the earlier years 

were being replaced with wooden and brick buildings, many of them furnished with 

the contents of Eliza’s house which had been sold on Batman’s death.  

Melbourne was not yet a city, but with the streets being cleared, shops and hotels 

were now more numerous than when Eliza had left. A wave of immigrants looking for 

opportunity was driving up the population.450 There were three newspapers published 

if not daily, then at least a few times a week: Port Phillip Patriot; Melbourne Herald; 

and Port Phillip Gazette. There was still no Supreme Court but there were the Court 

of Police and Petty Sessions and the Court of Requests. However, there were still no 

courts able to adjudicate on probates of wills, mortgages, property conveyance or bills 

of sale. These and other more complex cases, still had to be heard in Sydney.451  

 

Aboriginal groups were living in the settlement, holding corroborees and camping in 

large groups around the town.452 However, the Aboriginal men with whom Eliza had 

spent many years living alongside, including Johnny Crook and Pidgeon, were gone. 

The boys Lurnemeniner (Jackie Allen) and Rolepana (Ben Lomond), whom she had 

raised, were working for other settlers.453  
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Eliza expected to return to her family life in their comfortable home on Batman’s Hill. 

She had no misgivings booking a first-class berth when there were cheaper options of 

intermediate class or even steerage available. Eliza had no expectation of arriving 

home to discover the loss of all that she and her husband had created. Clearly, she did 

not anticipate that she would potentially be made destitute. Unfortunately, we have no 

written records in Eliza’s own words of how this experience affected her. Not only 

was she stripped of all her assets, but her family and children were consequently 

dispersed.  

 
 
Home 

 

Eliza had been forced to make do in greatly reduced circumstances. Without her home 

on Batman’s Hill, Eliza arranged accommodation for herself and her son John Charles 

with John McVey, who offered lodgings in his house on Lonsdale Street West.454  

Her seven daughters remained boarding and attending school with Mrs. Cooke on the 

corner of Flinders and Swanston Streets. In sharp contrast to Eliza’s lodging house 

accommodation, her daughters were living in a ‘large and comfortable cottage, 

elegantly furnished and containing fourteen rooms; also, a detached kitchen and 

servant’s apartment’.455 This was the house that Batman had built and leased to Cooke 

for five years.456 His daughters were more comfortable than his widow. 
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Batman’s will did not include any bequest for Eliza apart from five pounds. In 

addition, he barred her dower from his properties. Without any bequest or dower out 

of Batman’s estate, Eliza was entirely reliant on the £60 annuity that Batman had 

provided for her previously, as discussed in Chapter Four.457 Sixty pounds was hardly 

sufficient for Eliza to look after herself and her eight children in the manner to which 

they were accustomed in Melbourne at the time. Comparison of costs from the court 

case reveals that Welsh, one of the executors, was paying six pounds per fortnight for 

lodgings with McVey, while Cooke was charging £98 per quarter for the board and 

education of Eliza’s daughters.458 

 

Eliza, as stipulated in Batman’s will, had no entitlement to her husband’s estate. The 

children, however, were reliant on the executors to maintain and educate them as well 

as establish the property trusts in their names. Eliza’s ability to support herself and the 

family by alternative means was much constrained. As Katrina Alford has argued, 

employment for women at this time was severely limited in scope.459 There are 

examples of widows who had set up businesses or worked as casual labourers in order 

to support their families, but there is no evidence that Eliza attempted this for 

herself.460 We can speculate that at least in the earlier stages of her widowhood Eliza 
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expected to be financially supported by the children’s trusts when they came 

eventually came into effect.  

 

The will stipulated that the children were to be maintained and educated out of the 

proceeds of the property trusts. Close reading of the accounts of the estate tendered to 

the court during the later trial of Batman v Lonsdale reveals that the executors, 

Patricius Welsh and Edward Newton, were strictly following the instructions of the 

will as it concerned the family. Out of the estate, they continued to pay Cooke for the 

maintenance and education of the girls as well as the board and lodging of Eliza and 

John Charles at McVey’s boarding house. By paying for Eliza’s board they were not 

contravening the will, but instead were ensuring that John Charles was being 

maintained in accordance with Batman’s instructions. Apart from the board and 

lodgings paid directly to McVey, there were no other cash payments made to or for 

Eliza that year and she appeared to be entirely reliant on the annuity which was 

managed by Anthony Cottrell.461 There were, however, other ways that Eliza could 

have accessed money from her husband’s estate as explored below. 

 

As Alison Kay has argued, women used diverse strategies to meet their financial 

needs.462 While there is no evidence to suggest that Eliza engaged in employment or a 

business enterprise at this time, I suggest that one of Eliza’s strategies was to 

informally use her daughters’ access to the Batman accounts to maintain herself and 

her respectability. Since October 1839, Maria’s and the other children’s clothing and 
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sundries had been supplied on an account in the name of Misses Batman by Chisholm 

and Co, a Manchester and clothing supplier on Collins Street. The Batmans had had 

an account there from early 1839, but a separate account in the name of ‘Misses 

Batman’ was set up in October 1839. The accounts reveal a steady stream of 

purchases; muslin, ribbon, velvet, figured silk, needles, and other dressmaking 

supplies. Additionally, shoes, handkerchiefs, hair pins, stays, socks and a pair of 

opera glasses were purchased on account. The Chisholm and Co. accounts provided 

for the necessities of the eight children, such as respectable clothing appropriate to 

their status.463 For the purposes of the executors, Maria’s signature on these accounts 

indicated that the clothing and sundries were specifically for the upkeep of her sisters 

and her brother.464 However, Eliza may also have purchased goods for herself on 

Maria’s account. During the later court case, the court officials took pains to establish 

whether these purchases were solely for the benefit of the children and not for 

Eliza.465  

 

While Eliza received no cash support out of the estate, administrator of the Batman 

estate, Patricius Welsh continued to pay for Maria’s family pew in St James Church at 

a cost of three pounds per month. He also supplied Maria with cash at irregular 

intervals throughout 1840. The family was trying to appear socially as if the Batman 

enterprise was still intact even though they were living in very reduced circumstances 

beyond the means of the estate to support. 
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Feme Sole 

 

Eliza’s legal status had also changed. From the moment of Batman’s death, she was 

no longer subject to the law of coverture as his wife. Instead she was now feme sole. 

Through becoming widowed, Eliza had now acquired the same property rights as 

men. She could form contracts, and acquire income and property in her own name, 

although as for any women in the times which she lived, she could not vote.466 While 

her new legal status as feme sole meant that she had financial agency, this brought 

with it a number of challenges. As historian Terri Premo’s work on widows in early 

America has revealed, a widow’s new status as feme sole could be a ‘double edged 

sword in which widows could be confronted with their husband’s debts, as well as 

family members who contested their share of their husband’s estate’.467 Additionally, 

women whose dower rights ‘entitled them to restricted use of property sometimes had 

strained relations with designated heirs.’468 This was certainly about to be the case for 

Eliza.  

 
The Friendly Suit  
 

Eliza had been home in Melbourne only a month when Anthony Cottrell registered a 

Bill of Complaint in the Supreme Court of New South Wales in Chancery in Sydney 

on behalf of the three youngest Batman daughters who were not granted bequests in 

the will. Thus, Ellen Batman, Adelaide Batman, and Klonemenia (Pelonemena) 
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Batman became Plaintiffs against the Defendants William Lonsdale, James Simpson, 

Patricius Welsh and E.T. Newton, Eliza Batman, John Charles Batman, Maria 

Batman, Lucy Batman, Eliza the younger Batman, and Elizabeth Mary Batman.469 

The Bill of Complaint stated that the personal estate of John Batman was unable to 

cover his debts, leaving the youngest three daughters personally liable.470 Historian P 

L Brown noted that Batman’s will was out of date as several of the properties on 

which some of the property trusts were to be established for the older children had 

been sold by Batman before his death. In effect, the trusts bequeathed to Lucy, Eliza, 

and Elizabeth Mary did not and could not exist. Further, the Bill of Complaint asked 

that the will be proved and that the executors sell the remaining property to cover the 

personal debts of Batman for which the three youngest daughters had become liable 

so that ‘the burthen of the said testator’s debts thrown equally upon the real estate’.471  

 

The Port Phillip lawyer Horatio Nelson Carrington described the Bill of Complaint in 

its initial state, as a ‘friendly suit’; and asserted that all the parties were happy to go 

ahead so that the will could be established, and the trusts carried into execution. As he 

noted, ‘I was generally employed by all the parties to this suit to obtain the probate of 

Batman’s will. It was a friendly suit when commenced’.472 A Bill of Complaint was a 

document by which a suit in the Court of Chancery was commenced and came in the 

form of a petition to the Lord Chancellor, although in the colony of New South Wales 
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it was addressed to the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of New South Wales.473 It 

is unclear who suggested submitting a suit in the Court of Chancery. However, the 

strategy of using the Court of Chancery as a means of determining the financial 

position of Batman’s estate was seriously flawed with respect to the interests of all the 

parties. This was in part because there was no Supreme Court in Port Phillip at the 

time and the Bill of Complaint and the will were lodged in the Supreme Court of New 

South Wales in Sydney. The will had been lodged in Sydney some time in 1839 

thereby creating significant problems and costs for the plaintiffs and defendants, 

whose lawyers and clients were compelled to travel to Sydney to attend court 

hearings.474 But most of all, Chancery suits were notorious for being complicated and 

drawn out affairs.475 The only beneficiaries were always going to be the lawyers, 

regardless of the initial intention of the Bill of Complaint to simply establish the will 

and set up property trusts for the children.  

 

The Bill of Complaint was the opening salvo in the Batman and Others v Lonsdale 

and Others court case which dragged through the courts for the next six years.476 The 
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Bill immediately pitted the youngest three daughters against their mother. The Bill 

stated:  

your oratrixes [the three youngest daughters] further charge that the defendant 

Eliza Batman the widow of the said testator claims some interest in the real 

and personal estate of the said testator beyond the legacy of the five pounds 

given to her in and by the said will but she refuses to discover, [i.e. disclose] 

the nature of such claim.477  

 

As Terri Premo has argued, for some women widowhood and the change of status to 

feme sole brought with it ‘challenging, sometimes frightening prospects of 

independence and self-reliance’.478 Further, she argues that a ‘newly widowed woman 

often became encumbered by financial pressures’.479 We can speculate that Eliza was 

reluctant to claim dower on the real estate in case the trusts for her children would 

suffer. Rather than benefit directly from dower she may have thought she could 

benefit through the children’s trusts which she assumed would be brought into being. 

We can imagine the complexities Eliza faced trying to establish her rights in court, 

alone, without sufficient income to engage legal representation in distant Sydney.  

 

Cottrell was described in the Bill of Complaint as their ‘next friend’, a legal term for a 

person who conducts a legal action as plaintiff or defendant on behalf of a minor.480 
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Cottrell submitted the Bill of Complaint in April 1840, but as early as February 1840 

he had already been planning to leave Port Phillip and return to Van Diemen’s 

Land.481 Although clearly motivated to act on behalf of the youngest girls, he had no 

intention to stay and support the children throughout the entirety of the court case. 

Cottrell and his family went back to Van Diemen’s Land in October 1840.482 Before 

he left, however, he granted William Willoughby Power of Attorney, to receive the 

rents from Dr Cussen who was living in the property and that was providing the 

income for Eliza’s annuity. Eliza therefore became directly reliant on Willoughby for 

her financial support only months before their wedding. 483 As the estate fell into 

further chaos, another financial crisis awaited the Batman family and most of the 

inhabitants of the young colony.  

 
Marriage  
 

By January 1841, Eliza was planning two weddings, her own to William Willoughby 

and that of her eldest daughter, Maria, to John McKenny. Preparations included the 

ordering of fabric for the mantua maker (dress maker) and the purchase of trimmings 

and fabric for the girls’ dresses; yards of lace and white ribbon; a dozen kid gloves; 

stay laces; printed muslin; satin and silk ribbon.484 In February 1841, just before the 

wedding, Welsh paid cash to Mrs. Batman of £20.485 It is likely that he was providing 
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money to Maria and Eliza, knowing that they had little cash with which to pay for the 

weddings. The first wedding, of Eliza to William Willoughby, was held at St James 

Church on the 9 February 1841 and was advertised in the Port Phillip papers under the 

heading ‘Fashionable Weddings’.486  

 

We can speculate that Eliza married Willoughby for strategic reasons such as security 

for herself and her children or for protection of her reputation. As previously 

discussed, women had limited opportunities for employment. Eliza was no longer part 

of the Batman enterprise but was instead waiting on the court case to establish the 

trusts for her children. As Alford argues, colonial women’s marital status was of 

crucial importance because ‘single women of virtually whatever rank were seen as 

socially and morally inferior to married women, and as somewhat of a threat to 

decency and social order’.487 As Premo has argued, ‘the financial plight of widows 

resulted from a combination of factors. Poor planning, unsettled accounts, and prior 

debt incurred by a late husband might give a widow little hope of ever rectifying her 

dubious legacy.’ 488 The complexity of the Bill of Complaint and the ongoing 

demands made by lawyers in the court case concerning her husband’s estate suggest 

that Eliza was probably forced to turn to Willoughby for support. 

 

But who was William Willoughby? Records show that like Eliza, Willoughby was 

Irish, however, information on him before his arrival in Port Phillip is sparse.489 It is 
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apparent, though, that Willoughby was engaged as one of Batman’s clerks and was a 

witness to the signing of Batman’s will.490 The Quaker missionaries James Backhouse 

and George Washington Walker mentioned Willoughby in their account of a visit to 

Melbourne in November 1837, around the time that Willoughby witnessed Batman’s 

will. They described him as a ‘hopeful young man who has charge of J.B.’s Stores’.491 

In June 1840, he had formed a grocery business in Melbourne with Andrew Crocket, 

a fellow Wesleyan.492 The business seemed to be doing well, however upon 

Willoughby’s marriage to Eliza the business partnership with Crocket was dissolved 

when the Wesleyan Church expelled Willoughby for marrying an ‘unbeliever’.493 The 

decision to marry Eliza was costly for Willoughby, for without the income from the 

business, he had no means of supporting his new family as was his responsibility 

under coverture. At the same time, Willoughby’s right of coverture entitled him to the 

income from Eliza’s annuity which he was already managing on behalf of Anthony 

Cottrell. The control of money once again passed between men and allowed Eliza no 

common law right to manage her own financial affairs. 

 
Willoughby, too, would have had his own reasons for marrying Eliza. She was, after 

all, potentially to receive a large estate if it could ever be settled. Furthermore, 
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marriage was as important for men as it was for women. As Davidoff and Hall have 

argued, the ‘significance of marriage for men cannot be overestimated it profoundly 

affected their economic, social, spiritual and emotional life as well as everyday 

standard of comfort.’494  

 

The census records of March 1841 show that Eliza, John Charles, and Pelonemena 

moved in with Willoughby after the wedding. Their stone house was without any live-

in servants. The children were listed as Wesleyan as was Willoughby, while Eliza 

remained with the Church of England.495 The accounts show that Welsh and Newton 

were continuing to pay Cooke cash for the maintenance and education of the five 

other girls: Lucy, Eliza the younger, Elizabeth Mary, Adelaide, and Ellen. It is unclear 

where Maria was living at this time, although it seems likely that she was actually 

living under John McKenny’s roof. 

 

On 16 February 1841, just a week after Eliza’s marriage, her eldest daughter Maria 

married John McKenny at the Church of St James, Melbourne. Her younger sister 

Lucy along with Dr Patrick Cussen were witnesses.496 McKenny was the tidewaiter 

(customs agent) at Geelong as well as clerk to the Sub Colonial treasurer, earning a 
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respectable 150 pounds per annum.497 Maria was only 17 and still considered an 

infant in the eyes of the law. She was also likely to have been pregnant at the time of 

her marriage.498 Marriage to respectable men with reasonable incomes would have 

protected Batman’s daughters from destitution and, in the case of Maria, a hasty 

marriage shielded her from the social disgrace of being an unwed mother. Maria was 

to lose her child in July 1841 and her husband died soon after.499 After the deaths of 

her husband and child, Maria did not return to boarding with Cooke but took up 

lodgings with McVey.500  

 

Willoughby attempted to set up another grocery business but this time he was 

supported by Eliza.501 On 18 September 1841, Eliza was supplied with half a ton of 

flour and a chest of tea out of the executor’s account from the Batman estate.502 Eliza 

was using her husband’s estate to supply Willoughby’s business and herself. 

However, the business failed as did many others in the financial depression of the 

early 1840s.503 After the failure of the business, Willoughby lost their house and he, 

Eliza, and all the Batman children were forced to move into McVeys’ Lodging House 

with Maria. Welsh paid the accommodation costs of £52-11-0 out the estate.504 Eliza 
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and Willoughby continued to rely on the executors to support the children using the 

income from Batman’s remaining properties. The Bill of Complaint was finally 

transferred to Port Phillip in July 1841 to the newly established Supreme Court of 

New South Wales for the District of Port Philip under Justice Walpole Willis.505  

 

Supreme Court of NSW for the District of Port Phillip  

 

In March 1841, Willis arrived in Melbourne to establish the Supreme Court of New 

South Wales in the District of Port Phillip. Willis had trained in London at Grays Inn 

before later holding government posts in Canada and British Guiana. He was 

appointed a judge in the Supreme Court of New South Wales.506 The Court opened 

the following month in the old single room government store on the corner of King 

and Bourke Streets.507  

 

In August 1841, Batman v Lonsdale was transferred from Sydney to Melbourne to 

become the first Chancery Suit to be tried in the new court.508 Judge Willis took pains 

to claim that as it was the first chancery suit to be tried in Port Phillip he would take 
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care to ‘exercise greater strictness over the forms of procedure’.509 As a black letter 

lawyer, he relished the opportunity to apply strict adherence to British legal 

precedence in the colonies and as a young lawyer he had published on the subject of 

suits in chancery.510 Furthermore, while in Sydney he had made a ruling in the case 

Wild v Driver in Sydney (1838) on the application of dower in the circumstance of 

‘Felony Attaint’, something which would also come to affect Eliza’s later claims to 

dower.511 

 

The work facing Willis and the courts would become daunting. The financial 

depression of the 1840s was about to drive many merchants of Port Phillip, including 

Batman estate executor Patricius Welsh, into insolvency and into the courts. As 

historian Janine Rizzetti has discussed, the depression of the early 1840s affected 

employment, land and stock prices but it was ‘most marked amongst the merchant 

and shopkeeper in the commercial community.512  

 

Willis was anxious to prevent sharp dealings especially in the case of government 

officers and the Batman v Lonsdale case was riddled with complexities, missing 

documents, and unsubstantiated claims.513 It was an opportunity to berate lawyers 
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publicly and the court was often regarded as theatre.514 Batman v Lonsdale 

represented the worst of the judge’s concerns about financial impropriety, and in 

particular it provided him with an opportunity to berate Police Magistrate Lonsdale on 

the subject. Willis suspected that Lonsdale, had ‘intermeddled’ in the Batman estate, 

as an executor he had sold himself Batman’s Union Bank shares at a value of £600.515 

Lonsdale was happy to take advantage of the very estate that he had refused to 

manage and thus contributed to the destitution of Eliza. Willis may have enjoyed 

publicly criticising Lonsdale, but his actions had real effects on the case and Eliza as 

it dragged ever on. I argue that the details of the case reveal the ways that self-

interested men repeatedly made claims on the estate to the extreme detriment of Eliza 

and her family. 

 

The depression of the 1840s continued, and insolvencies were rife including Welsh 

and Newton. This perhaps explains why the executors had by this time largely given 

up on managing what remained of the Batman’s estate. Even though Welsh would 

later become insolvent, his accounts show that he ran the Batman estate’s income and 

debts through his own accounts, charging 2% interest to the estate on the money it 

owed to him. 

 

Without the support of the executors through the children, Eliza and Willoughby 

would be in even more severe financial difficulties. In September 1842 Eliza and 

Willoughby petitioned Justice Willis for a portion of the rents from the remaining 

Batman properties. Revealing the family’s desperation in the middle of the 
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intercolonial struggles between Sydney and Melbourne, the Port Phillip Patriot 

reported: 

 

His Honor said he had received a petition from William Willoughby and Eliza, 

his wife, the latter the widow of the deceased, shewing that they were 

burdened with the support of the infant heir at law and children of the 

deceased and praying that some portion of the rents in the hands of the 

receiver might he applied to the support of the family. This His Honor said 

was a case of great distress, arising from the refusal of their Honors the Judges 

at Sydney to send the will of the late Mr Batman to Melbourne. At present, 

His Honor said, it was not in his power to afford any relief, and under any 

circumstances he must see that the creditors were satisfied before he allowed 

any portion of the rents for the maintenance of the children.516 

 

The courts, while recognising that the family was now in dire straits, complacently 

noted earlier that they were on the verge of starving.517 An examination of the 

condition of the house by the courts to determine its value described it as in a parlous 

state and hardly fit for occupation. Even the building inspector wondered at the 

family’s safety in the dilapidated property.518 Within three years of Batman’s death 

Eliza was in very desperate situation. 

 

                                                
516 Port Phillip Patriot and Melbourne Advertiser, 29 Sep 1842, Supreme court 
Equity Side, 2. 
517 Port Phillip Gazette, 29 Jun 1842, Supreme Court, 3.  
518 A. Sutherland to James Pinnock, 17 July 1843, Item 222, VPRS 42, Batman v 
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The annuity from the property trust on 43 ½ William Street that had provided the 

sixty pounds annuity for Eliza was also no longer available. Dr Cussen had quit his 

lease of the property and Eliza, Willoughby, and the Batman children had moved in, 

meaning that while they no longer had to pay rent, Eliza had had to give up her 

annuity. As a result of the long running court case, the mismanagement of the estate, 

and a financial depression, three years after Batman’s death, his estate was drained of 

funds and his family was destitute.  

 

Willis made a ruling in October 1842 regarding the application to allow funds for the 

use of the children from the rents of the properties in which he stated that he ‘could 

not give them money until is ascertained whether they were entitled to it nor until all 

the debts were paid’.519 Instead, the claims made by the myriad of lawyers for costs 

against the estate, were granted in preference to the family’s desperate needs. Willis’s 

ruling reveals how the court of Chancery treated the often-vulnerable claimants to the 

estates caught up in the great machine of equity law. In response to a request for funds 

from Mr. Clay, one of the lawyers engaged by the case, Willis stated he ‘did not 

expect the solicitor would like to proceed with expenses out of pocket, though the rule 

of law was, that when he had once undertaken the business he was bound to go on 

with it. In times like the present it was a serious matter to ask any man for money.’520 

Redmond Barry, yet another lawyer in the case, ‘thought there could be no objection 

[to Clay’s request] as this was a case of peculiar hardship.’521 It is self-evident that 
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any hardship endured by the lawyers did not match that suffered by Batman’s 

destitute family. 

 
Dower Claim 
 

At the beginning of April 1842, a portion of Allotment 1l, Block 2 [on the corner of 

Williams and Collins Streets] and Allotment 8 Block 2 [on the corner of Williams and 

Flinders Streets] were advertised for auction at the direction of the Supreme Court.522 

It was clear that the court was prepared to dissolve the trusts and sell the properties in 

order to pay the debts of Batman’s estate.  

 

Later that month Willoughby made a claim on Eliza’s dower out of Batman’s estate: 

 

That the said William Willoughby is advised and believes that he is entitled to 

such interest in his said wife Eliza is entitled under the will of the testator of 

her late husband and that he elects on her behalf to take such interest in the 

real estate as the said Eliza his wife is entitled to and is ready on the same 

being secured to him to release the legacy of five pounds bequeathed to his 

wife by the will of the said John Batman.523 

 

Historian Lee Holcombe has argued that the Dower Act of 1833, in Britain ‘put an 

end to the dower right which by then was so rare as obsolete’.524 However, I suggest 

that dower was certainly not obsolete in the Australasian colonies throughout the 
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523 William and Eliza Willoughby, Answer to original amended bill, 23 April 1842, 
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same period. Indeed, Eliza’s claim reveals the legal pursuit of dower at Port Phillip at 

the time. I further argue that the court’s decision to dissolve the trusts and place the 

properties up for auction in order to pay the debts against the estate caused Eliza and 

Willoughby to finally disclose Eliza’s claim to dower on the properties. This seemed 

to be the only possible avenue through which the family could benefit from the little 

remaining equity in Batman’s estate. 

 

Willoughby’s Defence of Eliza  

 

The Batman case had become a highly charged and political affair. It was taken up by 

the Melbourne elite as an illustrative example of larger intercolonial problems. For 

example, in July 1842, the Melbourne Debating Society met at the Crown Inn on 

Lonsdale Street to debate the repeal of the union of Port Phillip with the Colony of 

New South Wales. A Mr. Murray used the Batman v Lonsdale case as an example for 

the support of the repeal, where the ‘expense and injustice which the wife and 

children of the Late Mr. Batman had suffered’ as a result of the distance from the seat 

of government was the key point raised to make his case.525 During the debate, it was 

also suggested that the children were left to the ‘mercy of the Stranger’. In reply to 

this attack on Eliza’ reputation, Willoughby took out a large advertisement in the Port 

Phillip Patriot. In a strongly worded reproof against the presumption that the Batman 

children were supported by “the mercy of the Stranger”, Willoughby wrote:  

 

This I beg leave to contradict in the most unqualified terms; they are neither 

dependent on the Stranger nor that positive state of extreme necessity, which 
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the honorable gentleman’s poetic fiction would seem to imply. They are under 

the care of a natural protector, their mother under whose roof they have sought 

shelter, pending the question in Chancery, respecting their property, having no 

other refuge now that THEY who so kindly undertook the management of 

their property during the heyday of prosperity have virtually abandoned the 

trust and now kindly permit the mother to undertake that which in all justice 

and equity they should continue to perform till the affairs of the estate are 

would up.526 

 

Willoughby had declared his support for his wife Eliza in a very public manner, 

demonstrating his care and support for her as well as his concern to protect her 

reputation. While not naming the executors specifically, the court case was so well 

known that few would have been unaware of who ‘THEY’ were. They were, of 

course, the government officials William Lonsdale and James Simpson, along with 

merchants Patricius Welsh and Edward Newton. In defending his wife, Willoughby 

had very publicly criticised two police magistrates. 

 

Petitioning 

 

In the absence of any alternative, Eliza petitioned Governor George Gipps to admit 

her daughters to the Female Orphan School in Sydney.527 In framing her petition, 

Eliza laid claim to her husband’s role as ‘the first person who founded a British 
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Settlement at Port Phillip’. She explained how the property bequeathed in his will, if 

properly managed, would have ‘been adequate to support the petitioner and her 

Children respectably’. However, the circumstances surrounding the suit in Chancery 

meant that she had ‘abandoned all hope of ever having the matter brought to a 

close’.528 As the court in Melbourne had refused to provide any support for the 

Batman children ‘they are now quite destitute and will become paupers on the mercy 

of strangers unless that through the kind commiseration of your excellency they may 

obtain admittance into the Orphan School of Sydney.’529 That Eliza would consider 

sending her ‘poor young and helpless female children’ to the Female Orphan School 

in Sydney reveals her desperation in the face of the family’s rapid economic decline 

and consequent distress.  

 

The Female Orphan School had been founded in 1801 and was intended to ‘provide 

educational, residential facilities and training for children in necessitous 

circumstances in the penal colony of New South Wales.’530 For the children who were 

incarcerated inside its walls, it was ‘by modern standards, an inhuman machine-like 

existence.’531  

 

                                                
528	Eliza	Willoughby,	from:	Superintendent	of	Port	Phillip,	4	October	1842,	Petition	
of	Mrs	Willoughby	lately	Widow	of	John	Batman	for	admission	of	her	children	into	
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of	Mrs	Willoughby	lately	Widow	of	John	Batman	for	admission	of	her	children	into	
orphan	school.	Answered	19	October	1842,	Melbourne,	42/7604	NSW	Archives.	
530 Beryl Bubacz, ‘The Female and Male Orphan Schools in New South Wales 1801 – 
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A covering letter from Charles La Trobe was sent to Governor Gipps with the 

petition.532 La Trobe did not support the petition and he had made it clear to Eliza that 

the grounds for her application were ‘strictly speaking matters of law’ and that ‘I did 

not see that his Excellency would have it in his power to afford her assistance’.533 

Gipps supported La Trobe’s recommendations and denied Eliza’s application.534 

 

In November, after the petition failed, Eliza arranged for eleven-year-old Ellen and 

ten-year-old Adelaide to board with Caroline Newcomb and Ann Drysdale in 

Geelong.535 The youngest children, Pelonemena and John Charles, likely stayed in 

Melbourne. During this period, Maria was a parlour boarder with Mrs Cooke. In the 

absence of any evidence to the contrary, it is possible to speculate that Lucy, Eliza, 

Elizabeth Mary were probably staying with other friends of the family. 

 

The following year, on 25 July 1843, Eliza made another petition, addressing it on 

this occasion directly to Queen Victoria.536 As Hilary Sapire has argued, petitions to 

the Queen were one way of bypassing local officialdom.537 Eliza’s previous attempt to 

petition Governor Gipps, by-passing local official Charles La Trobe, had failed. 

 

                                                
532 Charles La Trobe was the Superintendent of the Port Phillip District of New South 
Wales. 
533 Charles La Trobe to Governor Gipps, 15 October 1842, 42/604 NSW Archives 
534 Charles La Trobe to Governor Gipps, 15 October 1842, 42/604 NSW Archives 
535 Ann Drysdale, Diary, 1 November 1842, Vol 2, Diaries of Anne Drysdale 1839-
1854, MS Box 1138/1-4 (Photocopy), 19 February – 4 March 1845. SLV. 
536 Fitzsymonds, Callaghan and Batman, 26 – 28. 
537 Hilary Sapire, ‘We have seen the son of Heaven/We have seen the Son of Our 
Queen: African encounters with Prince Alfred on his royal tour, 1860’, in Mistress of 
Everything: Queen Victoria in Indigenous Worlds, eds. Sarah Carter and Maria 
Nugent, (Manchester: Manchester University Press: 2016), 28. 
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Eliza would have been familiar with the use and format of petitioning Government 

officials. Her late husband had repeatedly petitioned for grants of land, 1823 to 

Sorrell, 1827 to Governor Darling for land in western port538, and to Lord Glenelg the 

Secretary of State to the Colonies 21 March 1837 to ‘grant him the land he has 

improved upon extending to about twenty acres not being in the township now laid 

out’.539 However, the strategy of by-passing local authorities was fraught. As with 

Batman’s petitions, it was clear that the same colonial authorities that the petitioners 

were hoping to bypass were frequently asked to clarify the claims made. As a result, 

these authorities were unlikely to support claimants’ petitions but would instead use 

such opportunities to articulate their own objections to their fellow colonists’ 

requests.  

 

Eliza’s petition to Queen Victoria was made solely on behalf of herself and her 

children. Willoughby’s name was not mentioned. She began with an apology for 

being ‘natives’ of the Queen’s ‘distant’ dominion but nonetheless ‘descended of 

British Parentage and educated in the principles of Religion, Loyalty and respect for 

you Most Gracious Majesty’.540 Having established her right to petition the Queen 

directly, she then wrote ‘that they are taught and let to believe’ that the Queen ‘never 

denied the privilege of Humbly addressing the throne to the meanest subject.’ Eliza 

spoke directly to Batman’s role in establishing ‘the now wealthy and valuable Colony 

of Port Phillip’. As ‘Pioneer of Civilisation and after having establish the most 

Friendly and Confidential intercourse with the Natives, lay open this splendid county 

to British enterprise uninterrupted flow of free emigrants’. As the petition continues:  

                                                
538 Campbell, John Batman and the Aborigines, 23. 
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The property Batman had owned at his death had decreased due to 

‘unfortunate events’ and his family ‘have been entirely deprived from any 

benefit arising therefrom and have been for more than one-year past without 

any means of support. The petition was for in consideration of the important 

services Batman made on behalf of his country and that he lost his life and that 

the pitiable condition of your memorialist may induce your majesty to grant a 

portion of the waste lands of this district.541  

 

In this petition, Eliza moved from simply applying for relief for her children at the 

Orphan School to a direct petition for land on which the family might subsist either 

through cultivating it or potentially through proceeds from its sale. This shift in scale 

reveals Eliza’s political acumen and determination to claim something of her late 

husband’s legacy. She made the claim in the name of empire and commerce, as well 

as land and property.  

 

As historian Ravi De Costa has argued, petitions articulated the identity and status of 

the petitioner.542 Rather than drawing on her own marginal reputation, Eliza drew on 

her late husband’s reputation and status as pioneer. Further as Premo has argued, 

widows often drew on their deceased husband’s status.543 It is hardly surprising that 

disempowered widows would seek advantage by emphasising a husband’s reputation 

to restore their own diminished status. In this case, Eliza was sufficiently empowered 
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to make a petition in her own name and that of her children thus revealing her 

determination to fight for her right to Batman’s estate and legacy. 

 

Her petition was supported by Henry Condell, Mayor of Melbourne, and Alexander 

Thomson, Member for Port Phillip. Alexander Thomson was a friend of the family 

and had been Batman’s doctor in Van Diemen’s Land. No evidence has been found to 

date to suggest that either La Trobe or Governor Gipps supported the petition, 

although it seems unlikely that they endorsed it. 

 

Felony Attaint 

 

In September 1843 Mr Clark, solicitor for Mrs Willoughby, repeated the earlier claim 

made in 1842 that Eliza was entitled to ‘her dower out of all the real property of 

which the testator died possessed’.544 Clark then submitted the certificate of Freedom 

for Elizabeth Callaghan, the marriage certificate between Batman and Eliza 

Thompson alias Elizabeth Callaghan, as well as the notice in the Government Gazette 

of Van Diemen’s Land dated 19 April 1833 that advertised Callaghan’s free pardon. 

Finally, the certificate of marriage between Willoughby and Eliza was also 

submitted.545 These documents were presented to the court to prove Eliza’s 

entitlement to dower from Batman’s properties that her late husband had held at the 

time of his death.  
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As I have argued, colonial women’s property rights were subject to a complex 

interplay of British and colonial laws. While the right of dower had slowly been 

eroded in both British law as well as colonial law prior to 1843, women’s property 

rights were also subject to another common law property right concerning convictism 

known as ‘felony attaint’.546 Blackstone described felons who were sentenced to death 

as being ‘dead in law’ in that they forfeited their goods to the crown and the profits of 

their freehold land and were not able acquire further property, sue in the courts, or to 

give evidence in the courts.547 This aspect of the common law had been adopted in 

early New South Wales and applied to those convicts who had been initially 

sentenced to death, and later pardoned and subsequently transported to the colonies. 

By 1824 the legislation had been broadened to apply felony attaint to the whole of a 

penal colony regardless of the sentence.548 Felony attaint added another layer to the 

already problematic question of women’s property law. If a woman had been a 

convict and therefore ‘dead at law’ and had been married during her sentence, was she 

entitled to dower out of the properties her husband had owned? The complexity of the 

question is revealed in the detail of the colonial authority’s control of convict 

behaviour. Convicts had to request permission to marry and, further, in order to be 

recognised, the marriage had to be a Christian union. Therefore, Eliza had to prove 

that she was legally married to Batman and that she had the Lieutenant Governor’s 

permission to marry, as she had been under sentence to transportation at the time of 

her marriage in 1828. For this, she required her marriage certificate and the 

documents concerning the permission for her marriage. Eliza also had to prove that 

her sentence had been completed prior to her husband’s death. To do so, she required 
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a copy of her convict record and her original certificate of pardon. No duplicate 

certificate could be issued without accounting for the loss of the original.549 As her 

solicitor Clark stated in his bill of costs: 

 

Attending Mrs. Willoughby at her house conferring upon the necessity of 

proving either the Governor’s consent to the marriage or of her having 

obtained a free pardon prior to the marriage when she stated that the certificate 

of her free pardon was destroyed, that a petition had been presented by her late 

Husband praying the permission of the Governor for the marriage.550 

 

Without a copy of her late husband’s petition to the Governor requesting permission 

to marry, or the documents concerning his permission, Eliza was unable to prove her 

right to dower. In the following months, the widow’s solicitors and friends wrote 

repeatedly to Van Diemen’s Land requesting copies of the documents in question to 

no avail. Finally, in February 1844, despite their terrible financial situation, Eliza and 

Willoughby were forced to raise the money to send her to Hobart to collect the 

documents in person.551  

 

Finally, in 1844, Clark submitted documents to the court including ‘a certified copy of 

the assent of the Governor of VDL to the marriage of Eliza Thomson alias Elizabeth 
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Callaghan now Eliza Willoughby one of the defendants in this suit with the late John 

Batman the testator.’552 

 

Willis’s influence over the court case continued. Prior to his appointment to the 

Supreme Court in Melbourne, Willis had presided over the case Wild v Driver in 

Sydney (1838) which determined whether a woman who married while a convict and 

whose husband died while she was under sentence could claim dower after she 

became free. Willis’ judgment was that such a widow was not able to claim dower as 

‘the right could not lie in abeyance, and she could not subsequently claim it’.553 This 

case law (recently described by Bruce Kercher as ‘invented’ by the Supreme Court of 

New South Wales) reveals why the court was anxious to receive evidence that Eliza 

had completed her sentence prior to the purchase of the Port Phillip properties and 

Batman’s death. Kercher has succinctly noted a key similarity at law between married 

women and attainted convicts in that ‘neither could hold goods or income from their 

land and they had restricted rights of civil litigation’.554 If Eliza’s sentence had not 

been completed by the time Batman died, she would not have been entitled to dower 

from Batman’s properties. 

 

Death of John Charles 

 

On the afternoon of 11 January 1845 eleven-year-old Pelonemena and eight-year-old 

John Charles were playing at the falls on the Yarra River. John Charles had been 
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fishing amongst the rocks of the falls when Pelonmena had called to him to return 

home with her. Turning to see if he was following her, she saw that he had fallen in 

the river. She desperately called for help from two Aboriginal men nearby but by the 

time they had fetched a boat the boy had disappeared from view.555 Later that day the 

Aboriginal men dived repeatedly for his body but with no success.556 Several 

Aboriginal men spent the next morning diving in different parts of the river before 

finally finding him.557 The legacy of the Batman family’s years in Kingston and Port 

Phillip, and the cross-cultural relationships forged there, are revealed in the search for 

young John’s body by the Aboriginal men. 

 

After John Charles’ death, Eliza wrote a letter to her daughter Elizabeth Mary who 

was by then living in Norfolk Plains in Van Diemen’s Land. This letter is the only one 

of two records in Eliza’s own hand that are known to have survived. The black edged 

mourning letter is a poignant account of John Charles’ funeral and Eliza’s grief at the 

loss of her son:  

 

Oh my dear child had you but have seen him you would never have forgotten 

his countenance. No person would have thought he was dead he looked as if 

he was in a quiet sleep with a heavenly smile on his sweet face.558 
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Eliza has been accused of abandoning her children and yet, in her own words, we hear 

the love for her daughter and that for her adored son, and her grief: ‘I am almost heart 

broken when I think of him and believe me Elizabeth all my happiness in this world is 

buried in the grave with him. I loved him to excess.’559 Her letter to her daughter also 

stands as a testament to Eliza’s Christian beliefs: 

 

I am sure he is now in heaven the lord has taken him from the evil to come he 

gave him to me and he has in the order of his divine will taken him from me 

and blessed be his holy name.560 

 

As Pat Jalland has described, to Christians the consolation on the loss of the child was 

based on a belief that ‘a benevolent God had removed their children prematurely from 

a world of pain, sin and temptation to a happier world with God’.561 Eliza, too, 

believed in the Christian understanding of consolation. 

 

Eliza also sent Elizabeth Mary a lock of John Charles’ hair, a common mourning 

practice in Britain that was part of the socio-cultural baggage brought to the 

Australian colonies by settlers.562 This lock of hair may be the same one that the 

Weire Family has since donated to the State Library of Victoria.563 
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Figure 5: Lock of hair, possibly from John Charles Batman. State Library of Victoria. 

 

Eliza arranged an extravagant funeral for her late son complete with a hearse followed 

by 150 children. Eliza described the funeral at the Old Melbourne Cemetery where 

John Charles was buried in the same grave as his father: 

 

He was buried very respectably several gentlemen attended they wore white 

bands and scarfs. He was carried in a hearse and about one hundred and fifty 

children followed carrying flowers in their hands which they scattered over his 

grave.564  
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In this moment Eliza is revealed as a devout and mourning mother who was 

concerned about matters of respectability and reputation. We see for a moment an 

articulate woman writing to her beloved daughter about the unbearable loss of her 

only son. How the deceased boy’s extravagant funeral was paid for remains 

unexplained. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 6: Eliza Willoughby to Elizabeth Mary Batman 30 January 1845.565 
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Towards a Settlement 

 

Not all of Eliza’s children were able to attend their young brother’s funeral although 

Pelonmena is likely to have been one of the 150 children Eliza referred to in her letter. 

Elizabeth Mary and Lucy were both living in Van Diemen’s Land at the time, while 

Ellen and Adelaide were in Geelong.566 Maria and Eliza the daughter may well have 

attended the solemn ceremony as Maria was living in Melbourne with her husband, 

Robert Fennell, while young Eliza was possibly staying with the Aitkens family, just 

to the north of Melbourne, at the time of her brother’s death.  

 

Within a month of John Charles’ death, Eliza sent Pelonemena to stay with Anne 

Drysdale and Caroline Newcombe in Corio, near Geelong. Anne and Caroline did not 

seem prepared to look after a third Batman child and Pelonemena was sent back home 

to Melbourne alone on the steamer after only two weeks.567 Was Eliza grief stricken 

and unable to look after Pelonmena, or did she blame her for John Charles death? The 

loss of her son was not just a tragedy for her and her family, it also threw the already 

complex court case into further disarray.  
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After the death of John Charles, the family remained in extreme financial difficulties. 

But as the editor of the Geelong Advertiser noted six months later: 

 

The Supreme Court opened in Equity yesterday morning when the Chancery 

suit of Batman v Lonsdale and others “dragged another of its slow lengths 

along”. The only interesting feature was that nine-tenths of the Port Phillip Bar 

were more or less engaged in it.568  

 
 
On 20 June 1845 the courts finally confirmed Eliza was entitled to four hundred 

pounds dower clear of all deductions.569 A private letter summarising the court case 

was probably written by Court Registrar James Pinnock and sums up the court’s 

attitude to Eliza and Willoughby’s attempts to negotiate Eliza’s right to dower: 

 

With respect to W and Mrs Willoughby the report having given them dower; it 

is entirely for the court to decide and W. Willoughby however has thrown 

every possible obstacle in the way of the suit and has been exceedingly 

impertinent.570 
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Conclusion 

 

To date, historians have been blind to Eliza and her lived experiences as a colonial 

woman, and how these experiences can inform our understandings of the complex, 

and structural dimensions of colonial relations in Port Phillip. Intimate and gendered 

relations such as marriage, widowhood, dower, and property are all structures of 

empire that favoured its masculine subjects. Eliza’s convictism and her gender 

continued to inflect her life course long after she was issued with her certificate of 

freedom, culminating in her disadvantageous treatment in her later years at a time 

when she most needed support. Instead, Eliza was essentially abandoned in the law, 

as well as by her second husband. 

 

The final years of Eliza’s life as a Port Phillip widow were marked by poverty and 

loss as the court case relating to her late husband’s estate ‘dragged along’. She drew 

on as much influence as she could, petitioning the colonial Governor as well as Queen 

Victoria for support for her family based on Batman’s reputation as a founding father 

of Melbourne and potentially modelled on the land claims her late husband had made. 

Eliza was caught up in a series of events relating to the very thing that she and 

Batman had worked to establish; the chaos of an emerging settler colonial city with 

attendant financial instability hampered further by gradually emerging infrastructure 

such as courts and governance. Compounded by her gender and attendant 

subordination to men in law and to men, Eliza fought to exercise her agency and to 

wield at least some power over her own destiny and that of her children. She 

ultimately became a victim of structural social and legal disadvantages while working 

hard to use the very same structures that oppressed her to her advantage.  
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Chapter Six: Searching for Eliza 

 

On 31 March 1852, the Coroner and twelve jurors assembled in the front room of the 

two-story colonial brick William Wallace Hotel in Autumn Street, Geelong. Before 

them lay the badly beaten body of a woman known locally as Sarah Willoughby. The 

men’s task was to determine the cause of her death. Without her daughters or her 

husband to grieve over her, the woman lay alone on the table in the Inn where she had 

recently been drinking. Her body lay on display, an object to be examined and gazed 

at by strangers and journalists. This is what had become of Elizabeth Callaghan, Irish 

woman, Van Diemen’s Land convict, once mistress of the property Kingston in Van 

Diemen’s Land, of the Batman estate in Melbourne, and former wife of Melbourne’s 

‘founding father’ John Batman. 

 

In this chapter, I explore the final years of Eliza’s life, shaped by the ongoing legacy 

of structural and legal constraints that limited the opportunities for colonial women. 

As I have argued throughout this thesis, women’s property rights were severely 

curtailed by their status under the common laws of feme covert as well as feme sole. 

In the final years of her life, Eliza was deprived of what remained of her estate with 

Batman, even after she was granted dower of £400.  

 

Property and Dower 

 

On 2 February 1846, by court order, the remaining Batman properties, on the corner 

of Williams and Flinders Streets (Allotment No. 8, in Section 2) and on the corner of 

Williams and Collins Streets (the two properties of the subdivided Allotment 11, 
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Section 2) were put up for auction as five lots.571 Allotment 8 and one half of 

Allotment 11 were still subject to the claim of dower by Eliza, while the other half 

was subject to the annuity earlier set up by Batman and was advertised as ‘expectant 

upon the decease of Eliza Willoughby’.572  

 

 

Figure 7: Conditions of Sale for Batman Properties, 2 February 1846. 

 

Willoughby successfully bid for Lots 1 and 2 of Allotment 11, paying £310 for Lot 1, 

with one competing bidder. Willoughby then paid only ten pounds for the allotment 

from which Eliza’s annuity was to be paid as there was no competing offer.573 It is 

                                                
571 William Easey, Affidavit verifying the biddings in sale by him 17 February 1846, 
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572 Port Phillip Gazette and Settler's Journal, 7 January 1846, Advertising, 3. 
573 William Easey, Affidavit verifying the biddings in sale, 17 February 1846, Item 
63, VPRS 42, Batman v Lonsdale: Supreme Court Papers, PROV. 
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possible to speculate that the reason for the lack of bidders on the second lot and the 

very low purchase price would have been due to prospect of having to pay an annuity 

for the term of Eliza’s life. Perhaps too, those who knew of the case were not willing 

to bid against Willoughby for this property. The other lots were sold after some stiff 

bidding. Lot 4, which included the Yarra Hotel, sold for £480.574  

 

Willoughby was only able to bid successfully for the properties on the expectation 

that the money due from his right to Eliza’s claim for dower would eventually be paid 

to him. Without that, he would have been unable to afford to buy the two properties. 

Eliza, in contrast, could not buy the properties in her own name even if the dower 

monies had been paid to her rather than to Willoughby, due to her status as femme 

covert. Central to Eliza’s experience was the right of her second husband to the dower 

she had been entitled to from Batman’s properties. In Eliza’s case, that income was 

paid directly to Willoughby. As author and traveller Peter Cunningham described, in 

colonial New South Wales, many women remarried after the deaths of their husbands, 

and as a consequence lost their dower to their second husbands under coverture.575  

 

There is very little scholarly work regarding the fine-grained implications and 

cascading set of limitations of women’s capacities caused by dower legislation on the 

lives of colonial women, especially in colonial Australia. As previously discussed in 

Chapter Four, men were concerned that a stranger would benefit from their estate if 

                                                
574 William Easey, Affidavit verifying the biddings in sale, 17 February 1846, Item 
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575 Peter Cunningham, Two years in New South Wales, vol 1, (London: Henry 
Colburn 1827), 290. 
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they bequeathed it to their wife.576 While dower was intended to provide an income 

for widows, this too became the property of their husbands in the event of remarriage. 

As Bradbury has argued, ‘while ‘widows’ thirds’ or dower was compensation for a 

woman’s loss of property during marriage and in the colonies’, it was ‘quickly 

circumscribed in legislation dealing with conveyancing, inheritance, will making and 

dower’.577  

 

Further, I also argue that too often dower did not compensate women for the loss of 

property over the long course of their lives through changes in status. Rather, their 

legal status shifted between femme covert and femme sole, resulting in the repeated 

loss of real estate and income. In Eliza’s case, the cascading effect of dower and its 

intersection with her convictism only further damaged her long-term status and 

compounded her significant loss of property, income, security, and socio-economic 

status. The court’s demand to establish her felony attaint and its requirements of 

written proofs of her marriage to Batman, the date her sentence expired, and the 

Lieutenant Governor’s permission to marry added excruciating delays and even more 

lawyers’ costs, all of which was eventually paid out her dower. 

 

In 1846 the Batman family was clearly still in financial straits. Willoughby was 

awaiting payment of Eliza’s dower to raise sufficient funds to purchase the properties 

on which he had successfully bid. As late as July, some five months after the auction, 
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he opposed a court order for him to pay the purchase amount stating ‘the amount of 

dower when ascertained will far exceed the amount of purchase money of lots number 

one and two after the payment of the costs of the different solicitors.’578 After a 

lengthy series of court orders, the payment of £400 dower was finally made and the 

transfer of the properties into Willoughby’s name was completed in October 1846.579 

The path of property and money, handed from white male to white male, is thus 

sharply revealed in Eliza’s claim for dower through the courts and her first and 

second marriages. 

 

After the settlement of the properties and the court case, Eliza faded from extant 

written records. The scant records surviving reveal that she was still living with 

Willoughby at 43 ½ William Street until as late as 1848, and that she was actively 

managing the property next to their house which was regularly leased to government 

officers and others.580 In October 1848 George Augustus Robinson discussed with 

Mrs. Willoughby the rent of a room.581 Surviving records also reveal that Eliza 

travelled to Launceston from Melbourne with and one of her daughters (listed only as 

Miss Batman) in April 1848.582 An unclaimed letter addressed to Mrs Willoughby lay 

at the Melbourne General Post Office in November 1851, suggesting that Eliza had 
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probably already left Melbourne by this time. This was the final record surviving that 

reveals anything of her life until 1852.583 

 

Geelong and Separation 

 

By February 1852 Eliza was living apart from Willoughby and her daughters in a 

small rented wooden cottage in Autumn Street, Geelong.584 She was also living under 

the assumed name of Mrs Sarah Willoughby.585 Eliza was no stranger to living under 

an alias. As discussed in Chapter Two, Eliza Callaghan hid at Batman’s farm for 

years under the alias of Elizabeth Thomson or Eliza Thomson before becoming Eliza 

Batman on her marriage.586 It is unclear as to why Eliza chose the name Sarah; 

however, it may have been borrowed from her friend Sarah Price, who had been tried 

and imprisoned at the same time as Eliza for uttering in 1820, and who had died on 

the scaffold with Eliza’s lover John Madden. Eliza clearly did not want her real 

identity known. Her reasons for that were likely to have been complex.  

 

In Chapter Five, I discussed the possible reasons for Eliza’s marriage to Willoughby 

and concluded that the arrangement was probably due to her very real need for 

support and protection as a litigant in the long drawn out court case surrounding the 

Batman estate. Now, however, it is also important to query why Eliza left the family 

home in Melbourne and moved to Geelong. Divorce was not available in colonial 
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Australia before 1857.587 In the absence of formal divorce laws, and despite their 

separation, Willoughby remained responsible for Eliza’s support. At this time, 

husbands remained legally entitled to all assets acquired during marriage, including 

custody of any children.588 Eliza had lost another child in March 1851 when Ellen 

died after a short illness while staying at Greenhills Station. Perhaps this was the final 

straw for her. With her surviving daughters mostly married and the unmarried ones 

able to rely on their married sisters for support, Eliza was no longer obliged to 

maintain a relationship with Willoughby for their sake. 

 

It seems reasonable to speculate that Eliza had left her second husband, William 

Willoughby. A rape case against Willoughby in 1853 certainly suggests that he was 

capable of violence. As already flagged, divorce in the colonies was yet to be 

established and under British legislation marriage was regarded as indissoluble except 

by act of parliament and therefore out of the reach of almost everyone.589 Eliza could 

not use an act of parliament to divorce Willoughby, so instead she may have simply 

disappeared. As historian Henry Finlayson has revealed, ‘disappearing’ was a way of 

escaping from a marriage that was no longer tenable and common law allowed a 

person who had disappeared, and had not been heard of for seven years, to be 

presumed dead.590 Men and women could then remarry on that basis. This common 

law provision was widely used by transported convicts as well as their spouses left 

behind in England.591 Eliza may have ‘disappeared’ by living under an assumed 
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name. However, this does not explain how Eliza supported herself while living apart 

from Willoughby. Perhaps she had negotiated the continuance of her annuity. 

Willoughby continued to live in the house at 43 ½ Williams Street that had been used 

by the late Batman to establish the annuity for Eliza in 1839. Perhaps then 

Willoughby was honouring the Life Interest of the annuity and paying Eliza £60 per 

annum.592 

 

Eliza may have welcomed anonymity after the years of public scrutiny she and her 

family had endured during the court case, or perhaps because she no longer held the 

position and reputation she once had, as ‘wife of the founder of Melbourne’. Her 

status as Batman’s wife was already tarnished as his reputation fell into disrepute, and 

that combined with her convict past may have driven her to seek anonymity. Living in 

Geelong, in a small rented house under an assumed name, it appears that she 

attempted to remain anonymous as Sarah Willoughby. It is also possible that some 

people may have been approaching her to seek financial assistance.  

 

Why did she choose to live in Geelong? Geelong in the 1850s was known for its 

population of emancipated Van Diemen’s Land convicts and free immigrants, 20% of 

whom were Irish.593 Irish woman Fanny Griffin, who had worked for the Batmans 

both in Van Diemen’s Land and Port Phillip, was married to Joseph Griffin, another 

ex-employee of Batman. They were living in Barwon Terrace in South Geelong in 
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1852.594 Additionally, as Fitzgerald has shown, Eliza’s neighbours were largely 

emancipated convicts from Van Diemen’s Land and many of the witnesses 

interviewed during the investigation into her death are likely to have known Eliza 

from Van Diemen’s Land.595 

 

On Sunday 28 March 1852, ‘Sarah’ or Eliza was severely injured in an attack by two 

men and a woman with whom she had been drinking in her house that day.596 While it 

was clear she had been badly injured, the trio did not seek medical help for her until 

the following day.597 The two men called in on Patrick Cullen (a surgeon living 

nearby) and asked him to see a woman who had suffered a broken arm. Cullen 

conducted a superficial examination of Eliza who was lying on a pallet on the floor. 

He discovered breaks in both bones of one of her forearms which he reset. One of the 

men pointed out that she also had a wound from a blow to the head which was then 

dressed. Cullen returned twice more over the next two days to check on her but only 

on the third visit did he examine her properly after he saw that she was experiencing 

difficulty breathing. This all too late examination revealed that the injured woman 

was covered in large bruises ‘from the top of the head to the sole of the foot’ and that 

four of her ribs had been broken in the attack from two days before. Cullen noted that 

her breathing had become more difficult and her pulse weak and erratic.598  
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Eliza, as ‘Sarah Willoughby’, died around 4am on Wednesday 31 March 1852.599 An 

inquest was held over her body in the Sir William Wallace Hotel that same day. It was 

revealed that the woman who had been drinking with Eliza and the men was found 

with a bloody one pound concealed under her arm, a strange moment which mirrored 

Eliza’s own arrest thirty years earlier in Limehouse, London.600 From the statements 

gathered, it was clear that Eliza had also been robbed of nearly £60 by one of the 

men.601 This was the same amount of the annuity that Batman had settled on her in 

1839.602 Two of her neighbours described her character as a ‘very drunken 

woman’.603 It is hard to reconcile the genteel wife of John Batman and later the 

increasingly destitute but determined wife of William Willoughby with the drunken 

woman they described. 

 

Described in the newspapers as ‘a female of rather abandoned character’, Eliza’s 

reputation had fallen from the wife of the founder of Melbourne to a drunken woman 

living under a pseudonym who had been murdered in a brawl.604 Her battered body 

was laid out in the William Wallace Hotel for the all the public to see.605 The Geelong 

Correspondent forwarded to the Argus newspaper a full report on the inquest that was 

held over her body, which, as it happens, was never published.606 
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Willoughby, who was living at Maria Fennell’s house in Richmond at the time, did 

not claim his wife’s body. Nor did any of her daughters. Rather, on 1 April 1852, 

Elizabeth Callaghan, also known as Eliza Thompson, also known as Eliza Batman, 

and also known as Sarah Willoughby, was buried in a pauper’s grave in the Geelong 

Eastern Cemetery.607  

 

In the months following, the newspapers continued to discuss the shocking murder. 

Dr Thomson and the newspapers referred to the deceased as ‘Eliza Willoughby’ and 

her murder became something of a cause célèbre. As the Geelong correspondent of 

the Argus wrote of the event, ‘It has caused a great sensation not only in the 

neighbourhood but all over the town and suburbs.’ The account noted how ‘people are 

being murdered in their houses and in the streets like dogs.’608 Eliza Willoughby was 

undistinguished in death and lay in an unmarked grave. The men and the woman who 

were presumably responsible for her death, although quickly apprehended, were never 

brought to trial. They were instead held in gaol until June 1852 before being released 

without charge on the grounds that they had been confined in goal for two sessions 

and had not yet been tried.609 The Crown made no objection to the application by the 

defendants’ Solicitor, Mr Thomson, for release of the prisoners.610  

 

On July 8 Dr Thomson moved that an address to Lieutenant Governor Charles La 

Trobe be made, ‘praying that His Excellency would cause to be laid on the table of 
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this house all the depositions taken by the Coroner of Geelong be laid on the table of 

the house, respecting the murder of Eliza Willoughby’.611 The motion to lay the 

depositions on the table was made and the Solicitor General Redmond Barry 

admonished all the members to read the depositions to say whether the law officers of 

the crown had not exercised a sound and just discretion in refusing to put the parties 

on trial.612 Attorney General William Stawell opposed the motion to print the 

depositions.613 He stated that ‘the conduct of the law officers of the crown had been 

called in question. And further that the proceedings were not yet disposed of’. 

Thomson asked how the proceedings were still pending when the parties were at 

large? 

 

The courts had failed to prosecute Eliza’s murderers, and this was testament to Eliza’s 

problematic status. Her reputation as an ex-convict, as Batman’s widow, and as a 

litigant in the long-running court case surrounding the Batman estate, revealing 

malfeasance by colonial officials, and mother-in-law to propertied colonial men 

(Robert Fennell, Daniel Bunce and the Collyer brothers) would have destablised 

reputations and ambitions for many colonial men of the day. Additionally, the 

Legislative Council at the time included men such as William Lonsdale, Redmond 

Barry, and John Fawkner.614 These are the same men who knew Eliza personally. 

Lonsdale had been accused of malfeasance in the court case, and Barry had been one 

of the host of lawyers to profit from the legal action. Fawkner, too, knew both Eliza 

and Batman. For these men and their own reputations, it was a step too far to reveal in 
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Hansard that Batman’s widow had been murdered in Geelong, and the terrible 

circumstances in which she had lived out her final moments and then died.  

 

Eliza’s death occurred the year after gold was discovered in south-eastern Australia 

(1851) and Port Phillip separated from New South Wales, becoming the colony of 

Victoria. By that time, her children had dispersed. As already highlighted, Eliza’s son 

John Charles had drowned in 1845 while her daughter Ellen had died the previous 

April.615 Maria was living in the Melbourne suburb of Richmond with her family and 

Eliza (the daughter) had married William Collyer of Greenhill’s in 1846. Adelaide 

had married another of the Collyer brothers, John, in March 1851.616 Also, in that year 

Pelonemena had married Daniel Bunce.617 Lucy went on to marry Joseph Lomas late 

in 1852, and Elizabeth Mary would marry William Weire in October 1853.618  

 
 
William Willoughby’s Will 

 

In January 1855 Willoughby signed his will and established a property trust based on 

the Batman properties that he had purchased with Eliza’s dower money.619 In the will 

he instructed his executors to pay £120 per year out of the rents and profits of the trust 

to the parents or guardians of John George Fennell until he attained the age of twenty 

one ‘for the purpose of educating and advancing in the world the said John George 

Fennell’. John George was the eldest son of Maria Fennell (Eliza’s eldest daughter) 
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and the money for John George’s education was later spent on sending him to the 

Quaker Queen Wood College Public School in Stockbridge in the United Kingdom 

following Maria’s death.620 

 

The residue of the income from the trust during the minority of John George Fennell 

was to be paid to Lucy Lomas, Eliza’s second eldest daughter who had married 

Joseph Lomas in 1852. Further, after John George reached his majority at 21 years, 

the entirety of the trust was also to be paid to Lucy. Lucy and Joseph had remained 

close to Willoughby after Eliza’s death and had lived in the house on William Street 

with him for some time in 1853. Willoughby died in their home on 4 November 

1856.621 

 

Willoughby was very careful in the wording of his will to ensure that the property and 

monies from his estate passed directly to Lucy and not to her husband, or any later 

husbands. Willoughby clearly understood that under the law of coverture, Lucy was 

vulnerable to the loss of his property. The property and monies were to be ‘for her 

own separate use free from the control debts or interference of her present or any 

future husband’.622 The will went on to state ‘I declare she shall during any coverture 

have no power to alien, change or anticipate the same and that her receipt alone shall 

be a sufficient discharge for the same.’ The will also stated that if Lucy, as a widow, 

and after the majority of John George Fennell, desired to sell or convert into money 
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any real estate or call in any trust funds or securities, then the trustees had full 

authority to carry this out on Lucy’s direction. If there was any money left after her 

death the trust was bequeathed to her children, ‘notwithstanding her present or future 

covertures by her last will or by any deed’. The will then bequeathed equal shares to 

all of Lucy’s children who reached 21 and grandchildren who reached 21. In the event 

that there were no surviving grandchildren, then the residue of the trust was 

bequeathed to John George Fennell. 

 

Willoughby ensured that Lucy was protected from the effects of the law of coverture 

so as not to suffer financially, emotionally, and physically in the way that her mother 

Eliza had suffered. His intention was to protect the property and money from his 

estate from falling into the hands of Joseph Lomas, Lucy’s husband at the time, or 

indeed any future husbands. As Ferry has argued, he was also protecting his estate 

from passing into a stranger’s possession.623 While he had no legitimate children, it 

was his intention that his wife’s descendants should benefit from his estate. He had, of 

course, acquired his wealth through his right and acquisition of Eliza’s dower which, 

in turn, had been Batman’s legacy. 

  

Conclusion 
 

In this chapter I have explored the final years of Eliza’s life when the brutal reality of 

woman’s property and divorce laws saw her impoverished and living alone in 

Geelong under an assumed identity, and where she gained a reputation for drinking 

heavily. Perhaps the cumulative effects of her extraordinary life from her original 
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conviction, a life in hiding in Van Diemen’s Land, her voyage to England only to 

return to dramatically altered circumstances followed by years mired in the court case 

and finally the loss of her children lead her to find solace in alcohol. 

 

The dower for which Eliza had fought so hard and persistently had been used by her 

second husband, Willoughby, to purchase two properties, properties which John 

Batman had originally owned. Eliza had no opportunity to inherit or benefit from her 

first husband’s property as a result of coverture. Rather Willoughby ensured that the 

wealth that he had acquired via the Batman estate and Eliza’s dower was passed down 

to Eliza’s direct descendants. In doing so he made sure that Eliza and John Batman’s 

daughter was not impacted by coverture in the way that her mother had been.  

 

The court case that provided such an extraordinary window onto her experiences was 

over. Eliza vanished back into the silences that surrounded colonial women’s lives at 

this time, only to reappear briefly as the high-profile victim of a murderous attack 

before being ignominiously buried in an unmarked grave.  
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Thesis Conclusion  
 
 
This thesis has demonstrated how in colonial Australia legal constraints operated at 

many levels to constrain the lives of women. Taking the example of the woman 

known variously as Elizabeth Callaghan, Eliza or Elizabeth Thomson, Eliza Batman, 

Eliza Willoughby, Sarah Willoughby, at no stage did the society in which she lived 

permit her to exercise any real, lasting agency over her own financial affairs. Eliza’s 

long-running entanglements with the law were initially recorded at the Old Bailey in 

London where she was convicted in 1820 for uttering at the Old Bailey. At each 

subsequent stage of her life, despite seemingly being presented with opportunities to 

rise in social and economic standing, Eliza suffered from the limitations of legal 

structures that conspired to undermine her agency. There is very little scholarly work 

regarding the fine-grained implications and cascading set of restrictions of women’s 

capacities caused by dower legislation on the lives of colonial white women, 

especially in Australia. This thesis seeks to add to this body of knowledge.  

 
 
In Chapter One I have explored Eliza Callaghan’s trial and lived experiences as a 

female convict in Van Diemen’s Land throughout the early years of the 1820s and 

revealed a more nuanced view of the experiences of convict women that were specific 

to that period. I have drawn on historian Kay Daniels’ argument that gender affected 

the experience that male and female convicts suffered under the penal code, and that 

over time their ‘management was reshaped in distinct ways’, to reveal Eliza’s 

experience as convict at a particular time and place.624 A particular set of 

circumstances created by the Bank of England’s attempt to control the production of 

                                                
624 Kay Daniels, Convict Women (Sydney: Allen and Unvin,1998), viii. 
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forged currency in the first two decades of the nineteenth century led to Eliza’s 

prosecution and experience within the convict system. Eliza’s tragedy was not only 

that she was saved from hanging at the eleventh hour but that she was also forced to 

listen to her lover John Madden being hanged while a crowd rioted outside the prison 

walls.  

 

Despite historians generally regarding the crimes of forgery and uttering as a 

‘specialist occupation’, which did not include unskilled women, I have shown that the 

Bank of England’s prosecutions of women for ‘uttering’ in the early 1820s directly 

led to a large cohort of such women being transported to Van Diemen’s Land within a 

very specific time frame.625 Eliza Callaghan was demonstrably one of these ‘bank 

convicts’ whose numbers were greater than has been previously acknowledged. 

Interestingly, the number of women prosecuted as bank convicts soon thereafter 

declined in the face of public protests against the Bank of England.  

 

Eliza disembarked in Hobart in December 1820, just as the convict system in Van 

Diemen’s Land was struggling to meet new demands placed upon it by the arrival of 

an increasing number of convict women in what was otherwise a largely male 

community. The colonial administration had yet to set up a Female Factory and 

during this period struggled to control the women who arrived, relying instead on 

assignment and public punishments such as the stocks and the infamous iron collar to 

control females considered wayward by dint of their original convictions. Drawing on 

Eliza’s experiences I have shown how the iron collar was used particularly for women 

                                                
625 Deidre Palk, ‘Gender, Crime and Discretion in the English Criminal Justice 
System 1780s to 1830s’, 152. 
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in the early 1820s, although there was clearly ambivalence by the authorities about its 

use. I have entered into some informed speculation that the public punishments meted 

out to the then young Eliza likely led to her absconding to the north of Van Diemen’s 

Land where she perhaps formed or otherwise cemented her intimate relationship with 

John Batman. 

 

In Chapter Two, I have analysed Eliza’s experience on the Vandemonian frontier as a 

‘hidden’ mistress and mother to an increasing number of children. Elizabeth, now 

Eliza, absconded from her convict assignment in 1824 and was living in hiding at 

Batman’s farm. She was a mother and a mistress of her own household on a violent 

yet intimate cross-cultural frontier. Drawing on Ann Stoler’s work on ‘tense and 

tender ties’ I examined the way that her new home at Kingston became a complex and 

uneasy site of incarceration and civilisation for settlers, children, and Aboriginal 

people.  

 

By the end of 1824 Eliza had slipped through the margins of convict assignment and 

was hiding with her new born infant daughter at a farm owned by Batman. From then 

until 1834, her life was measured by settler colonial domesticity and frontier violence. 

The homestead at Kingston was a site of domestic frontiers and cross-cultural 

relationships of force and violence, mixed with familial affections. As a frontier depot 

for roving and parties and a place of incarceration and civilization it was a dense 

transfer point of power. Indeed, Eliza’s experience of colonial domesticity, cross-

cultural intimacy and violence began in this homestead and would go on to repeat 

itself years later in Port Phillip.  
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The end of 1834 marked a turning point in Eliza’s life and that of her family. It was at 

this time that her 14-year sentence to transportation expired. To Eliza, seeing in the 

new year of 1835 on Ben Lomond’s summit as a member of a party that included her 

husband, her seven daughters, Governor Arthur’s nephew and other members of the 

colonial elite, along with her own servants, was deeply symbolic. Cessation of the 

violence of the Vandemonian War and the removal of the Aboriginal people from 

their country, allowed the party to walk through Plangermaireener country, along 

tracks made by past generations of Plangermaireener people without the threat of 

violent conflict. The end of 1834 marked a turning point in Eliza’s life and that of her 

family.  

 

In Chapter Three I have revealed the years between the end of the Vandemonian War 

and the family’s departure for Port Phillip. During this brief interlude of peace and 

prosperity, at least for European settlers, I have examined Eliza’s shift in class and 

status through the lens of domesticity and enterprise on the frontier. I have also 

analysed the unique moment when Eliza and Batman named their youngest daughter 

after an Aboriginal woman from the Plangermaireener nation, suggesting, I argue, a 

special yet conflicting relationship with the Aboriginal people whose land Batman 

appropriated.  

 

Chapter Four explored and challenged past historian’s presumptions regarding Eliza’s 

delimited agency within the settler colonial economy of Port Phillip. Her role in the 

export of the wool clip and the Batman enterprise generally has shown how she and 

Batman exploited both Aboriginal and convict labour to produce commodities that 

were shipped to directly to London. In this chapter I have also revealed the complex 
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effects of the structural, legal, and social realities for colonial women. Importantly, 

taking a more critical historical and legal perspective, and using seldom critically 

examined archives of court and government records. I have shown in detail how 

coverture and dower affected Eliza’s fortunes and that of her family during the last 

years of her marriage to Batman. Analysis of Batman’s decision to prepare a complex 

will and bar Eliza’s dower out of the properties he owned has clearly demonstrated 

how colonial women were disadvantaged by marriage. As Bettina Bradbury has 

shown, ‘marriage transferred the material fruits of wives’ labour and the wealth of all 

but a canny elite few, to husbands.’626 This was only intensified on a settler frontier 

where large amounts of land were rapidly sold and speculated upon. Finally, the 

circumstances of Batman’s death while Eliza was overseas led directly to the collapse 

of their business interests and ultimately to the loss of the family home and business 

and, later, to the impoverishment of the family. 

 

Until now, historians have been largely blind to the ways in which Eliza’s lived 

experiences can be seen as a lens through which we can view the gendered, classed, 

and raced structures of colonial relations in Port Phillip. In Chapter Five I have 

explored the structures of empire implicit in the intimate and gendered colonial 

relations of marriage, widowhood, dower and property. Further, Eliza’s ‘taint’ of 

convictism, her Irish background, and her gender had consequences that played out 

over her entire life course, culminating in her disadvantageous treatment in her later 

years at a time when she most needed support. Instead, Eliza was essentially 

                                                
626 Bettina Bradbury, ‘Colonial Comparisons: rethinking marriage, civilization and 
nation in nineteenth-century white settler societies,’ Rediscovering the British World, 
eds. Phillip Buckner and R. Douglas Francis, (Calgary: University of Calgary Press, 
2005), 137.  
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abandoned in the law and alienated from the financial support provided by her second 

husband following their separation. 

 

The final years of Eliza’s life as a Port Phillip widow were characterised by poverty 

and loss as year after year, the court case surrounding her first husband’s estate 

dragged on. She drew on as much influence as she could, petitioning the Governor as 

well as Queen Victoria for support for her family based on her late husband’s 

reputation as a ‘founding father’ of Melbourne and potentially modelled on the land 

claims made by Batman during his lifetime. Eliza’s disadvantages, like those for other 

colonial women, were compounded by her gender and attendant subordination to men 

through the framework of a gender-biased legal system and to men she fought for 

agency and power. She was a victim of structural disadvantages while working hard, 

yet almost futilely, to use those very same structures to her advantage.  

 

In the sixth and final chapter of this thesis, I have explored the closing years of Eliza’s 

life when the brutal lived reality of woman’s property law saw her estranged from her 

husband and living alone in Geelong where her life circumstances had contributed to 

her drinking heavily. The dower for which Eliza fought so hard had been used by her 

second husband Willoughby to purchase properties which Batman had owned, and 

which Eliza had no opportunity benefit from as a result of her coverture as 

Willoughby’s wife. The court case that provided such an extraordinary window onto 

her experiences was over. She vanished back into the silences that surround colonial 

women’s lives at this time only to reappear as the victim of a murderous attack before 

receiving a pauper’s burial in an unmarked grave.  
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In major contrast to historiographical arguments proffered by previous historians, who 

have not paid sufficient attention to the intersections of gender and the law in this 

colonial period, I have demonstrated that critically contextualizing Eliza’s 

predicament within the structural, legal, and social realities for colonial women and 

‘dower’ in the 1830s colonies of south-eastern Australia reveals the way that 

coverture operated to financially disadvantage women over the course of their lives. 
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